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A MESSAGE FROM THE USER CLUB

Dear Customer,

Welcome to the Autumn / Winter 1989 edition of the Amstrad User Club Mail Order Catalogue. 
Throughout the catalogue you will find two different pricing structures. Our Non-Members price is the 
normal Recommended Retail Price of the product, and our Members price is the special discounted rate 
for Members of the Amstrad User Club only!
This is just one of the many benefits of Club membership, but if your not yet a member, don’t worry, full 
subscription details can be found at the back of the catalogue.
Members and Non-Members alike can order with confidence in the knowledge that quality control from 
Amstrad Pic, together with our own comprehensive vetting system here at the User Club ensures that all 
stock items are top-grade products.
If you need any product not illustrated in the catalogue, help is at hand - simply contact our Product 
Locating Department on Ü91 51Ü 8787 and we’ll do our best to locate and depatch it to you - usually at 
the best price in the UK.
Our range of catalogues include separate CPC, PCW and PC/PPC editions, so if you’d like to order 
additional copies, just ring or write and we’ll despatch them immediately.
We hope you gain as much pleasure reading this catalogue as we’ve had in compiling it and hope to 
continue providing an excellent Service for you - The Amstrad Computer User.
Kind Regards,

Keith Patterson 
General Manager 
Amstrad User Club
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........... THE AMSTRAD COMPUTER RANGE...........
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787....TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787....

The Amstrad Professional User Group is your stockist for the FULL RANGE OF AMSTRAD COMPUTERS. All our prices include 
carriage and a guarantee, and the PC2286 and PC2386 machines are supplied with an additional 12 months on-site Dictaphone service 
absolutely free. The User Group do however recommend that on-site service agreements are taken out for the PCW, PC and PPC 
machines. All our machines are tested before despatch, from the hard drive right down to the batteries. The Amstrad Professional User 
Group : giving you the best prices on new PCW, PC and PPC machines in the UK.
For all special offers currently running with Amstrad Hardware, ring 091 5108787 for details.

MODEL ΝΟΝ-MEM MEMBER MEMBERS
EX. VAT

MODEL ΝΟΝ-MEM MEMBERS MEMBERS
EX. VATINC.VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT

CPC464MD £199.99 £199.99 £173.90 PC2086DD12MD £803.85 £685.40 £596.00
CPC464CD £299.99 £299.99 £260.86 PC2086DD14CD £918.85 £780.85 £679.00
CPC6128MD £299.99 £299.99 £260.86 PC2086DD12HRCD £1,033.85 £875.15 £761.00
CPC6128CD £399.99 £399.99 £347.81 PC2086DD14HRCD £1,148.85 £970.60 £844.00
PCW8256 £401.35 £362.25 £315.00 PC2086HD12MD £1,033.85 £875.15 £761.00
PCW8512 £516.35 £450.80 £392.00 PC2086HD14CD £1,148.85 £970.60 £844.00
PCW9512 £573.85 £479.55 £417.00 PC2086HD12HRCD £1,263.85 £1,064.90 £926.00
PC1512SDMD £458.85 £428.95 £373.00 PC2086HD14HRCD £1,378.85 £1,159.20 £1,008.00
PC1512SDCD £573.85 £514.05 £477.00 PC2286DD12MD £1,148.85 £1,013.15 £881.00
PCT512DDMD £573.85 £514.05 £477.00 PC2286DD14CD £1,263.85 £1,114.30 £969.00
PC1512DDCD £688.85 £599.15 £521.00 PC2286DD12HRCD £1,378.85 £1,214.40 £1,056.00
PC1640SDMD £573.85 £541.65 £471.00 PC2286DD14HRCD £1,493.85 £1,315.60 £1,144.00
PC1640SDCD £688.85 £637.10 £554.00 PC2286HD12MD £1,378.85 £1,214.40 £1,056.00
PC1640SDECD £803.85 £732.55 £637.00 PC2286HD14CD £1,493.85 £1,315.60 £1,144.00
PC1640DDMD £688.85 £600.30 £522.00 PC2286HD12HRCD £1,608.85 £1,415.65 £1,231.00
PC1640DDCD £803.85 £695.75 £605.00 PC2286HD14HRCD £1,723.85 £1,516.85 £1,319.00
PC1640DDECD £918.85 £791.20 £688.00 PC2386HD12MD £2,298.85 £2,019.40 £1,756.00
PC1640HDMD £918.85 £791.20 £688.00 PC2386HD14CD £2,413.85 £2,120.60 £1,844.00
PC1640HDCD £1,033.85 £886.65 £771.00 PC2386HD12HRCD £2,528.85 £2,220.65 £1,931.00
PC1640HDECD £1,148.85 £982.10 £854.00 PC2386HD14HRCD £2,643.85 £2,321.85 £2,019.00
PC2086SD12MD £688.85 £618.70 £538.00 PPC512S £458.85 £437.00 £380.00
PC2086SD14CD £803.85 £713.00 £620.00 PPC512D £631.35 £542.80 £472.00
PC2086SD12HRCD £918.85 £807.30 £702.00 PPC640S £573.85 £531.30 £462.00
PC2086SD14HRCD £1,033.85 £902.75 £785.00 PPC640D £746.35 £637.10 £554.00

KEY KEY

S = Single Drive (Refers to PPC) 
D = Dual Drive (Refers to PPC) 
SD = Single Drive 
DD = Dual Drive
HD = Hard Drive

MD = Mono Display
CD = Colour Display
ECD = Enhanced Colour Display
HRCD = High Resolution Colour Display

DICTAPHONE SERVICE AGREEMENTS

The Professional Amstrad User Group can supply you with Dictaphone Service Agreements for your Computer system and 
printers.
Dictaphone are a world leader in office equiptment design with over 70 years experience and provide quality care to ensure 
optimum reliability and performance.
Your local engineer can ensure that you are personally satisfied with the service provided, and with over 100 engineers, Dic
taphone really are local.
The cover provided by the agreements include:
* An unlimited number of service calls during normal working hours.
* All labour and travelling time.
* All travelling expenses.
* Free repair or replacement of any part of the equiptment hardware in the schedule which has failed during normal use.
* Repair of the equipment in the compames if in the opinion of the company such repair is necessary.
Comprehensive cover for members starts from as little as £30.00 - a small price to pay for peace of mind.
Ring 091 5108787 for full details of the Dictaphone Agreements for your computer system now!
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....................THE AMSTRAD PCW RANGE.....................
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.... TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787....

The PCW 8256

With 256K RAM, built-in disc drive, monitor, LocoScript Word Processing 
software and complete CP/M Plus computer power, Amstrad will speed up the 
way in which the microcomputer takes away the drudgery of office routine, simply, 
efficiently, completely.
The PCW8256 keyboard contains 82 keys designed to work directly with the 
Locoscript software helping to make the job easy. The 'pull down’ menus of 
operations are accessed using special function keys.
Each disc holds some 180,000 characters. And since an average A4 page contains 
between 1000 and 1500 characters, that’s quite a tidy alternative to 50 or so file 
folders.
If your business involves standard letters and forms of contact, then you can recall 
a "template" document and just change the names and customer specific details 
or anything from a single quotation to a complete contract.
The word processing software supplied has been specifically written to provide 
the features and facilities expected on a professional stand alone word processing 
system, and will permit simultaneous printing and editing features such as pagi
nation, automatic paragraph alignment and realignment are provided together 
with a powerful collection of editing features such as cut and paste. Amstrad also 
offers you a completely functional advanced computer that features the world 
famous computer operating system CP/M Plus.

The PCW95L2

The PCW9512 is the latest in the incredibly successful Amtrad PCW family of 
wordprocessors.
This complete word processing system features a newly styled keyboard designed 
to take full advantage of the extra speed and facilities available on the latest 
version of LocoScript, and the PCW9512’s daisy wheel printer gives you perfect 
letter quality print.
The PCW9512 disc holds some 737,000 characters, an average page of text 
contains between 1000 and 2000 characters, so you can save up to 700 pages on 
one disc.
LocoSpell is a fully integrated part of the word processing software and contains 
a massive 78,000 word dictionary. Use it to check the spelling of a single word 
during the writing or editing of a document, or for checking a portion, or all of 
the document.Another fully integrated facility supplied with the PCW9512 is 
LocoMail, a very powerful mailmerge program which enables the user to combine 
mailing lists with letters, producing personalised letters from a single standard 
document.
The optional CPS8256 offers an RS232 serial interface with an additional Cne- 
tronics parallel port. This allows connections to other computers, or with a 
modem to link to electronic communication and mail services such as Prestel and 
BT Gold. External printers may be connected to the built-in parallel interface or 
to either port on the CPS8256. Including the daisy wheel printer supplied, it is 
possible to have 4 different printers simultaneously connected each individually 
addressable.

The PCW8512

The PCW8512 will perform all the word processing functions found on the 
PCW8256 but in addition will allow you to store and process much greater 
amounts of information. Should you wish to install alternative word processing 
software such as LocoScript II or NewWord, the extra storage capacity will prove 
invaluable when handling vety large documents, extensive name and address files 
and dictionary files.
The second disc drive on the PCW8512, although physically the same size as the 
first disc drive can store four times as much information a total of 1 MegaByte 
(720K Bytes formatted). Over 200 separate files can be stored on this disc, all 
accessible within seconds!
The copying is all made easier with the increased capacity RAM disc. The 1 
MegaByte disc drive will allow you to create huge datafiles for database and 
accounts applications, or simply store a large number of individual documents or 
programs.
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................THE AMSTRAD PC/PPC RANGE...............
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.... TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.

The PPC Range

The PPC640 and 512 give you the freedom you need in today’s fast-changing 
business world.
Amstrad portable compters are true MS-DOS compatible computers supplied 
with MS-DOS 3.3 and with 512K of RAM on PPC512 and 640K of RAM on 
PPC640 as standard. Which means you can use all popular MS-DOS software. 
Bestsellers like Lotus 123, Symphony, Wordstar, Supercalc and dBase run per
fectly on the new PPC range. Even graphics are supported. Graphs, bar charts 
and pie charts can be shown on the LCD display.
Amstrad portables come with single or twin 720K 3.5" industry standard disc 
drives.
The PPC's standard parallel and serial expansion sockets give you easy expansion 
link-ups with a wide variety of peripherals such as printers and plotters. And since 
the modem is built in (PPC640), we’ve also included a line connector and phone 
jack.
Amstrad PPC’s come complete with ’PPC Organiser’ Software, an integrated 
package, including a Word Processor, Address Book, Electronic Notebook, Diary 
Calculator, Auto Dialler - plus Manual and Software Discs. A powerful addition 
to your portable computer supplied as standard.

The PC 1640

The Amstrad PC1640 puts computing power on the business professional de
sktop. It provides them with all the facilities they need to do business planning 
and forecasting, correspondence, analysis, accounting and reporting, and it offers 
them the capability to run exciting new business solutions such as Desktop 
Publishing or Computer-Aided Design. The PC1640 has exceptional graphics 
capability to ensure effective presentation and communication, a large memory 
to deal with the most complex task, access to public and corporate databases, and 
the capacity for expansion. It can be used as a powerful multi-tasking workstation 
or integrated into a corporate information system.
The PC1640 allows you to run a range of application programs that can be used 
to improve the overall efficiency of your business. You can run any of the leading 
IBM-compatible programs available or choose the high performance, value-for- 
money range of Amtrad Professional Software including Wordstar Express, 
Supercalc 3.21, Amstrad InfoMaster, AccountsMaster, PayMaster and games 
programs.
The Amstrad PC1640 has both serial and parallel printer ports so that it can be 
connected to almost any printer but to get the most cost-effective printed results, 
choose from the range of high-quality dedicated Amstrad printers.
The new Amstrad MC2400 PC Modem Card is ideal for high-speed data com
munications. The quad standard unit has four operating speeds, including V22 
bits capable of transmitting and receiving data at 2400 bits per second.
The MC2400 Modem Card simplifies data transfer and gives the PC1640 a 
gateway to a vast network of global communications. It facilitates access to telex, 
electronic mail services and commercial databases all with the simplicity of a 
telephone call.The PC1640 is an ideal networking product it can be linked to 
mainframe, providing upto three extra network terminals for the price you could 
pay for one, and it can improve productivity dramatically.

The PC1512

The ideal computer for all businesses for taking work home, for game playing or 
for learning on the industry standard.
The PC1512 comes with monitor, keyboard and the revolutionary GEM software 
to make using your PC1512 so simple that anyone in your family can use it - even 
the adults!
The PC1512 has a massive 512K RAM main memory, part of which can be 
configured to act as a high speed RAM disc drive for running programs.
It uses an 8086 processor operating at 8MHz so your software will run at speeds 
that are considerably faster than any other PC’s.
Using your PC1512 couldn’t be easier. Thanks to GEM (Graphics Environmen
tal Manager, Desktop Paint, and Locomotive BASIC 2) there is no longer any 
need to learn complex commands and master obscure features.
The PC1512 360K built-in floppy disc loads and saves programs and data in 
seconds. So unlike the majority of home computers which use slow cassettes, you 
won’t be kept twiddling your thumbs.



................. THE AMSTRAD PC2000 RANGE...............
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.... TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.

The Amstrad PC2086

The PC2086 is designed to be the ideal introduction to the series bridging the gap 
between existing machines and the more advanced PC2000 machines. It is also 
ideal for use as a stand alone system or as part of a large multi-user network of 
machines.
Using the Microsoft MS-DOS 3.3 operating system, the PC2086 also features 
Microsoft Windows V2.03, while the use of 1:1 hard disc interleaving and a full 
16-bit internal bus means that the full processing power of the 8MHz 8086 
microprocessor is used to maximum advantage. 640K of parity checked high
speed RAM is standard with a choice of either single ortwin 720K 35" disc drives, 
or a 30Mb hard disc version with single 720K 3.5" disc drive.
A highly integrated design means that many features that would normally occupy 
valuable bus slots are incorporated on the motherboard including the floppy disc 
controller, serial and parallel ports and controller for the integral mouse.
The PC2086 can be used with any of Amstrad’s new range of antiglare VGA 
compatible monitors and has the added advantage of an inbuilt drive adaptor so 
that 5.25" software and data files can be accessed and used normally through a 
standard external 5.25” disc drive.

The Amstrad PC2386

The PC2386 is the flagship of the PC2000 series, for the high end workstation 
user. Throughout the design of the system, advanced techniques have been 
incorporated to take full advantage of the 20MHz Intel 80386 processor including 
64Kof RAM cache memory, asynchronous expansion bus operation and effective 
zero wait state memory operations.
It is supplied with MS-DOS 4.0 and can be used with OS/2 and also includes 
Microsoft Windows 386 to allow users to access several Windows or DOS 
applications at one time.
4Mb of parity checked high speed memory with a full width 32-bit bus and a 65Mb 
hard disc with sector buffer are standard. Users can switch the addressing of main 
memory areas through software, allowing fully flexible allocation between base, 
expanded and extended memory.
The RAM is expandable to 16Mb on the motherboard, while virtual memory 
operation allows applications to use hard disc storage as RAM. Again the 
external drive adaptor allows the use of 5.25" disc format and also tape streamers 
for back up data storage.

4 The Amstrad PC2286

The PC2286 is based on the powerful Intel 80286 microprocessor operating at 
12MHz. It is supplied with MS-DOS 4.0 when expanded can be used with OS12, 
and also includes Microsoft Windows 286 which allows users to access several 
Windows applications at one time.
The use of 1:1 disc interleaving and asybchronous expansion bus operation means 
that the full processing power of the 80286 is used to maximum advantage, while 
the Amstrad VGA monitors with a dot-pitch as low as 0.28 provide a crisp high 
resolution display in either full colour or monochrome.
1Mb of parity checked high speed RAM with a sophisticated 12MHz 16/32-bit 
internal bus is standard. RAM is expandable to 4Mb.
Twin 1.4Mb 35" disc drives or a 40Mb hard disc with a single floppy drive is 
available. The hard disc version features 1:1 interleaving for maximum reliability.



........... THE AMSTRAD PRINTER RANGE...........
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.... TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787....

The Amstrad LQ5000 di

Wide Carriage 24 Pin Dot Matrix Printer
Features
Heavy duty
Up to 288 CPS draft
High performance
Up to 96 CPS letter quality
High Resolution
Full bit image graphics capability
Dual Interface Centronics parallel and RS232C serial
Epson Compatible control codes
IBM Compatible graphics character sets

The Amstrad LQ3500 di

24 pin Dot Matrix Printer
Features
Letter Quality
Epson compatible
IBM compatible
Graphics character set
International character set
Bit-image dot graphics
Over 100 different typeface combinations
Usable with friction or tractor feed paper

DMP 4000 Printer

The DMP4000 boasts industry standard software instructions and characters 
(including graphics) and is capable of handling a wide range of paper sizes - 
between 3-16.5 inches (75-420mm) for continuous tractor feed paper or labels, 
all at printing speeds of up to 200 characters per second.
The extremely wide choice of sizes and typefaces coupled with a complete ASCII, 
international and IBM graphics character set should provide a solution to any 
printing problem. In addition, the implementation of dot addressable graphics 
and standard Epson compatible command codes will allow the DMP4000 to 
operate directly with most software, including word processors, spreadsheets and 
graphics programs.
Features:
Handles 15 inch paper
High speed (up to 200 characters per second)

The Amstrad DMP 3160 Printer

160 characters per second (cps) draft
40 cps near letter quality
Front loading
PC compatible
Over 100 typeface combinations
Usable with friction or tractor feed paper
When you want the elusive combination of quality, reliability and value-for- 
money look no further than the superb Amstrad DMP 3160.
The DMP 3160 combines the versatility of an industry-standard software instruc
tion set with Amstrad’s acknowledged expertise in low cost, high-performance 
computers.
continuous paper couldn’t be easier. You can even print quite happily on card

DMP3250 di

The Compact DMP3250di offers you that elusive combination of quality, relia
bility, ease of use and value for money. Supplied as standard with dual parallel 
and serial interfaces and incorporating Epson FX and IBM PC, PPC compati
bility, the DMP 3250di can be used with almost any hardware and software 
combination - including of course the Amstrad PC 1512 and 1640 range, any other 
PC compatible or any computer or terminal fitted with a suitable interface.
Thanks to the DMP3250 di's ingenious front loading flatbed design, switching 
between cut sheet paper and continuous stationery couldn’t be easier. What’s 
more, the printers flat paper path makes it perfect for printing on card, envelopes 
or self-adhesive labels - all at up to 160 characters per second.
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........... THE AMSTRAD FIDELITY RANGE...........
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.... TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787

CDX500

This top of the range model combines brilliant sound quality with the most 
advanced design features. The CDX500 has a built in CD player and boasts a 
remote control handset, digital tuning, 40 watts output, Dolby noise reduction, 
auto-seek tuning and a CD repeat facility for immediate replay.
CODE: CDX500 User Club Price £299.99

The TVR2

Combine top quality television and video in one compact and stylish unit - the 
Amstrad Televideo. The Televideos offer state-of-the-art technology without 
the need for unattractive storage units and reduce the number of unsightly wires 
to one for an uncluttered look.

The compact TVR2 with its bright 14" screen is the ideal second set for the 
bedroom or study with full remote control for ease of use and a single tuner. 
Essential features for recording and playback found in the TVR3 are also 
available in this neat version of the versatile Televideo. This all-in-one package 
makes an ideal sales demonstration model.
CODE: TVR2 User Club Price £399.99

The Amstrad Studio 100

For up and coming bands and budding DJ’s tired of listening to somebody else’s 
music, the new Amstrad Studio 100 has all the answers. It is a unique feature 
packed sound system that combines a midi hi-fi with a four track recording studio 
and DJ music, mix the music as well as listen to the music! The four track 
recording studio comes complete with four microphones a pair of "cans", a drum 
and music backing tape. Producing "demo" tapes is made easy by plugging 
instruments into the studio and listening to the results direct from the speakers.

Once perfected, the sounds can be recorded on to tape blending the different 
tracks. Transform the studio 100 into a DJ console and use the volume sliders 
to fade in and out and a microphone to voice-over records and tapes for the 
professional touch. For special events, plug the studio into a PA system for 
greater amplification. The studio 100 also offers all the top quality features you 
would expect from a midi-audio system. There is an FM, LW and MW tuner, 
graphic equaliser and a powerful output of 40 watts (MPO).
CODE: Studio 100 User Club Price £299.99

1The TVR3

The TVR3 has a bright 20” screen and is ideal for family viewing with one 
dual infra-red remote control over TV and video from the armchair. 
Needle sharp images are displayed on the four main stations whilst twelve 
spare channels leave ample room for satellite or cable TV. Two tuners 
mean that you can record on one channel while watching a programme on 
another. The video can be programmed with five events up to 14 days 
ahead, and can be set to record automatically at the same time on the same 
day. Focus in on the action with the "speed search function" and traditional 
scan and freeze frame facilities. An automatic rewind facility is incorpor
ated, as well as an eight-hour long-play facility.
CODE: TVR3 User Club Price £499.99
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........... THE AMSTRAD FIDELITY RANGE............
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.... TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787.

The Amstrad Satélite Dish

The world of Satellite Television has truly arrived with the launch of the Astra 
Satellite in November 1988 and Sky Television in February 1989. To get started 
in the amazing world of Satellite Television all you need is the Amstrad Fidelity 
(PAI.) SRX100 satellite receiving package, which consists of the latest in PAL 
satellite receiver design and a 60cm parabolic satellite receiving dish, and all for 
less than the cost of a video recorder!
Open your living room up to a potential 16 new additional channels of high 
quality entertainment for a price which is out of this world. Sky Television alone 
incorporates 4 channels. SKY CHANNEL - a careful and selective assortment 
of programmes highlightingall that is best in family entertainment. SKY NEWS 
- an 18 hour, 7 days a week News Channel, Eurosport - for coverage of the best 
events as they happen and, SKY MOVIE - a channel which exclusively broad
casts feature films. There are also up to 12 additional channels from all over 
Europe !
The Receiver Unit.
The Amstrad Fidelity 16 channel receiver unit is not only simple to use but stylish 
in design, and no larger than the average clock/radio.The Amstrad Dish is only 
60cm in diameter and efficiently captures signals generated by the Astra Satellite 
and transfers those signals via a cable to the receiver positioned on your 
television.
Installation nationwide of all Satellite systems sold by the User Club is taken 
care of by KBS Ltd. for just £50 plus VAT which includes fitting all cabling and 
a 12 month guarantee!
Code: SRX100/60 User Club Price £199.99
Code: SRX200/60 User Club Price £259.99(with remote control).

The Easy Programmer Videos

Amstrad Fidelity has introduced the "Easy Programmer videos" so that everyone 
in the family from kids to their parents can record all their favourite pro
grammes. A specially designed remote control handset takes you through the 
programming process with a series of simple "questions and answers".
What day will the programme be broadcast?
What week will the programme be broadcast?
What channel is it on?
What time does the programme start?
What time does the programme end?
All you have to do is check the final details displayed on the small LCD screen. 
The remote then asks you to point it at the video - it’s as simple as that.
TheVCR6000

The VCR6000 "Easy Programmer" has up to eight hour record and play back 
which doubles the length of any standard tape. The VCR6000 provides top 
quality pictures and can record up to six programmes, fourteen days ahead. A 
Quick Record control allows the viewer to record immediately without setting 
the timer.
Code:VCR6000 User Club Price £249.99

Amstrad Fidelity VCR6000 "Easy Programmer" video. A high quality recorder 
with specially designed remote control handset for a step to step guide to 
programming-Also features eight hour record and playback, recording up to six 
programmes, fourteen days ahead.
The VCR6100

This is the top-of-the-range "Easy Programmer" machine has all the features of 
the VCR6000. In addition it has an indexer to help you find your recordings, and 
a unique integrated Bar Code reader to make programming even easier.
Code: VCR6100 User Club Price £279.99

Videomatic Camera

It is a simple one touch "point and shoot" camcorder that is light enough for any 
member of the family to use. The automatic microphone ensures that the video 
has a perfectly synchronised running commentary throughout. Best of all, there 
are no lengthy processing procedures. All you have to do is slip the tape into 
the motorised VHS-C adaptor provided and watch the results on any standard 
VHS recorder, instantly. The Videomatic sports automatic focus, iris and 
automatic power cut and a safety lock, "on/off" switch for ease of use. The 
videomatic comes complete with a rechargeable 1.5 hour battery, a dual voltage 
combined AC mains adaptor/battery charger and shoulder strap.
Code: VMC100 User Club Price £499.99

"Extra" power pack for VMC100 videomatic camera
Code: SOFT50039 User Club Price £29.95

Carrying Case for V MC 100 videomatic camera
Code: SOFT50040 User Club Price £14.95
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CPC..........................EDUCATIONAL.......................... CPC
TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787....TO ORDER - TEL:091-5108787....

Training
THE COMPLETE INTRODUCTION TO CP/M COMPUTING FOR THE CPC612&
No more struggling with the user instruction manual! Due to an overwhelming demand from our 
members we can now offer CP/M training for CPC6128 users. The Reel Time self-leach course has 
been specially developed to help you leam at the pace you choose. Crammed with practical examples 
and tips, it’s fast, effective and enjoyable. It includes everything you need including step-by-step 
instructions with no jargon!
AUDIO TUTOR TAPES - Listen to the tapes on an ordinary cassette player at home, in the office - 
or even in the car.
TRAINING ON DISC - The disc contains exerases and interactive tutorials for you to follow on your 
own computer.
ELECTRIC BOOK - Read them on your computer just like an ordinary book but with many extra 
features - automatic searching, instant page-find and electric bookmarks.
Tinysoft Software - Tinysoft training software is a set of working programs you can use after the course 
- everything you need to know to use CP/M effectively ‘Hardware’ versus ‘Software’, The CP/M 
Operating commands, DIR, changing the active drive. System files. Resetting the computer. Built-in 
Formatting a disc, Copying, erasing & renaming files, CP/M control codes, Performing a senes of 
Database functions - TinyMail, Adding new records. Finding and updating records. Sorting and listing 
records, Programming - using BASIC and much more!
Code: CPC01THS Members £29.25 Non Members £34.45

Ani ma l/Veg eta ble/M i neral (Age 
7-Adult)
The child is requested to think of an object that is either animal, vegetable or mineral. The program 
will now try to guess what the child has thought of. It asks questions about the object and then guesses 
what the object is.

If the program does not know that object then the child can ‘teach the computer’ about the object. 
The child also needs to give the program information to tell the object apart from the other things it 
knows. At the start the program knows only a little, so it is easy to teach the computer things. The 
more it knows the more the need to look things up! The information stored can be saved and reloaded 
at any point in order to continue to build up what the computer knows at a later date.
Tape Code: SOFT104 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SQFT1104 Members £11.95 Non Members £14.95

Answerback Junior Quiz (Age 6-11)
The Answerback Junior Quiz provides a unique adventure in education by allowing successful 
challengers to participate in a simple and compelling game. The software package contains a highly 
sophisticated control program and has thought provoking quizzes, each covering a different topic in 
general knowledge for children aged 6 to 11. An enormous total of 750 well-researched questions with 
3000 answer options available but you tell the computer bow many you want and on what topic, should 
you ever tire of the a multitude of quizzes, you can use the powerful yet simple creating edition and 
saving commands to produce a multitude of quizzes to your own design.
Features include:
•Enticing sound and colour graphics ’Pass facility
•True or False? •Immediate correction of errors
•Find the missing letters ·Re-run of questions passed or incorrectly answered
Tape Code: JQUIZ001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: JQUIZ0001 Members £11.85 Non Members £13.95

Senior General Knowledge Quiz (Ages 
12-Adult)
This is an add-on package to the Answerback Junior Quiz. The twenty topics include:
Astronomy/Music/Art and Architecture/Literature/History/Legends and Mythology/Dtscovenes and 
Inventions/SporL
Tape Code: SNRF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: SNRF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfiles
Factfiles are add-on packages which run in conjunction with the Answerback Junior Quiz program, 
which must be purchased first.

not Know it all! Topics include:-
Worid Cup, FA Cup, Transfers, Mainly Managers, Internationals, Records in Scores, Scotland, 
Foreign, Clubs, Home and Away.
Tape Code: FOOTFOOl Member» £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: FOOTFOOOl Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 "English Words" (Age 
12-Adult)
How well do you know the English Language? Try this factfile pack and be sure to discover the answer 
Topics include:-
Occupations, Financial Words, Foreign imports. Adjectives, Verbs, Nouns, Legal Words, Words on 
Words.
Tape Code: WORDFOOl Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: WORDF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 First Aid (Age 12-Adult)
A knowledge of First Aid is essential with today’s growing use of chemicals, electrical and mechanical 
appliances at home, school or work. First Aid can save lives but only if you know how to use it! This 
pack has been compiled by a very experienced First Aider and Doctor the 500 multiple choice questions 
cover such areas of Heart and Other Attacks, Poisons and Poisoning, Shock, Resuscitation, Asphyxia, 
Fractures, Wounds and Dressing.
Tape Code: FIRSTF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: FIRSTF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 "General Science" (Age 
12-Adult)
This pack is designed not only to help serious students of science, but to help parents keep up with their 
children’s understanding of this "hightech* age. The quizzes contain a wealth of scientific information 
presented in a way which is great fun to use. Topics include:-
Botany, Geology, Mechanics and Metallurgy, Zoology, Mathematics, Electricity and Magnetism, 
Astronomy, Physics.
Tape Code: SCI EN F001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: SCIENF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 "Know England" (Age 
12-Adult)
England is an exciting and endlessly varying country and this factfile pack is designed for those interested 
in developing and testing their knowledge of England in a lighthearted yet informative way. Topics 
include:-
Customs and Language, Castles and Homes, Cities, National Parks, Literature and The Arts, Famous 
People, Islands, Industry.
Tape Code: ENGLDFÓ01 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: ENGLDF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 "Know Scotland" (Age 
12-Adult)

Twenty quizzes on almost every aspect of Scotland including: -
Highlands and Islands, Customs/Dress, Scots Words and Meanings, Music/Entertainments, 
Plants/Animals, Food/Drink, Edinburgh.
Tape Code: SCOTF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: SCOTFOOOl Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 "Natural History" (Age 10 + )

Factfile 500 "Arithmetic" (Age 12-16)
This pack is designed to develop and give practice in the basic numerical concepts covering the areas of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division as well as practical topics including time, shape, money 
and measurement.
Tape Code: ARITHF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: AR1THF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £895

Discover the wonders and mysteries of plant and animal life in the British Isles and in other parts of the 
world. The topics for this pack indude:-
Wild Flowers/Foss ils and Geology/Water Birds/Mini Beasts/Butterflies and Moths/Sea Shore 
Life/Domestic Animals.
Tape Code: HISTRF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code; H1STRF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 ‘Spelling’ (Age 6-11)

Factfile 500 "Association Football" (Age 
12-Adult)
Who was the top scorer in the 1978 World Cup?
Which Soviet player was 1963 European Player of the Year?
This factfile will test even the most enthusiastic football fans, you may know a lot but you certainly will 

This pack has been specially compiled by a teacher of young children aware of the most common 
difficulties encountered at this stage of learning Multiple choice questions include the following topics:- 
Plurals/Vowels/Consonants, Living Creatures/Past & Present/Colours/People/They sound the 
same/Numbers and Measurements.
Tape Code: SPELLF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: SPELLF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
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Factfile 500 ‘Sport’ (Age 14-Adult) •Atoms
Tape Code: CHEM001
Duc Code: CHEM0001

•Ion exchange/Water
Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

A must for all sports fans, this pack contains twenty well researched and highly challenging quizzes, 
each covering a different sport subject (please note this fact file contains the same questions as our 
ANSWER BACK sport program) Topics include:
Club Football, Water Sports, House Sports, Cricket, Athletics, Boxing, Golf, Tennis, Rugby.
Tape Code: SPORTFOOl Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: SPORTFOOOl Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 ‘Super Sports’ (Age 
14-Adult)
Another must for all sports fans, with 500 in-depth questions on twenty topics from fishing to football, 
Wimbledon to boxing - whatever your sport this fact file is sure to be a great challenge! Sports include: -

Complete Primary Maths Course (Age 
4-11)
Purchasers of Primary Maths Course have the option of obtaining an Intermediate level course, which 
also bas 19 programs with extensive graphics on 2 cassettes or disc This covers perimeter and area 
of squares, rectangles and circles, angles, triangle types, sequences and Trigonometry. The 
intermediate course is not available on its own. The complete Primary Maths Course contains more 
than 500k of programs.
Tape Code: CPRMA001 Members £24.65 Non Members £29.00
Disc Code: CPRMA0001 Members £24.65 Non Members £29.00

Association Football/Snooker/Snow and Ice Sports/Racquet Sports/Sport on Wheels/Pot Luck.
Tape Code: SSPRTF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: SSPRTF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Factfile 500 ‘Twentieth Century History’ 
(Age 12-Adult)
This pack encapsulates those events of this century that have moulded the world in which we now live, 
topics include:-
World War 2/Africa since 1900/Hitler and Germany/League of Nations/lsrael and the Arabs.
Tape Code: CENTUF001 Members £4.20 Non Members £4.95
Disc Code: CENTUF0001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Chemistry Revision
This disc contains eight programs to aid your chemistry revision. The first program tests your existing 
knowledge so that you can see where your strengths and weaknesses lie. The next six programs 
concentrate on topics which often cause difficulty. The programs also allow you to keep notes during 
your revision. The notes can be saved for future reference. The programs have been designed and 
tested by chemistry teachers working in schools with pupils taking both ‘O’ level CSE examinations. 
The GCSE syllabus has been taken into account in the design of these programs. The main topics 
covered include:
•Separation techniques *Tbe atom and its structure
•isotopes ’Structures of solids
•Bonding •Elements in the periodic table
•Organic chemistry •Electrochemistry and application
Disc Code: SOFT1959 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Biology (Age 12-16)
"A good excuse to play with your computer and have fun while revising" Your Computer High editorial 
standards is the hallmark of School Software’s educational titles and this certainly applies to the Biology 
program.
The ail round program has a professional lively swing about it with excellent screen design. This program 
gives key definitions and promotes interactive learning through the question and answer sessions. 
There are many hours of work in this stimulating program written and designed by professionals.
Varying features such as score charts, print outs, music, time checks, prompts and so on. All 
instructions on screen.
Contents: 
•Life and Cells
•Mammals and Plants
•Photosynthesis and Enzymes
• Respiration/Excretion
•Organisms
Tape Code: BlOLOOl Members
Disc Code: BIOL0001 Members

•Transport
•Sensitivity
•Reproduction
•Cycles and Micro

.30 Non Members £10.95
4.40 Non Members £16.95

Better Maths (Age 12-16)
This program was rated in the top five educational programs in the 1986 A.A. educational survey, it is 
the only maths program with Zap and attractive style. Better Maths 1 is ideal for GCSE and similar 
exams. Covers a wide range of popular sections of maths at this level.
Contents:
Approximation, measuration, algebraic factors, sequences and series, tests.
Tape Code: BMATHS001 Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Disc Code: BMATHS0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Foundation Level English
This is an open-learning course that brings the college into your home. Providing you with lectures 
by video, and tutorials by computer software, books and voice tape. It consists of VHS video, the 24 
programs from Micro English, book, voice tape and large manual in a case.
Disc Code: ENGL1S0001 Members £42.45 Non Members £49.99

Foundation Level Maths
This is an open learning course that brings the college into your home, providing you with lectures by 
video, and tutorials by computer software and books. It consists of a VHS video of around 24 sections 
with the 24 programs from Micro Maths, book and large manual in a case.
Disc Code: MMATIC0001 Members £42.45 Non Members £49.99

The French Mistress
These simple to use programs are designed as an aid to modem language learning for beginners to 
GCSE levels. Each program features:
•Self teach display modes, including single-step or automatic display and colour coding to reinforce 
gender learning.
•Self-test mode, including translation tests from English into the foreign language or vice versa and a 
help/prompt facility.
•Lesson creation/editing facilities, including an indefinite number of new lessons which may be created 
using the simple commands provided.
Tape Code: FRENCH001 Members £13.95 Non Members £16.95
Disc Code: FRENCH0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Better Spelling (Age 9-Adult)
Unquestionably the best spelling tutor on the market and rated as such by educationalists. The course 
was prepared by a best selling English language author and is a welcome relief from the mini-dictionary 
style. The course is highly structured offering exceptional value for money. One reviewer has this to 
say of the Amstrad CPC version There’s a gamesy feel to it with wacky sounds as you key in the answers 
and a laser base that comes and blasts your score. The sections are well chosen to cover most spelling 
errors.
An exciting new way to improve your spelling. This courseware package concentrates on all the key 
areas of English spelling. Real value for money with up to 16 menu options. Prepared by an English 
language author.
Tape Code: BSPELL001 Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Disc Code: BSPELL0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Chemistry
"Very ambitious in terms of the range of topics. High standard of questions". 8000 Plus.
A wide ranging basic course in chemistry. Ideal for first examinations such as GCSE, Ο-Level or 
Intermediate. Interactive learning is the most effective method of study and this program combines it 
with the highest editorial standards. Records are maintained and good use is made of the screen and 
printer.
'Chemical Changes 
'Oxygen/Hydrogen A. 
‘Oxygen/Hydrogen B.

•Carbon/Sulphur
•Oxidation.Reduction
•Acids/Basis

Fun School 2 (for the Under 6’s)
The Fun school 2 range consist of eight colourful and exciting programs that have been carefully 
designed by a team of educationalists. The computer itself monitors the child’s progress. The skill 
level - initially set by the parents - is automatically adjusted to suit the child's ability.
Now children can enjoy using their parents’ computer while learning at their own pace.
Fun School 2 for the Under sixes consists of:
•Shape Snap: Colourful shape recognition
•Find the Mole: Expenment with number sizes
•T eddy Count: Ideal introduction to numbers
•Write a Letter Creative fun at the keyboard
•Colour train: Play at spotting colours
•Pick a Letter Easy steps to word building
•Spell a Word: Enjoy naming the pictures
•Teddy Bears Picnic: Move around a maze
Tape Code: SCHOOLIOO Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SCHOO LI000 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

Fun School 2 (for 6-8 year olds)
Fun School 2 for 6-8 year olds consists of:
•Number Train: Calculations made enjoyable
•Shopping: Which shops for which products?
•Maths Maze: Fun improving arithmetical skills
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•Treasure Hunt: An introduction to co-ordinates
•Bounce: Get to grips with angles
•Packing: Discover interlocking shapes
•Caterpillar: Word-building challenge
•Number Jump: Have fun practising tables 
Tape Code: SCHOOL200 Members £8.45 
Disc Code: SCHOOL2ÛOO Members £11.00

Non Members £9.95
Non Members £12.95

Fun School 2 (over 8 years)
Fun School 2 for the over-8’s consists of: 
•Build a bridge: Shape-fitting challenge 
•Passage of Guardians: Enjoy anagrams 
•Unicorn: A test of logical thought 
•Logic Doors: Mapping made easy 
•Souvenirs: An introduction to travel 
•Mystery Machine: Code-breaking fun 
•Code Boxes: Discover binary arithmetic 
•Escape: A final check on progress 
Tape Code: SCHOOL300 Members £8.45 
Disc Code: SCHOOL 3000 Members £11.00

Non Members £9.95
Non Members £12.95

The German Master
These simple-to-use programs are designed as an aid to modem language learning for beginners to 
GCSE level entrants. Being totally bi-lingual they may also by used as an English learning aid by native 
French, German, or Italian speakers. Each program features:-
•Self-teach modes, including single-step or automatic display and colour coding to reinforce gender 
learning.
•Self-test mode, including translation tests from English into the foreign language or vice versa and a 
help/prompt facility
•Lesson creation/editing facilities, including an indefinite number of new lessons which may be created 
using the simple commands provided.
Tape Code: GERMAN001 Members £12.40 Non Members £16.95
Disc Code: GERMAN0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Happy Numbers (Age 3-5)
The program first draws a large clear figure between 1 and 9. The child has to find the matching key on 
the keyboard. Each time the child presses it, a flower appears. The child needs to collect the right 
number of flowers to match the figure. Success is rewarded by a smile and entertaining sound and visual 
effects.
If the child makes a m'etake then the ‘Happy Face’ grimaces, the program shows what was wrong, and 
then allows the child to learn the correct answer.
If the child finds some numbers difficult then the program can be set to give the child more practice on 
those numbers. The program notes the child’s answers so that progress and problems can be readily
seen.
Tape Code: SOFT102 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT1102 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

lankey
The Easy Way to Fast Accurate Typing
Make those keys sing!
Fast and accurate typing is an essential skill in the computer age. lansyst’s range of sophisticated typing 
training programs are designed specially for busy and serious computer users.
The courses are packed with useful tips about typing and using computers; they contain plenty of 
carefully designed, interesting practice material.
And they are enjoyable, too!
•lankey Typing Crash Course takes the new computer user around the whole keyboard as fast as 
possible, teaching the basics of touch-typing in as little as four hours.
Its unique fast-track approach lets you put your computer to use right from the start
Plenty of interesting practice sessions then help you reach speeds of 40 words a minute and more.
Disc Code: IANKEY0001 Members £17.25 Non Members £24.95

•lankey Two Fingers to Touch-Typing Conversion Course gives new touch-typing skills to experienced 
two-fingered typists.
•In this unique course you build on your own knowledge and skill. You do not have to start again from 
scratch and your typing speed hardly drops whilst you are learning
In four intensive sessions of as little as one hour each, you quickly upgrade your computer’s slowest 
part - you!
Disc Code: 1ANKEY0Û02 Members £17.25 ONon Members £24.95

Giant Killer (Age 9-14)
In this best-selling mathematics adventure you start - as Jack or Jackie with the inescapable task of going 
to market to buy a pig. Discovering this to be impossible, you are left with no other option but to go 
exploring. Only by finding the Giant, the treasures - and by solving all the puzzles (calculator work, 
spatial investigations, co-ordinates, topology, tessellations, mapwork, etc)-can you win the maximum 
score of 250 points.
Disc Code: GIANT0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Geography Quiz Mapwork (Age 
10-Adult)
This is the best program of its kind, utilising graphic screens to give excellent maps of Britain and Ireland. 
The program involves identification of locations and physical features. BBC version prints maps and 
tests for its class.
The program has many superb features such as the ability to enter your own answers to queries. Using 
excellent maps you can trace rivers, lakes, mountains, towns, inlets and physical features of Britain and 
Ireland. This is the most thorough and interesting program of its type on the market 
Tape Code: GEOGOOl Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Disc Code: GEOG0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Happy Letters (Age 3-6)
A column of letters appears on the screen. A moving letter gradually moves down the column. The 
child needs to press a key when the moving letter is the same as the one opposite. When correctly 
matched, a fish swims out from the side and eats both letters before swimming back with a smile. If 
wrong letter matched then the child is given another go. Only if the second attempt is also wrong does 
the program show which letter gives the correct match.
Later stages teach the child to match the capital and lower case letters, and to match a key with a letter 
on the screen. The speed of the program can be set according to the skill of the child.
Happy letters records all the answers a child gives and consequently, children’s progress can be checked 
very easily.
Tape Code: SOFT105 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT1105 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Happy Writing (Age 3-6)
The program draws out bright coloured letters, numbers or words, with the moving ‘magic pencil’ point 
showing clearly where to start the figure, which direction to take, and where to end. Tbe speed with 
which the figure is drawn out can be adjusted to suit the user. The set of three figures or the word is 
initially drawn out on the top of the screen, between the lines pulled across by the tractors. The pencil 
then appears and the program waits for the child to press the space bar and begin to follow on paper 
each figure as it is drawn out on the screen. A pause is allowed between each figure and a tune played 
as a reward for each figure completed.
Tape Code: SOFT106 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT1106 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

The Italian Tutor
These simple-to use programs are designed as an aid to modem language learning for beginners to 
GCSE level entrants. Being totally bi-Lingual, they may be used as an English learning aid by native 
French, German, Spanish or Italian speakers. Each program features:-
•Self-teach modes, including single-step or automatic display and colour coding to reinforce gender 
learning.
•Self-test mode, including translation tests from English into the foreign language or vice versa and a 
help/prompt facility.
•Lesson creation/editing facilities, including an indefinite number of new lessons which may be created 
using the simple commands provided.
Tape Code: ITALIA001 Members £12.95 Non Members £16.95
Disc Code: ITALIA0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Learn a Lot from The Three Bears (Age 
5-10)
The Three Bears is a disc-based adventure with a strong educational content clearly aimed at youngsters 
aged between 5 and 10. The game starts with you standing outside the bears' cottage deep in the forest 
Inside the cottage, mummy and daddy bear are found crying because baby bear was silly enough to go 
into the forest alone and get kidnapped by a wicked witch.
Disc Code: BEARS0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Micro English
Complete course taking users from 8 years old to GCSE Level. It consists of 24 easy-to-use programs 
which includes around 600 questions. Some programs include real speech, so the computer appears to 
teach the student by speech and the written word, as a private tutor would. The program can be easily 
adapted to include the student’s own spelling tests and questions.
The course emphasises not merely the rules of English, but more importantly their application. In 
practice, with a limited number of questions set for either normal or multiple-choice questions. It is 
also for those learning English as a foreign language. The subjects covered include punctuation 
elementary and advanced spelling, vocabulary tests, figures of speech and arrangement, words 
commonly confused, irregular plurals, word reduction for summaries, 8 passages to be summarised, 
and 8 comprehensive tests.
Tape Code: MICENG001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00
Disc Code: MICENG0001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00

Map Rally (Age 7-13)
Somewhere on a grid are three hidden checkpoints. The navigator can only give the rough direction 
in which they lie. The car is moved across the grid by giving instructions as to where it needs to go to. 
When the checkpoint is found, the player must check in. A player can race against the clock or two 
cars can race against each other. Children soon become used to using co-ordinates and compass 
directions to control the cars. The program records the time and number of moves taken. After the 
rally, the children can watch the cars drive around each route taken showing bow well each car did.
Tape Code: SOFT148 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT1148 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
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Micro Maths
Complete course talcing users from secondary school entrance level up to GCSE. It includes 24 
easy-to-use programs on 59 topics, and each program consists of instructions, an unlimited number of 
problems, and complete explanation for wrong answers. The programs let you press a Ley to tum the 
computer into a calculator at any time, and then return to the problem after use. The topics covered 
include: Percentages and fractions, averages, histograms, ratio and proportion, number basis, polygon 
properties, Algebraic equations, simplification in Algebra, simple and compound interest solution of 
triangles, profit and loss, similar triangles, Geometry of the circle, Statistics, Pythagoras' Theorem, 
Trigonometry, factorisation, graphs, simultaneous equations, indices, vectors, matrices and Calculus.
Tape Code: MICMAT001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00
Disc Code: M1CMAT0001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00

Mega Maths
A-level step-by-step, self-tuition course for mature beginners, A-level students and Micro Maths users. 
Like Micro Maths, it consists of 24 programs, on 105 topics and includes extensive full-screen colour 
graphics. It takes the user from simple topics like permutations to advanced topics, such as integration, 
and in particular covers Calculus from start to finish. The topics are too numerous to list here but are 
suitable for pure, or pure applied Maths students.
Tape Code: MEG A001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00

Magic Maths (Age 4-8)
"Here at last is a program that really does merit the term educational game, a program which uses the 
graphics and sound of the Amstrad to try and liven up the learning process. I suspect that the targeted 
age group would enjoy as well as learn from Magic Maths". (Peter Connor Editor Amstrad Action. 
April 86).
"A serious challenger to similar BBC programs" and a "good example of its type’ said Primary Teaching 
and Micros (UK).
The game idea is simple but effective the operands in the questions - addition or subtraction are displayed 
on railway carriages at the bottom of the screen on Amstrad CPC. If you get it right, the train's speed 
increases by 10 m.p.h. The aim of the game is to get up to 100 m.p.h.
Tape Code: MAG1C001 Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Disc Code: MAG1C0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Maths Mania (Age 8-12)
It does the job it sets out to do. My son (nearly nine) has been sneaking downstairs before breakfast 
to play. Evidently it appeals to the age group at which it is aimed. Review on BBC TV Ceefax. This 
program is similar to Magic Maths design but its educational content is different and for a different age 
group.
Like Magic Maths, it also has a scrolling score sheet which will retain full details of performance and 
indicate areas of weakness. The program offers the child a challenge, encourages with lively responses, 
stimulates interest through the use of a lively game and has excellent graphics and sonic effects.
The emphasis is on multiplication and division with many levels of difficulty to suit different ages and 
abilities. There are different versions of the program on the various machines.
Tape Code: MATHS001 Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Disc Code: MATHS0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Maxi Maths (Age 9-14)
Teaches basic geometry with graphic demonstrations. There are tutorials which give lessons on angles, 
triangles, circles and rectangles. The learning is reinforced with good graphic demonstrations which 
make excellent use of the computer as a teaching aid.
The program can be used to draw circles, triangles and so on. You also get assignments to test your 
knowledge of a selected subject area. There are courses on each of the following 
•Triangles •Rectangles
•Angles •Circles
•Sin Cos Tan
A highly interactive program such as BASIC GEOMETRY provides a very stimulating learning 
environment This course would be most useful for a student in the early stages of a GCSE course 
who wished to revise material.
The program represents excellent value for money in that one is covering all five topics for the price 
of one
Tape Code: MAX1001 Members £9.30 Non Members £10.95
Disc Code: MAXI0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Osprey!
In the world of computer games it’s common to find birds of prey threatening the survival of their human 
opponents usually on some inhospitable planet light years from our own.
In reality, as ‘Osprey! ’ vividly reflects, the situation is just the opposite. Man is the more men menacing 
predator and for a hostile environment you need to look no further than the highlands of Scotland. 
Developed in conjunction with the RSPB (and based on their site at Loch Garten in Scotland), ‘Osprey! ’ 
is a highly original game intended to illustrate the complexity of wildlife conservation.
Given the responsibility of protecting the precariously small Scottish Osprey populations, you have at 
your disposal a team of wardens. They will enable you to keep egg-stealers at bay, prevent huntsmen 
from shooting the birds, and control the ever-inquisitive tourists who can easily disturb the nests.
After allocating the wardens to their duties you can see how successful your strategy has been. And as 
in real-life, certain factors (like the weather) remain beyond your control. So the problems of ensuring 
the Osprey’s survival are by no means straightforward-as the RSPB will tell you.
Tape Code: SOFT110 Members £10.45 Non Members £12.25

Physics (Age 12-16)
*A colourful way of revising for the Ο-Level standard examination" Your Computer. This is what the 
Reviews said: "Could be very useful for the student in the middle of, or towards the end of GCSE or 
Ο-Level course".
"Circuit diagrams, levers, lenses and so on are shown clearly".
An outstanding program which makes excellent use of graphics. Program varies with different machines 
Ideal for GCSE and similar exams.
Contents: 
•Matter/Density 
• Law of the Lever 
•Pressure
•Slates of matter 
Tape Code: PHYS001 
Disc Code: PHYS0001

• Hea (/Temperature 
•Current Electricity 
•Magnetism 
•Light/Sound 
Members £9.30 
Members £1&36

Non Members £10.95
Non Members £22.95

Primary Maths Course (4-11)
Complete course of 19 programs taking children from age 4 years to secondary school entrance. The 
programs have extensive animated graphics and can be used by individuals as a step-by-step course or 
by small groups in class. In common with all LCL titles it was produced by practising teachers and 
computer experts. The subjects covered include:
Addition, subtraction, hundreds, tens and units, recognising shapes, tables, short and long 
multiplication, short and long division weight and understanding percentages and fractions.
Tape Code: PRIMAT001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00
Disc Code: PR1MAT0001 Members £20.40 Non Members £24.00

Physics Revision
The disc contains nine programs to aid your physics revision, the first two programs test your existing 
knowledge so that you "can see where your strengths and weaknesses lie. The next six programs 
concentrate on topics which often cause difficulty. The final program allows you to keep notes during 
your revision. The notes can be saved for future reference. The programs have been designed and 
tested by physics teachers working in schools with pupils taking both ‘O’Level and CSE examinations. 
The new GCSE syllabus has been taken into account in the design of these programs. The main topics 
covered include:
•Ray diagrams for mirrors and lenses
•Heat transfer mechanisms
•Heat capacity and latent heat
•Linear expansion of metals
•Gas laws
•Circuit analysis
•Electrostatics and electromagnetism
•Equations of motion with constant acceleration
•Waves
•Radioactivity and radiation
Disc Code: SOFT1960 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

The Spanish Tutor
These simple-to-use programs are designed as an aid to modem language learning for beginners to 
GCSE level entrants. Being totally bi-lingual, they may also be used as an English learning aid by native 
French, German, Spanish or Italian speakers. Each program features:
•Self-teach modes, including single-step or automatic display and colour coding to reinforce gender 
learning
•Self-test mode, including translation tests from English into the foreign language or vice versa and a 
help-prompt facility.
•Lesson creation/ediling facilities, including an indefinite number of new lessons which may be created 
using the simple commands provided.
Tape Code: SPAN001 Members £12.95 Non Members £16.95
Disc Code: SPAN0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Timeman One (Age 4-9)
The program draws a clock and places a man halfway up a ladder. The program asks "what time is it?" 
If the child answers correctly then the man climbs two steps up the ladder. When an answer is wrong, 
then the man goes down a step. The program tells the child what was wrong and gives the child another 
go. If the second try is wrong, then the program shows the correct answer. When the child obtains 
enough correct answers for the man to reach the top, he dances a jig at the top and plants a flag. Each 
time he gets to the top he earns another flag The program has three stages for telling the time. The 
first stage introduces the hour hand, the second the minute hand and the third stage combines the two. 
Having learnt to tell the time, the program provides three similar stages to enable children to set the 
clock, in each case helping children when an incorrect answer is entered.
Tape Code: SOFT107 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT! 107 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Timeman Two (Age 4-10)
The program draws a clock and places a man halfway up a ladder. The program asks "what time is it?". 
If the child answers correctly, then the man climbs two steps up the ladder. When an answer is wrong 
then the man goes down a step. The program shows the correct answer.
When the child obtains suffident correct answers for the man to reach the top, he dances a jig at the 
top and plants a flag Each time he gets to the top he earns another flag
The program has three stages telling the time. The first stage deals with minutes to the hour, the second 
with quarter and half hours, the third introduces the 24-hour clock. Having leamt to tell the time, the 
program provides three similar stages to enable children to set the clock, in each case helping children
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when an incorrect answer is entered.
The program follows on from Timeman One, but can be used equally well on a totally independent basis.
Tape Code: SOFT108 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFTH08 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

The French Revolution

Tutor Programs: Study Aids for GCSE 
and Degree Students
The Primary Function of the Tutor programs are to test the student’s grasp of knowledge already 
acquired from other sources, either from the set texts in the case of English Literature, from 
recommended reading, from school text books, or from teacher’s notes, and reinforce the student’s 
confidence that some of the essential facts have been mastered. The programs are NOT intended to 
be a substitute for reading and discussion, nor are they to be thought of as self contained leaching units 
though each package includes a Booklet of advice and further reading which could be used as a basis 
for distance learning

Covers:
1 The Ancien Regime
3 Revolution 1789-1791
5 Convention and Terror
7 Tbermidorean Reaction 
Disc Code: AMHY12

2 The Eve of Revolution
4 Fall of Monarchy
6 Robespierre
8 The Directory 

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Gladstone and Disraeli
Covers:

A Level Economics

1 Gladstone's early years
3 The second reform act
5 Disraeli's second ministry
7 Foreign and Imperial Policy
9 Style and Structure 
DiscCode: AMHY14 Members £24.43

2 Disraeli’s early years
4 Gladstone’s first ministry
6 Gladstone’s second ministry
8 Ireland before 1885

Non Members £28.75

Covers:
1 The Economic Problem
4 Distribution
7 Income determination
10 Welfare economics 
Disc Code: AMEM01

2 Demand and Supply 
5 Market Equilibrium 
8 Government policy

Members £24.43

3 Production
6 Money and banking
9 International Trade

Non Members £28.75

Jane Austen Mansfield Park

A Level Genetics

Covers :-
1 Content
4 Themes
Disc Code: AM EG04

2 Background Facts 
5 Authorial Voice 
Members £24.43

3 Characterisation
6 Style and Structure
Non Members £28.75

Covers:
1 Cell ultrastructure and mitosis 2 Meiosis
3 Genetic definitions
5 Linkage and genetic disorders
7 Population genetics.

4 Mono - and dihybrid inheritance
6 Mutation, variation and testing

Nineteenth Century England

Disc Code: AMBG01 Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

A Level Sociology

Covers:
1 England 1815-1830
3 England 1840-1848
5 England 1866-1885
7 The Irish Question
DiscCode: AMHY04

2 Whigs and Reform 1830-41
4 The Age of Palmerston
6 Home Affairs 1886-1914
8 Empire and Foreign Policy
Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Covers:
1 Sociological Theory
4 Power and Politics 
ö Work and Leisure 
y Women
Disc Code: AMSC01

2 Methodology 3 Social Stratification
5 Organisations and Bureaucracy
7 Poverty
10 Religion 
Members £24.43

8 The Family
11 Deviance
Non Members £28.75

Oscar Wilde: The Importance of Being 
Earnest
Covers:

Britain in the Age of Total War
1 Oscar Wilde - Life & Works 
3 Reference & Allusion

2 Stage History
4 Words Meanings

Covers:
1 The Great War
4 Protection & Recovery
7 The Labour Majority 
Disc Code: AMHY05

2 Baldwin and Peace
5 Foreign Affairs
8 The End of the Empire 
Members £24.43

3 Labour and the slump
6 Global War
9 End of an Era 
Non Members £28.75

5 Plot & Structure
7 Satire & Society
9 Tradition & Deflation 
DiscCode: AMEG11

6 Character & Dialogue
8 inversion & Paradox
10 Appearance & Reality 

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Physics Definitions

Chaucer The General Prologue
Covers:
1 Professions and Trades
4 Types and individuals
7 The Poem’s Unity 
Disc Code: AMEG08

2 Technical Vocabulary 
5 The Spirit of the Age 
8 Rhythm and rhyme 
Members £24.43

3 Reference and Allusion
6 Chaucers Irony

Non Members £28.75

Covers:
1 Mechanics 2 Properties of Matter 3 Heat I
4 Heat II 5 Optics 6 Waves
7 Electrostatics 8 Electricity 9 Electromagnetism
DiscCode: AMPY01 Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Renaissance Europe

Europe in the Age of Total War
Covers:

Topics include:
1 The Collapse of Peace
3 The First World War
5 Revolution in Europe
7 The Peace S Htiement
9 The Rise of Totalitarianism
DiscCode: AMHY11 Members

2 The Approach of War 1935-39
4 The Second World War
6 The Recovery of Europe
8 The Contraction of Europe
10 Towards European Unity

1.43 Non Members £28.75

1 Economic and Social Life
3 World of Learning
5 Italy
7 Eastern Europe
Disc Code: AMHY06

2 Church and Religion
4 France and Spain
6 Central Europe
8 The Expansion of Europe 

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Seventeenth Century Europe

Europe in Transition 1800-1900
Covers:
1 Napoleonic Europe
3 The Age of Revolution
5 The Ferment of ideas
7 France 1848-1900
9 The Eastern Question
Disc Code: AMH Y10

2 The conservative Reaction
4 Industry & Society
6 The new Nations
8 Central & Eastern Europe
10 Europe and The World 

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Covers:
1 Henry IV and Richelieu
3 The Dutch Republic
5 Sweden 1611-1697
7 Louis XIV 1661-1715
9 Austria and Russia
DiscCode: AMHY08

2 Spain 1958-1700
4 The Thirty Years War
6 Mazzarin and Louis XIV
8 War and Peace 1648-1700
10 Science and Thought

Members £24.43 Non Members £2875

Sixteenth Century Europe
Covers
1 Charles V 2 The Reformations
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3 Spain and the Dutch
5 The Counter Reformation
7 Voyages and Discovery
9 Rule and Authority
Disc Code: AMHY07 Members

4 France
6 North and East Europe
8 Economy and Society
10 Tudor England 

£24.43 Non Members £28.75

Shakespeare Antony and Cleopatra

Tudor England
Coven:
1 Politics and Lordship
3 Wolsey and Cromwell
5 Mid-Tudor Crisis
7 Elizabethan stability
9 War and decline
Disc Code: AMHY01

2 Lollards and critics
4 Eady Protestantism
6 Reform and reaction
8 A settled church
10 Religious dissent 

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75
Covers:
1 The Plot
4 Characterisation
Disc Code: AMEG01

2 Background to the Play 
5 Imagery and Themes 
Members £24.43

3 Language and Metre
6 Dramatic Effect 
Non Members £28.75

Shakespeare Hamlet
Covers
1 Background
4 Ihemes
7 Hamlet on the stage 
Disc Code: AMEG07

2 Plot
5 Structure
8 Final Test 
Members £24.43

3 Characterisation
6 Language

Non Members £28.75

Wordhang (Age 5-Adult)
The program selects a mystery word which appears as a series of dashes. The object is to discover what 
the word is by choosing appropriate letters. If the letter chosen is part of the word, then it is shown in 
its correct position. Gradually the world appears as more and more correct letters are chosen. When 
a letter does not appear in the word - part of a man is drawn. He has only ten parts, after ten wrong 
letters be will hang! He can only be kept alive by using your language ability.
The program already knows over 250 words. You can add as many more words as you like. A player 
can race against the clock or play against someone else.
Tape Code: SOFT101 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT1101 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Shakespeare King Lear
Covers:
1 Text and production
3 Theatricality
5 'Ihemes
DiscCode: AMEG14

2 Pattern of the action
4 The tragic process
6 Language and imagery 
Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Shakespeare MacBeth
Covers:
1 Text and Performance
3 MacBeth and Lady MacBeth
5 Ihemes and Images
Disc Code: AMEG15 Members

2 The Plot
4 The Supernatural
6 Language

1.43 Non Members £28.75

World Wise (Age 7-15)
This program is attractively different from most in that a child can teach the computer instead of the 
other way around. Both the child and the computer learn a great deal whilst using this program!
The child can pul in already familiar items or can research something new. As a result, the program 
can be used at a level to suit the skills of the user.
The child first thinks of a particular geographic feature. The computer then tries to guess what the child 
is thinking of by asking questions. If the computer gets it wrong then the child can ’teach it* by typing 
in the object and a particular distinguishing feature. It motivates the child to find information in order 
to tell this object apart from other things the computer knows. The program can be used for features 
such as nvers, towns, lakes, etc... or in the wider context of world geography, such as mountain ranges, 
oceans and seas, continents, etc.
Tape Code: SOFT103 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SOFT1103 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Shakespeare Othello
Covers:
Package includes program study notes and reading lists. Background/Structure/The women in the 
play/The men in the play/language/Themes/Othello and the critics/Final test
Disc Code: AMEG12 Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Shakespeare The Tempest
Covers:
1 Factual Questions
3 The Tempest Act II
5 The Tempest Act IV 
Disc Code: AMEG02

2 The Tempest Act 1
4 The Tempest Act III 
6 The Tempest Act V 
Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Social and Economic History of Britain 
1700-1985
Topics
1 Growth and Change
3 Power and Machines
5 Transport
7 Overseas Trade
9 Society and Politics 
DiscCode: AMHY15

2 Economic Decline
4 New Industries
6 Travel and Contact
8 Social Security

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75

Stuart England
Covers
1 England in 1603
3 Buckingham 1610-20
5 'Ihe Civil War 1642-49
7 Charles II 1660-85
9 William and War 
DiscCode: AMHY02

2 James I 1603-18
4 The Approach of War 1629-42
6 The Interregnum 1649-60
8 James and Revolution 1642-49
10 Ann and War 1702-14

Members £24.43 Non Members £28.75
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Easi Amcalc
Easi Amcalc is a low cost computer spreadsheet that includes a linked bar-chart graphics option. 
Amcalc includes features to:
•save and retrieve files from tape
•list to a printer
•jump directly to any entry anywhere on the sheet
•replicate
•row sum
•column sum
*40/80 column display
•also comes with screen design sheets.
Code: SOFT153 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Easiart
Easiart is an extremely powerful drawing package for the Amstrad 6128, 664, and 464 microcomputers. 
The software is fast (written in 100% machine code), very user-friendly and its versatility allows it to be 
used with a TRACKER. BALL, MOUSE or JOYSTICK, making outstanding value for money.
Use Easiart in the office or workshop for Technical applications eg. plans, circuit diagrams, eta Then 
try Easiart at home for masterpieces garden plans, designing Fair Isle patterns eta
Among the many powerful features of the program is the ability to swap between the ART, ICON 
GENERATOR and PATTERN GENERATOR sections whilst drawmga picture. This means the icons 
and patterns can be designed for use in the current picture, whilst drawing or designing.
This software is currently being used by Government Departments, Educational Establishments and 
Multinationals.
Tape Code: EAS1Ü01 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: EAS10001 Members £14.41 Non Members £1695

Arnor C
Complete C development system now available at new low price.
Optimising computer - Full implementation of K & R standard -
Floating point anthmetic - 32 and 16 bit integer arithmetic- 
l/O and Maths libraries - Conditional compilation - inclusion- 
Macros - Linker accepts C and assembler (with Maxam II) 
Stand alone generator produces COM files
Protext compatible editor
Fast and easy to use - Two file editing - On screen help
Fully configurable - Powerful find and replace
Keyboard macros - Exec files - Compile directly from editor
"Very good value for money " AMS IRAI) PCW
"Streets ahead in terms of programming power" AMSTRAD ACTION
"In typical Amor fashion they’ve taken their time and got it right" AMSTRAD COMPUTER USER 
“All the facilities necessary to write complete applications programs" POPULAR COMPUTING 
WEEKLY.
Disc Code: ARNOU0Ü1 Members £39.95 Non Members £49.95

BCPL
Flexible, fast easy to learn programming language. Comprehensive I/O libraries including graphics and 
sound. Example source files supplied including a space invaders game, full screen editor and all the 
libraries, 80 page manual covers the language and gives details of the libraries.
"Enables programs to be written for all Amstrad CPC & PCW computers*
"Fast compilation, typically 15 seconds for an 8K program"
"Debug routine to make program development easier"
“Designed for humans not computer" CWT A
Disc Code: BCPL0001 Members £21.20 Non Members £24.95
Rom & Disc Code: BCPL0002 Members £22.95 Non Members £29.95

Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur is the definitive business start-up package and will teach you what running a business is 
all about. Contents include:
•Planning a business
•Using numbers
•The balance sheet
•Making a profit
•Value added tax
•Company tax
•Balance sheet display
The pack contains:
•a text book
*a teaching period
•an applications program
Tape Code: SOFT917 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Forth
FORTH is a language which combines the features of high level languages with the speed of machine 
code.
Special Features include:
•Comprehensive user guide
•FORTH reference guide
Manual includes:
•the stack
•FORTH modes

•registers
•assemblers
•error messages
Tape Code: SO FT 188 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Light Pen
This package is comprised of a user friendly graphics program with a detailed manual, and a Light Pen 
which plugs directly into the computer. It is simple, easy and relaxing to use and features:
•On screen menus
•Full screen workspace
•Software to allow freehand drawing using the Light Pen
•Zoom feature for accuracy
•Multi coloured ink section
Code: PEN6128 Members £25.45
Tape Code: PEN464TAPE Members £1695
Disc Code: PEN464DISC Members £25.45

Non Members £29.95
Non Members £19.95
Non Members £29.95
Non Members £19.95LP-1 (464 ONLY) Members £16.95

Masterfile III
MASTERFILE 111 is the successor to the very popular MASTERFILE 464 and MASTERFILE II 
programs. It is a disc filing system of immense speed and versatility to suit all users of Amstrad CPC 
128k machines. Only one disc drive unit is required. A comprehensive illustrated manual is included. 
Features
• Fully machine-coded for speed.
• Fully MENU-driven
• Variable-length fields and records
• Field-to-field calculations
• Multiple User-defined screen formats
• Clever data presentation option
• Communicate data to other programs, e.g.
PROTEXT. PROM ERG E. TAS WO RD
• Sort ascending.descending
• Fast screen/disc handling
• File Save/Load Merge/Split/Erase
• USER BASIC for customised data processing
• Printed output up to 160 columns
• Compatible with earlier CPC MASTERFILE files
APPLICATIONS INCLUDE: Address lists, Label printing. Stock control, Music/book indexing. 
Insurance inventory Shares portfolio, Bibliography, Philately, Club membership Subscription list. 
Price lists. Just about any card-index application can be brought into the computer age with 
MASTERFILE III
Disc Code: MASTER0001 Members £29.95 Non Members £39.95

Mastercalc 128
Features
• Large capacity room for 7,000 cells e.g. 100 rows x 70 columns
• Use the full 128k RAM of the CPC6128 or extended 464.664.
• All values stored as signed 8 byte floating point
• Direct totals and sub-totals by row or by column
• Up to 99 formulae, each allowing complex arithmetic expressions.
• Formulae can have conditional terms
• Recalculate by row or by column
• Text can be keyed directly anywhere on a plan
• Text in a cell can be "nudged" left or right
• Plan can be "folded* to keep distant columns in simultaneous view.
• Toggle between 40-column and 80-column mode
• Screen can be split horizontally into two independent windows
• Repeat-last-value facility.
• Text print with many printer options
• Hi-res screen snapshot for Epson-compatible printers
• GRAPHIC HISTOGRAM of 1,2 or 3 rows.
• Colour Trim
• Load/Save/Drive select/CAT options
• User BASIC option for data manipulation
• FULLY MACHINE CODED, WITH FAST MEMORY BANK- SWITCHING
• Detailed manual with illustrated tutorial.
APPLICATIONS INCLUDE: Bank Statement; Sales Analysis; Household Budget; Profit & Loss 
Trend Analyses; Project Control and Costing; Financial Forecast.
Disc Code: CALC 128 Members £25.95 Non Members £34.95

Money Manager
Money Manager is an easy-to-use system for recording all financial transaction, and for analysing them 
in a number of very powerful ways in order to facilitate sound financial management It is ideal for 
controlling the finances of a small business, or for users wishing to control their personal finances in a 
business-like way. Use it to check bank statements, keep track of expenditure, monitor cash flow, make 
budgeting forecasts, prepare business financial statements, pacify your bank manager, convince the tax 
and VAT inspectors, etc!
Disc Code: ASP002 Members £24.95 Non Members £29.95

Maxam
The classic Assemble/Monitor/Editor for developing Z80 machine code
•Plain English error message •Disassembler
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•Memory editor
•Menu driven full screen editor
* Load/merges/save/prinl/find/replace
• Mix BASIC and machine code
* Or assemble directly from editor
•Use the editor to edit BASIC programs saved in ASCII ·
“This piece of software should be held up as an example of what can be done by programmers who 
care...buy one now!" E & C
Tape Code: MAXA001
DiscCode: MAXA0003
Rom Code: ΜAXA0002

Members £15.95
Members £21.95
Members £29.95

Non Members £19.95
Non Members £26.95
Non Members £39.95

Prospell
Typing and spelling errors are simple to make and frustrating to miss. But by using Prospell, you can 
produce documents that are error free, prospell is a spelling checker that points out any odd words or 
dubious spellings.
• checks Protext text in memory
• checks file on disc from Protext/I'asword/Amsword/Newword/Word- Star
• over 33000 words · room for thousands more of your own
• up to 2000 words/min · find words and anagrams - great for crosswords
"Fast efficient, easy to use" YC
Disc Code: PROS0001 Members £18.95 .Non Members £24.95
ROM Code: PROS0002 Members £26.95 Non Members £34.95

Maxam 1.5 (ROM)
At last, due to massive public demand we have produced an enhanced Maxam ROM especially for 
Protext Users. The editor has been taken out, and you can now assemble your source code simply by 
typing ASM while it is in Protexts memory. Debugging is now easier with comprehensive diagnostics 
and the ability to change register contents and resume from breakpoints. Other Maxam features are 
included.
Breakpoint commands: set or clear brkpt, set temp brkpt, display brkpt, clear all brkpts, pause at brkpt, 
disable enable brkpts.
Debugging commands: jump to code, resume execution, set any register, display register.
Other new commands: disassemble/list memory to screen or file, load or save memory set HIMEM from 
protexL
Assembling commands: ASM assemble Protext text
TASM test assemble on file for quick syntax check.
Code: MAXAU004 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Maxam II
Complete CP/M machine code development system
• Macro assembler · nested conditional assembly · file inclusion · Textual substitution of macro 
parameters · repeat loops · Full expression evaluation · error listing to screen/file/printer · 8060 mode 
* Linking facility · Create object files for use with C *
Window based monitor, with:
• Line assembler · disassembler · memory editor · find string · relocate · Move memory · compare 
memory · fill memory · bank switching · Symbolic debugger · single stepping · set memory limits for 
stopping · slack checking · conditional breakpoints · trace mode · edit registers · editor is program 
mode of Protext (as for C, above)
"Maxam II - now the best gets even better" CWTA CPC
"A really excellent piece of software which, given the speed with which debugging can be done, will play 
its way very quickly" ACU
The thing that struck me...was the amount of thought and effort that has gone into this product" CWTA 
CPC
“Maxam II is stunning...the most complete and competent programming package around. Simple, 
speedy and sophisticated" AMSTRAD ACTION
Disc Code: Μ AXA0001 Members £38.95 Non Members £49.95

Mini Office II
Developing the six modules that make up Mini Office II took some of the U.K.’s leading programmers 
a total of more than 26 man-years. The result-an acclaimed addition to the award-winning Mini Office 
series from Database Software. Word Processor, database, spreadsheet, graphics communications - 
even a label printer - are all here in a comprehensive suite of programs that sets new standards in 
easy-to-use business software.
No fewer than 32 extra features and two additional modules have been added to enhance the original 
Mini Office package which was a British Microcomputing Awards finalist.
Tape Code: MlNlOOl Members £10.94 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: M1NI0001 Members £14.95 Non Members £19.95

Planlt
Plan your budget while managing your time more effectively with Planlt, the complete personal organiser 
from Database Software. Just a few simple keystrokes keep track of your money.
Personal Accounts gives your up-to-the minute details by automatically updating 24 individual and nine 
credit card accounts involving up to 400 transactions a month. All the features - and more - of the best 
desktop diary are contained in the Financial Diary, while the Card Index allows your to create you own 
address book, telephone directory, and any other kind of list you need.
Tape Code: PLAN001 Members £12.71 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: PLAN0001 Members £14.45 Non Members £19.95

Pocket Protext
Budget price version of Protext without spelling checker, mail merge and box mode. Now compatible 
with PCW9512
"Just as powerful as the full Protext and at a very attractive price".
Disc Code: POCKItlOOOl Members £21.20 Non Members £29.95

Protext
Protext is without doubt the most sophisticated word processor you’ll find on any home micro. Its ease 
of use and advanced range of features are normally only found in business systems costing many times 
more. Widely praised throughout the Amstrad press, Protext, Protext is rightly acclaimed as the No. 1 
word processor for Amstrad CPC owners.
•Super fast · Works with any printer · Comprehensive 60 page manual · Layout stored with text: normal 
and decimal tabs, left and right margins · Layout stored with text: normal and decimal tabs, left and right 
margins · Word count · Versatile print options; incl. headers/footers, page nos. · Printer drives can be 
created easily and saved to tape or disc · Use all printer features - bold underline italics subscripts, NLQ 
eta · find and replace options: global case specific or not, whole or part words, backwards or forwards 
automatic or selective, wildcards.
"Extremely powerful edit 
Tape Code: TEXT001 
Disc Code: TEXT0001 
ROM Code: TEXT0002

features... superb search 
Members £15.95 
Members £21.95 
Members £29.95

and replace" AA
Non Members £19.95
Non Members £26.95
Non Members £39.95

Protext Filer
Protext filer consists of a menu driven datafile management system and a very sophisticated file sorting 
program. The file sorter can be used from within Protext, or as a stand alone program. The datafile 
management system uses Protext’s mail merge and Exec file facilities to provide an easy to use filing 
system that works from within Protext (Must have protext to operate).
Code: FILER0001 Members £1&95 Non Members £24.95

Model Universe
Create and print your own designs in three dimensions. Zoom into your object, rotate it through 360 
degrees of view from any angle or perspective.
"An ideal introduction to the 3D graphics" CWTA
Tape Code: MODLOOl Members £13.95 Non Members £15.95

Promerge
More than just simple mail merging from labels and multiple standard letters!
* Integrates perfectly with Protext · read data from keyboard or file · conditional printing so you can 
create your own personalised letters * use the built in maths functions to produce invoices etc * 
microspacing - to even out the spaces between words · typewriter mode · link files together at print time 
* Preformat while printing · set most Protext options from BASIC, e.g. justify off and overwrite mode 
Disc Code: PROMOOOl Members £ 18.95 Non Members £24.95

Promerge Plus (ROM)
All the features of Promerge plus:
* Edit two separate files in memory at once; copy blocks between them · Background printing - allows 
you to print and edit at the same time · Box mode - cut and paste any rectangle to create newspaper 
columns.
"You’ll have a set-up that can thrash any 8-bit word processor for speed...and even some 16-bit programs 
for power" PCW
ROM Code: PROM0002 Members £24.90 Non Members £34.95

Protext Office
Especially for the small business, or anyone that produces invoices or uses datafiles, Protext Office works 
within ProtexL (Must have Protext to operate).
Invoice Printing Program.
• Calculates totals and VAT automatically
• Takes customer address from file or keyboard
• Can easily be configured for your own printed stationery
• Save a copy of the invoice on disc
• Option for VAT free items and different VAT rates.
• Special one-off invoices on disc
• Automatic invoice numbering
• Creates a summary file of all invoices
• Credit notes and statements
Data File Management
• Menu operation from within Protext
• Makes mail merging very easy
• Data entry with check for duplication
• Searching for data, display on screen or printer
• Print selected records
• Print summary of data using any field
• Label printing and mail merge letters
• File Sorting Program
• Sort fixed or variable length records
• Sort tabulated columns
• Sort on any key, and multiple keys
• Intelligent sort code for names
• Alphabetic or numeric sort in either direction
• Option to check and remove duplicate data
• Work with any protext or ASCII file
Code: OFFICE0001 Members £26.95 Non Members £34.95
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Personal Tax Planner
Make sure your (ax man is doing his job correctly with Dígita’s Personal Tax Planner. Fully 
menu-driven, "PTP" is a U.K. income tax computation program which will calculate your income tax 
liability for a given tax year and provide pertinent facts about your tax position.
Information, once entered, can be easily saved and amended and this can be used to provide useful 
"what if calculations on your tax liability.
Guidance notes are provided for users unfamiliar with the operation of the U.K. tax system. Nothing 
could be more simple!
Disc Code: GEMI0004 Members £19.95 Non Members £24.95

Stock Market
Stock Market is a program designed to help you plan you investments and keep a close and careful 
watch on their progress. It enables you to record full details of your purchase and sales of slocks: 
shares: unit trusts: and other securities, dividends can be recorded as they are received. If required 
cash balance is saving shares, unit trusts, exchange indexes etc. Stockmarket does not have to be used 
with your real investments. We all see shares recommended in a newspaper or magazine that we think 
we will do. Six months later if the pnce has gone up we wish that we had trusted our judgement. If 
the pnce has fallen we quietly forget iL With Stockmarket you can record details of as many share 
folios as you want. These can include buying and selling shares: Penny shares or whatever you choose. 
You can practice buying selling shares and see how well you do. The program is easy to use and comes 
complete with a comprehensive manual and demonstration files including real pnce information going 
back several years for several shares:
Inc. FT30 Index and BT...you can plot graphs away...
Code: STOCKOOOl Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

SuperCalc 2
Have you ever spent a Saturday morning trying to decide if you can afford to buy a new car/washing 
machine/record player or pair of shoes and not been sure if your bank balance can stand it? By the 
time you have worked out what you owe the credit card companies, the comer shop and subtracted 
what you need to see you through ‘till the pay-day the shoe shop has closed.
What you need to take the effort out of this arithmetic is a spreadsheet. Ken Clarke works it oul 
Disc Code: SOFTO7028 Members £35.95 Non Members £49.95

Rodos
Romantic Robot Disc Operating System. Just one ROM will turn your CPC into a professional 
set-up: With RODOS you can attach additional disc drives - 40/80 track, smgle/double sided and store 
more than 800K per disc.
But RODOS is in fact much more than a fast and perfect DOS, RODOS also gives you RANDOM 
ACCESS. PRINTER BUFFER, full ROM manager, SILCON DISC, altogether 54 new bar 
commands and enormous power.
ROM CODE: RODOS0002 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Rodos Extra
Also available RODOS extra, a set of most useful programs: routes and help files to complement 
Rodos (To operate must have RODOS ROM version above).
Disc Code: RODOSOOOl Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Shape and Sound
Welcome to Shape and Sound. The programs in this package have been carefully designed to enable 
you to produce large multi-colour sprites and great sound effects for use in your Basic or machine 
code programs. Included in the package is a Basic demonstration program showing you the power 
of t he Shape and Sound system. The Shape generator program will produce hardcopy output of shape 
definitions on any EPSON or EPSON compatible printer, such as the AMSTRAD DMP2.
Disc Code: SOFTO7037 Members £4.95 Non Members £5.95

Tas Sign
Produce and print your own signs, posters, banners and large nonces to get your message across with 
a maximum impact.
* hour distinctive lettering styles * Characters at any height from less than one inch to the full width 
of the paper · Italic printing · Underlining * Constant or proportional letter spacing * Automatic 
kemmg · Line centring · Eight shading patterns · Pont either across the paper in the usual direction, 
or along the length of the paper to produce large eye-catching banners and notices · Pont a border 
around the sign, in one of the optional shading patterns if required · A range of options to select 
print quality.
Disc Code: TAS N0001 Members £21.95 Non Members £29.95

Tasprint 464
A must for dot matrix printer owners. Discover new ways to get value from your printer. Print 
program output and listings in a choice of five impressive print styles. Tasprint 464 utilises the graphics 
capabilities of dot matrix printers to form, with a double pass of the print style of PALACE SCRIPT. 
I aspnnt can also be used with Tasword 464 ( Amsword), Tasword 464-1) and Tasword 6128, Text files 
can then be pnnted using one of the effective Tasprint 464 fonts to give your output originality and 
style. Tasprint 464 is completely compatible with the Amstrad CPC 464, 664 and 6128.
Tape Code: TASPU01 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: TASP0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Tascopy 464 The Screen Copier
A suite of fast machine code screen copy software for the Amstrad CPC 464, 664,6128. Tascopy 464 adds 
two special commands to the Amstrad BASIC
The ICOPY command print a high quality resolution screen copy on your dot matrix printer. The printed 
screen copy is approximately A4 in size although there is some variation between makes of printer and 
different screen mode. Screen colours are printed with differing dot densities to give a shaded monochrome 
representation of the screen colouring.
The I POSTER command produces a "poster size" screen copy printed onto two or four sheets of paper which 
can then by cut and joined to make the poster. These poster size copies are shaded in the same way as the 
ICOPY screen copies.
Tape Code: TASCÛ01 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: TASC0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Tas-Diary
Tas-Diary - the electronic diary for the Amstrad CPC 6128, 664 and 464 with disc drive.
Tas-Diary is a fast and efficient electronic day-to-day diary. Tas-Diary features a separate screen display 
("page" of the diary) for every day of the year. Each page includes the current dale and lime, a calendar for 
the current month, and a large area for making your diary notes. Each diary opened includes several note 
pages and a memo pad.
With your Tas-Diary you can create a diary not just for this year but for every year into the distant future! 
You can even use Tas-Diary for past years if you want to keep "historical" data. All entries made with 
Tas-Diary are automatically saved to disc upon closing the diary.
Tas-Diary includes an automatic sort facility. This means, for example, that the list of appointments could 
have been entered in any order - Tas-Diary will sort them into logical order. There is also a find facility which 
searches the current month in memory for each occurrence of a particular name or event With these and 
other features Tas-Diary is an invaluable aid to keeping records, reminders, and any other data which is 
related to that most valuable commodity of ours - time!
Disc Code: TASD0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Tas-Spell
Tas-Spell - An additional facility for the Amstrad word processor Tasword 464-1) and Tasword 6128.
Spelling mistakes and typing errors spoil any document whether it's a private letter or your latest novel. If 
your spelling is anything less than perfect or you have to proof read long documents the Tas-Spell an essential 
requirement for your Tasword 464-1) or Tasword 6128.
Tas-Spell checks the spelling of Tasword 464-1) and Tasword 6128 text files. The program compares each 
word in the Tasword file with the words in the Tas-Spell dictionary. The comprehensive dictionary contains 
well over 20,000 words and grows as you use iL If a word is not recognised than the relevant part of your 
text is displayed with the suspect word highlighted. Options then enable the user to correct the word, ignore 
it (it might be a name), or even add it to the Tas-Spell dictionary. If you produce documents in connection 
with an unusual or technical subject Tas-Spell will soon learn all the words you use. The space available on 
the Tas-Spell disc will allow approximately 10,000 words to be added to the dictionary.
Tas-Spell can also be made to produce a print out of ever unrecognised word found, along with its line and 
column number in the text file. With Tas-Spell you are free to be creative in the confident knowledge that 
your spelling won’t let you down.
Disc Code: TASSÜ001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Tasword 6128
The Word Processor for the Amstrad CPC 6128
TASWORD 6128 is the word processor especially developed to utilise the capabilities of the Amstrad CPC 
6128 and includes all the features of the highly acclaimed Tasword 464. The additional facilities help you get 
the most out of your 6128 by making use of the extra 64K of memory and the superfast access limes of the 
CPC disc drives.
Tasword 6128 utilises ALL the additional 64k of the 6128 memory as text space. This means the program 
can hold a massive 60,000 characters in memory at any one time, enough room for over 100.000 words!
The following list summanses the major commands and facilities available with Tasword 6128.
•Help Commands
•Notepad Commands
•Delete Commands
•Program Customisation
•Block Commands
•Data Merge Files 
Disc Code: (6128) TASW0001

Disc Code: (464 with Disc Drive) TASW0002
Members £25.45

•Character Commands
•Formatting Commands
•User-Definable Keys
•Data Merge
•Replace or Find Text
•Printer Commands

Members £25.45

•Cursor Movement
•Print Options
•Insertion Commands 
•Margin Commands 
•Tasword 6128 Tutor 
•TAB Commands

Non Members £29.95

Non Members £29.95

Tasword 464
The Word Processor
Tasword 464 - the professional standard word processor for the Amstrad CPC464.
The Amstrad 464 has a typewriter quality keyboard and an eighty character display mode on the purpose 
built monitor. These features make it an ideal machine for word processing. Tasword 464 makes great use 
of the hardware and software features of the CPC 464.
Tasword includes the following features:
HELP COMMANDS: In addition to on-screen help, commands include show help page - help on - help off 
- scroll up/down - get help.
CURSOR MOVEMENT: Go to start of text - end of text - start of line - scroll down/up - word right - word 
left
DELETE: Delete character, word, line or entire block.
INSERT: Insert character/line - insert mode on/off.
REPLACE OR FIND TEXT: Find a word - find AND replace a word with some other word or group of 
words.
BLOCK COMMANDS: Mark starVend of block - delete, copy move block.
TAB COMMANDS: Move cursor to TAB stop - set a TAB stop - clear all TAB stops -reset TAB stops to 
default
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PRINTER COMMANDS: Force a form feed (start new page) - define a header (a line printed at the 
top of ever page) - define a footer - on screen page break display on/off (shows start and end of each 
page on printing).
CHARACTER COMMANDS: 40 user definable printer control character to instruct your printer to 
print in enlarged, underline, italics, etc. - a second character set containing 92 foreign and special 
characters - convert capitals to lower case and lower case to capitals.
PRINT OPTIONS: StarLfinish at specified lines - specify line spacing - specify number of copies - 
continuous or single sheet stationery - specify form feed at page breaks - print headers and/or footers - 
print page numbers at top or bottom of page and at middle or sides.
With these many other features your 464 becomes a professional standard word processor with Tasword 
464. Supplied complete with a comprehensive manual, and the TASWORD 464 TUTOR, a text file 
recorded on the cassette to help you explore and discover the powerful facilities offered by Tasword 464. 
Tape Code: TASW001 Members £21.20 Non Members £24.95

........STOP PRESS........

Utopia
50 new commands available without having to load a program, including:
•Text screen dump
* Graphics screen dump to Epson compatible printer
•Disc utilities - disc format, disc copy, copy files, sector editor
•File commands - type, verify, load, save, dump, set attributes, selective file deletion keys automatically 
set up: easily define your own
• Display file types and sizes
• Full screen memory editor
* BASIC programming - list variables/functions, move lines, find and replace
•Turn selected ROMS on or off
• list ROM information
"UPTOPLA is by far the best utilities rom...it’s worth buying a rom board just to plug it in"
"Utopia seems to be in a class of its own" ΑΜΤΊΧ
ROM Code: UTOP0002 Members £22.95 Non Members £29.95

Vicar-Basic
The VICAR (Vanables in Context Analyst and Reporter) saves hours in software development and 
maintenance in BASIC: it puts all identifiers from multiple source files into one sorted lisung: prints a 
complete context line for each occurrence, showing what the variable is doing.
DOES NOT INCLUDE THE BASIC LANGUAGE
Disc Code: VBAS1C0002 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Vicar - Cobol
Ihe VICAR (Variables in Context Analyst and Reporter) saves hours in software development and 
maintenance in COBOL: it puts all identifiers from multiple source into one sorted listing: prints 
complete context line for each occurrence, showing what the variable is doing.
DOES NOT INCLUDE THE COBOL LANGUAGE
Disc Code: VCOBOL0002 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Keyword
Keyword is a dynamic new wordfinder by Swift Software, perfect for home and business use. The 
program includes over 10,000 synonyms and antcynyms under nearly 1,000 headings. Featuring an Extra 
Rapid Word Search it can select over 70 words at one time. It is simple to operate and can be used as 
a thesaurus. Can be used in conjunction with Pretext PCW.
Code: KEYWORD0001 Members £2695 Non Members £29.95

Home Executive
This is a useful little package for badly organised businessmen or indeed anyone who has trouble 
keeping track of their daily duties. The program combines an Accounts Ledger, Card Filer, Mini 
Calculator and a Shopping Selector and operates on any CPC machine and at a fraction of the cost of 
similar products for PC users. The low price does not mean that this is a low quality program, not by 
any means. The Home Executive offers a full range of Desk Top facilities including a Label Designer, 
Diary and Calender functions and added to that there is a full Password Protection system to keep any 
unwanted eyes from scanning your data.
Code: HOMEXEC0001 Members £1695 Non Members £19.95

Stock Accounting System
The Slock Accounting System from SD Microsystems is a new integrated package for the Amstrad 
CPC6128 and expanded 464/664. It is a four module program which can accomplish three essential 
actions occunng in any small business office.
The program modules are: Sales Ledger, Invoicer, Stock Control and Statement Printer.
Code: STKACC0001 Members £33.95 Non Members £39.95

Vicar - dBase II & III
Ihe VICAR (Vanables in Context, Analysis and Reporter) saves hours in software development and 
maintenance in dBase II & III: it puts all identifiers from multiple source file into one sorted listing, pnnts 
complete context line for each occurance, showing what the variable is doing.
DOES NOT INCLUDE THE DBASE LANGUAGE
Disc Code: VBASE00U2 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Vicar - Pascal
Ihe VICAR (Variables in Context, Analysis and Reporter) saves hours in software development and 
maintenance in PASCAL: it puls all identifiers from multiple source file into one sorted listing, pnnts 
complete context line for each occurance, showing what the vanable is doing.
DOES NOT INCLUDE THE PASCAL LANGUAGE
Disc Code: VPASC0002 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Vidi - Video Digitiser
Vidi is the video frame grabber/digitiser soecifically designed for use with the Amstrad CPC range of 
computers.
With htis package it is possible to capture a picture from any standard video source camera, video 
recorder, even other computers. You may then save this picture on disc or tapie, produce dynamic 
effects, manipulate the picture or re-display it on your CPC computer screen.
Pictures can be grabbed in MODE 2 (hi-resolution, 2 shades), or a special 15 shade MODE 3 
sythensisied picture.
VIDI contains its own CFIT controller and 15K of video RAM enabling it to capture a moving picture 
at over 6 frames per second.
A ribbon cable with dual expansion connectors connects VIDI to the computer. A suitable video lead 
is also supplied, fitted with RCA (phono) and BNC (video) connectors.
Software is provided iun two forms, an interactive control program and BASIC extensions (RSX’s) for 
simple control of the sophisticated VIDI hardware.
Code: TVDDISC Members £80.95 Non Members £89.95
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3DC
Stranded on the sea bed, you have to find and construct parts of a submarine which will take you to 
safety. Beware the dangers of the deep and remember the old saying: WORSE THINGS HAPPEN AT 
SEA
Tape Code: 3DC001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

3D Grand Prix
Contents: 1 x Cassette, 1 x Booklet
Compatible 464, 664, 6128, Author Exopal Software, Suitable for all ages.
3D Grand Prix allows you to sit in the driving seat of one of the fastest formula 1 racing cars in the 
circuit, and with the use of either the keyboard or the joystick you will be able to exercise your skills to 
race round 8 international Grand Prix circuits.
Also included are starting lights, sign posts, checkered flags, full rolling scenery, simulated sound effects, 
score and high score features.
Tape Code: SOFT961 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

4 x 4 Off Road Racing
Put yourself and your driving skills against the clock and computer controlled opponents to challenge 
for the Victor’s Cup. Off-Road Racing is a test of speed and survival. Customise your vehicle and prepare 
to race over some of the world’s toughest terrain. Four of the toughest, roughest courses gives you the 
ultimate driving challenge: the Georgian mud flat, the Michigan Winter Wreck-off, the Death Valley 
Trek or the Baja Challenge. Snow, ice, mud and desert all combine to make Off-Road Racing the most 
hazardous road game yet, it makes the Grand Prix look like child’s play.
Tape Code: 4x4001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code : 4x40001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

4 Soccer Simulations
A compilation of 3 new soccer games designed to compliment each other to cover all aspects of this 
immensely popular sport The four games are:
• 11 a-side Soccer: The full league game with all the rules.
• Indoor 5-a-side Soccer: Fast action. The ball bounces off the walls so there are no delays with comers 
or throw-ins. A true simulator.
•Street Soccer: Soccer with no rules...Fouling allowed but don’t start a fight Watch out for the cars and 
don’t lose the ball over the fence.
•Soccer Skills: Skill training including press ups, weight lifting, sit ups, bar jumps, penalties, dribbling, 
sprints and goalie practice.
Amstrad users can have four people playing at the same time, with no extra hardware.
Tape Code: SOCS1M001 Members £&49 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: SOCSIM0001 Members£11.95 Non Members£14.99

1943 The Battle of Midway
It was over 40 years ago, at the height of World War II that the Japanese navy sampled the bitter taste 
of defeat at the bands of the U.S. Fleet Some say that the Battle of Midway was the turning point of the 
war, and that under different direction, we may now all be living under the shadow of the Rising Sun. 
1943 gives you all the opportunity to take the controls of a magnificent P38 fighter, armed with six secret 
weapons, to relive the titanic struggle for supremacy against battleship Yamato and its legions of 
defences, you are in the hot seat ready to relive the historic Battle of Midway, on a mission to destroy 
the battleship Yamato.
Features include:
•Collect the ’Power Up’ pods and increase your firepower,, choose from one of six secret weapons. 
•Press the roll key and do the famous loop-de-ioop to avoid the torrents of bullets bombarding you. 
•Simultaneous two player action.
Could this be your chance to change the course of history...?????
Tape Code: BOM001 Members £6l50 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: BO Μ0001 Members £10.70 Non Members £14.99

ATF
Beyond today’s technology...ATF...Lockheed’s Advanced Tactical Fighter. Climb aboard the aircraft of 
the century and launch across enemy territory. Attack or evade enemy forces by hugging the 30 relief 
terrain.
Engage advanced on-board systems, plan your strategy and swing the balance of power to your favour. 
ATF is a unique combination of 3D arcade action and military strategy, offering an unparalleled 
challenge.
Are you prepared? YOU have been chosen to fly ATF....
Tape Code: ATF001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
DiscCode: ATF0001 Members£1L85 Non Members£13.95

Ace of Aces
A new amazing war simulation from Accolade, with superb graphics, factual accuracy, uncomplicated 
but realistic gameplay. Its wonderful blend of Flight Simulator and Arcade shoot-em-up, and its unlikely 
that anyone will beat Ace of Aces for a long time!
Tape Code: AOFA001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Acheton
"We hereby challenge the greatest adventurers in the Known Universe to uncover the dread secrets of 
our realm. Deeds of heroic valour will be require, and feats of intellect that Newton and Einstein would 
have boggled at... The rewards will be great: riches immense, power supernatural, and the knowledge 
that you have succeeded where thousands have failed. "Signed in the four thousand and twenty-seventh 
year of the reign of Yelka-Kekim IV. May his Dread Majesty live forever!
Disc Code: ACHET00001 Members £10.15 Non Members £11.95

720 Degrees
Perform stunts controlling the skateboard. 
Tape Code: 720B001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

10 Computer Hits Volume 5
A great compilation package featuring the following 10 games: Dark Sceptre · Tarzan · Catch 23 · 
Mystery of the Nile · Endurance * Meg Apocalypse · Ninja hamster * Activator · The Roggit · 
Enlightenment - Druid II 
DiscCode: HITS0001 Members£15.25 Non Members£17.95
Tape Code: HITS001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

10 Great Games Volume 3
Ten great games in one great package.
• City Slicker · Firelord · Rana Rama · Fighter Pilot · Leaderboard · Rocco · Survivor · Impossaball
• Dragontarc · 10th Frame
Tape Code: GREAT003 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: GREAT0003 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99

Aerojet
Try aerobatic flying. Aerojet is an exciting realistic simulation of the BD5-Jet, a fully aerobatic sports 
plane. It features outstanding 3D graphics, sophisticated instrumentation (including multiple CRT and 
digital electronics), and lightning fast joystick response.
Experience the thrills and spills of the most difficult, terrifying manoeuvres possible.
Tape Code: ACR0001 Members £7.85 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: ACR00001 Members £1L8O Non Members£14.95

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons - 
Heroes of the Lance
Heroes of the Lance is the first computer game that re-creates the epic battle between good and evil on 
the world of Krynn. (It is based on the first DRAGONLANCE module of Despair). Control eight 
companions in turn, in real-time action and full animation, guide these brave adventurers each with 
different specialised skills, deep into the ruins of the temple Xak Tsaroth to retrieve the precious Disks 
of MishakaL As you descend into Abyss, the companions must defeat hordes of monstrous Draconians 
in hand to hand combat, deal with powerful magic and survive the vicious attacks from Gully Dwarves, 
giant spiders, the undead and countless other terrors.
Tape Code: HEROES001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: HEORES0001 Members£1699 Non Members£19.99

180
Why not be the proud owner of the one and only REAL darts game around? 180 has eight different 
opponents waiting to take you on, a two player option for when your friends want to join in and a practice 
game to help you win when they do! Features include: eight opponents, two player option, live joystick 
control, full matchpiay scoring, a sense of humour, and superb playability.
Tape Code: 180001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Advanced Pinball Simulator
A fast, furious and incredibly addictive pinball game featuring - trapdoors, rollover lanes, mega-bumpers, 
4 flippers, bonus lanes, extra balls, ball trap, mystery tube, realistic movement and MUCH MORE!!!
Tape Code: PIN001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

1942 Aftermath
Fly over enemy territory and return safely to base.
Tape Code: 1942001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

The year is 2021 and tensions between the two superpowers are at their highest. As Regional Air Defence 
Co-ordinator it is your duty to protect military bases in your area. Each base consists of six domed billets 
and Anti Missile complexes. It is from here that you launch your anti missile weapons.
THE ATTACK IS ON!! You must destroy all incoming enemy missiles, aircraft and smart bombs, 
before they reach ground zero, but fire carefully as you have a limited number of AB.M.S.
Tape Code: AFTER001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99
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Agent X II
The second encounter between super sleuth Agent X and his old adversary the Mad Professor. There’s 
no peace. Even though you foiled the mad Profs attempts to kidnap the President, you failed to defeat 
him totally, and he is back with a vengeance. No more small fry for him, this time it's total world 
domination, and beyond! Only you can foil the mad Professor! A thrilling fight against his minions 
followed by a climatic confrontation for the future fate of freedom. Long awaited sequal to the classic 
Agent X.
Tape Code: AGENTX001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Airwolf
•Realistic simulation of helicopter control.
•Super graphical representations.
•Frantic arcade action.
•Large scale animation.
•Full gravity and momentum with 64 directional smooth scroll.
Tape Code: WOLFOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Alex Higgins World Pool
At the start of play, seven spotted balls and one black ball are placed in the form of a triangle near one 
end of the table. A white ball known as the Cue ball, sits within a ’D’ shape drawn on the baize at the 
other end of the table. The player must strike the white ball, such that it hits the back of the balls. If any 
of the striped or spotted balls are knocked into a pocket (pocketed), the player must subsequently during 
the game try to pocket balls of that type only. If no balls are pocketed the first ball to be pocketed 
determines a players group by default. If the first time a ball is pocketed, a ball of the other group is 
pocketed as well, the player may take his choice of group, and this choice will be indicated by the group 
of the next ball to be struck.
Disc Code: SOFT1964 Members £3.50 Non Members £3.95

Alien 8
Long ago, in a distant galaxy on a dying planet, the last of the guardians prepare their starship for its 
final journey. All of the libraries, records and knowledge have been stored aboard the vessel, along with 
the very best of their cryogenically preserved race.The ULTIMATE evolution ALIEN 8 cybot whirrs 
into an artificial rush of intelligence. All hatchways are sealed, as the starship prepares for its long 
uninterrupted journey into the inky void of space....
Aeons pass and the long journey is near completion as the central computer alerts you to the neanng 
of the pre-destined solar system. The dust of aeons lies heavy on the ageing data banks of the central 
computing core, tired from centuries of repetitive computing and recomputing at last activating the final 
sequential landing operation....
Tape Code: ALIEN8001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Ancient Battles
Designed to recreate pitched battles in the world of antiquity, ’Ancient Battles’ lets you command the 
armies of Julius Caesar, Alexander the Great, Hannibal and Atilla the Hun, in the great battles of the 
ancient world. An easy to use system allows players to design their own armies in a matter of minutes 
so that every game can be different, forces can be selected from those available to any one of 24 different 
nations.
The game comes with a number of preset scenarios and includes comprehensive Historical Notes, 
covering battle notes, warfare in the ancient world and Army Notes.
Tape Code: ANCIENT001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Andy Capp
It’s Monday morning and Flo’s demanding your dole cheque. If you’re as big a sciver as Andy Capp, 
you’ve got real problems on your hands!
You’ll need every ounce of your northern charm to find out who has made off with iL Extracting helpful 
information from your friends will take a drop of Dutch courage (but neither of the pubs will give you 
credit).
Tape Code: ANDY001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
DiscCode: ANDY0001 Members £12.70 Non Members£14.95

Angle Ball
Take a new look at life with Angieball, the traditional game of Pool, but played on an amazing, unique 
hexagonal table. Play solo or against the computer or your friends, three levels of computer skill to 
maintain the challenge as you progress. Complete control over the spin, strength and position of your 
shots and plenty of increasingly difficult frame layouts to challenge the beginner and expert alike.
Tape Code: ANGLE001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Arcade Force 4
GAUNTLET AND THE DEEPER DUNGEONS - Battle your way through over 500 mazes against 
some formidable opponents from the No.l best seller. Gauntlet the challenge of a lifetime.
ROAD RUNNER - Cartoon’s most elusive character trapped on this amazing home computer version. 
Experience the speed and excitement of the classic encounters of our hero and the cunning conniving 
Wile E Coyote.
METROCROSS - Are you the one in a million who can think in microseconds not minutes? If you are 
then speed and skill will help you battle against a barrage of obstacles as you hurtle through the many 
entertaining levels.

INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM - Storm the evil Temple of Doom to rescue the 
imprisoned children and retrieve the magical stones of Sankara.
Tape Code: ARCADE001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: ARCADE0001 Members £1699 Non Members £19.99Arcade Muscle

Arnhem
The tactical wargame simulates the historical 'Market Garden’ operation in 1944. Montgomery’s plan 
was to smash the Nazi occupation of Holland thereby opening the door to Berlin and ending the war. 
Three Allied Airborne Division were dropped enemy lines to capture vital bridges for the advancing 
Allied Forces. Experience the bitter conflict Can the Allies succeed or is the bridge at Arnhem a bridge 
too far? Historically accurate with 5 compelling scenarios, 1, 2, or 3 player game.
Tape Code: ARNHEM001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Alpine Games
Event 1, Skiing - You must ski as fast as possible to reach the qualifying time.
Event 2, Ski Jump - As the skier lands on the flat of the ramp, hit the Q key again. Eady or late jumps 
will result in a fall
Event 3, Speed Skating - You must skate as fast as possible to reach the qualifying time.
Event 4, Bob-Sled - the course must be completed without crashing to qualify.
Event 5, Biathlon - Hit all the targets within the qualifying time to complete the first round of events.
Tape Code: ALPINE001 Members £2.55 Non Members £2.99

Alternative World Games
Why be serious when there is so much fun in taking an alternative view to things? This ingenious but 
hilarious spoof will have you in stitches, not to mention the river, canal, sack....
Tape Code: ALTERN001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: ALTERN0001 Members £10.50 Non Members £14.99

Arctiefox
The Place...The Antarctic. The Enemy...An Alien force. The Defence...Arcticfox, The World’s most 
advanced Tank.
Superb Graphics: 3-D landscape. Variable weather conditions.
Fully functional control panel. 1st person perspective from the cockpit Incredible Action: Fully armed 
and defended. Laser canon and mines. Full tactical combat 4 enemy bases to find and destroy.
Tape Code: ARCT1C001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: ARCTIC0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Artura
You stand proud as Artura son of Pendragon as you use the mystical wheel of Cerriddwen to travel to 
the stronghold of your evil half-sister. You must be brave enough to overcome the ghouls, spiders, 
soldiers and giant rats whilst finding the mystical rune stones which will help your quest
Tape Code: ARTURA001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: ARTURA0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99

ATV Simulator
You must complete each course within the time limit (and without running out of fuel) to qualify for 
the next course. You can turn around to get a run up for a jump. Use the jump control to get extra lift 
when you go up a ramp, and also to clear sharp or steep edges without crashing. To get up steep surfaces, 
wheelie slowly towards then and jump repeatedly to climb up.
Tape Code: ATV001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Avon
In this light-hearted but immensely challenging look at the Bard’s world through the keyboard of modem 
man, you find yourself, after watching too many Shakespeare plays (or perhaps reading them) wandering 
around a strange land. Here they use a richer language than usual, and some of the scenes remind you 
of certain Shakespeare plays. How you are going to return successfully to the present day is something 
that you will have to work out for yourself.
•Why does the adventure take place on three different dates?
•What is the significance of the lady Portia’s caskets?
•Why does Yorick sometimes say "Golesida’ and sometimes something else?
•Why do you suddenly find yourself wearing an ass’s head?
These are just some of the tantalizing puzzles that you’ll meet when you welcome AVON....An 
exhaustive knowledge of Shakespearean Canon is not necessary as, in most cases, just the problems 
rather than the solutions are taken from Shakespeare. If you get stuck, or-line help is there to stop the 
sighing....
Disc Code: AVON0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Badcat
It’s the year 1988 and Seoul for the Olympic Summer Games. The dignitaries and celebrities prepare 
their speeches and await the huge crowds expected to attend. Beware - there are still the straying 
Gty-Dweller Cats - despised by alL The infamous cats are well known for they are planning their own 
competitive game. Will Bad Cat live up to his name?
There are 4 venues in each level, you can only continue to the next once you have qualified by completing 
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the tasks and overcoming the obstacles within the time allowed. Tbe 4 venues are: The City Park: The 
Arena: The Sewer: and The Pub.
The games start at the first venue. Upon finishing you have to proceed to tbe next venue by means of 
completing an interlude stage. As you progress, each venue is reached through an interlude. After your 
exciting adventure you may gain permanent recognition on the high score table.
With obstacles such as water jumps, swings, ball balancing, cradle across crossbars, and many more. 
Skill, speed and the will to win are essential to retain the name BAD CAT.
Tape Code: B ADC ATOO 1 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99

Battle Tank Simulator
Seek and destroy the enemy tanks with two types of weapon. 
Tape Code: BATTAN KOO 1 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Batman The Caped Crusader
Gotham City....threatened now by the lawless exploits of those two arced criminals - Tbe Penguin and 
The Joker. The situation is becoming critical...in the Batcave Batman figures out a plan to first put an 
end to the demented squawkings of that overweight birdbrain...THE PENGUIN.Jater in Gotham City 
fairground batman hears the cries for help of his colleague Robin...BUT WAIT... the fairground...the 
ghost train...the fun house...and awesome revelation, a terrifying truth begins to emerge...this could only 
be the work of THE JOKER.
Tape Code: BATMAN001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: BATMAN0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Battleships
Enemy in sight! Using skill and judgement you must plot your fleets gunfire onto an elusive enemy. You 
will need to know the measure of your opponenL..and outguess him!
•Attack Fire!!! On your command, your guns and bombers roar into action, stunning battle scene 
graphics give you the Commander, an up to the minute picture of the battle as it unfolds!
•Under Fire!! Now your fleet undergoes the nightmare of attack. Besieged by bombers and under fire 
from enemy guns, outmanoeuvre your opponent’s fleet and prepare to counter-attack!
Tape Code: SHIPS001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Bigfoot
Bigfoot’s cartoon adventure. Explore caves, gulp down fairy cakes and spinach, collect fuses then 
detonate the TNT - but don’t sit on the lava else you’ll bum ya Bum!
This is a really great game, loads of puzzles, rooms, caves, bigfoot disco, killer model aeroplanes - brilliant 
fun.
Tape Code: BIGFOOTOOl Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Bionic Commando
Ten years have passed since the devastating war when the enemies secret Zargon missiles destroyed our 
civilization. The only hope we have of regaining our home world and rebuilding our lives, lies in the 
hands of power, they must infiltrate the enemy bases, destroy the deadly foe and neutralise their 
doomsday weapons. Your skill and their bionic powers are our only hope. State of the Art gameplay 
and a pounding soundtrack combine to make Bionic Commando unique to the home computer.
Tape Code: B1ON1C001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: BIONIC0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99

BMX Freestyle
Amazing freestyle action. Wheelie racing, ramp jumpin’, tricks trackin’, slow races - Mega fun! Ride the 
pipe but don’t go over the edge.
Tape Code: BMXFREE001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

BMX Ninja
After a hard days training with the freestyle team at the local dirt track, Phil ’Pookie’ Wheeler, unofficial 
BMX Ninja, whilst travelling home on his bike (a Blackfoot Falcon) was set upon by a rival team (the 
Diamond Backs) whose leader is intent on gaining the ultimate street test. Your Title.
Tape Code: BMXN1N001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

BMX 2 Simulator
Ten new courses, two difficulty levels, up to four players. 
Tape Code: BMX200 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Bob’s Full House
A superb new multi player game with amusing question and answers. The format is ■Bingo* style, with 
an animated Bob who "waliies" tbe players if they get it wrong! There are many categories of questions 
including Sport, Show Business, Music, The Past, Famous People, Nature and Films.
It’s a high pressure game with lots of bells and whistles.
Tape Code: BOBS001 Members £5.05 Non Members £5.95

Bomb Jack
Collect your bombs and defeat your enemy as you go, making this coin-op conversion game one of the 
most high scoring and exciting games available.
•Totally addictive
•Superb graphics
•Screen after screen of challenging fun
Tape Code: BOMB001 Members £170 Non Members £1.99

BombJack II
Outwit your enemies and collect the treasure. 
Tape Code: BOMB200 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Bravestarr
As the courageous Marshall Bravestarr, save your friend Shamen from the evil clutches of Stampede 
and save New Texas from his domination. In your quest you must dodge and destroy the evil friends of 
Stampede and Tex Hex Entering tbe bars and other buildings of Fort Kerlum where you gather the 
information and solve the clues to lead you to the final encounter with Stampede. Information is not 
easy to gain, so exchange gathered objects for money which can be used as a bribe in the seedy bars of 
the Fort. Travel to locations revealed on the map on your saddle rocket to explore all of New Texas, (look 
out for amulets, left by your adversaries which increase your firepower or hold time for a few seconds). 
Over the nine days of the quest the Sun will rise and set many times, watch out for large bombs which 
REALLY KNOCK THE DAYLIGHTS OUT OF YOU!!!
Tape Code: BRAVE001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Bridge Player 3
Bridge Player 3 is the ultimate refinement in home computer version of this sophisticated card classic, 
with EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG bidding and play of cards. The computer can play as DEFENDER 
or DECLARER, generates random hands, and allows proper bidding in the ACOL system, including 
the STAYMAN and BLACKWOOD conventions. Then it takes you on, playing both your opponents’ 
hands. Pit your wits against this powerful program.
Tape Code: BRIDGE001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95
Disc Code: BR1DGE0001 Members £13.55 Non Members £15.95

Bobsleigh
Bobsleigh is a spectacular simulation of a fast and dangerous Winter Olympic Sport.
Equip your team, set up your bob and go for the perfect run. Practise on ail major tracks with an 
unrivalled feeling of speed and cornering until you are ready for the World Cup and Olympic Games. 
Join the Olympic Team and go for gold.
Tape Code: BOB001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Blockbusters
"I’ll have a B please Bob*
•What B is 12 letters long and made up of hexagons?"
"BLOCKBUSTERS"
This is the ALL NEW COMPUTER game of one of the most successful quiz shows ever! Pit your wits 
and knowledge against "Bob' (he’s the computer) or other players. If you make the grade you’ll move 
into higher gear as you go for a GOLDRUN!
Tape Code: BLOCKOOl Members £5.79 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: BLOCK0001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

Boinggg!
Complete each screen by springing from ledge to ledge until you reach the exit.
Falling from a ledge, jumping off the screen or hitting one of the ’nasties’ will result in loss of spring 
tension. Each screen must be completed within the time limit (shown on the rising clock at the bottom 
right of the screen).
The game ends if you run out of time or lose all of your spring tension.
GOOD LUCK!
Tape Code: BOINGOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Blackbeard
As Captain Blackbeard, your mission is to retrieve the treasure map stolen from you by the despicable 
Red Beard, an underhanded swob who has not only stolen your prized possession but has scuttled your 
ship and taken your crew as your own. All you know is that the map lies inside one of the many chests 
secreted throughout the ship, but beware, members of your own mutinous crew lie in wait and will do 
their utmost to send you to Davy Jones’ Locker and take the treasure map for themselves.
Tape Code: BLACK001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Bullseye
A computerised adaptation of the highly successful family ITV quiz show. Test your knowledge in eleven 
question categories and step up to the "ockey" to test your skill at the dartboard.
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The cassette includes the game and data-files full of questions to give you hours of enjoyment. 
So pick up your •arrows', get your brain in gear and set your sights on ’one hundred and eighty*! 
Tape Code: BULL001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95

Brian Clough’s Football Fortunes
Brian Clough’s Football Fortunes, is a football management game with a big difference. In an exciting 
departure from earlier simulation games, Brian Clough’s Football Fortunes combines an excellent range 
of computer based features with a fascinating board game. This game can be played by two to five players 
who take on the roles of team managers.
Tape Code: BRLAN001 Members ijb.'N Non Members £7.99
Disc Code: BRIAN0001 Members £849 Non Members £9.99

TRAPEZE
The action takes place high up above the ring without a safety net. The crowd is captivated by their every 
action. The flyer has to perform crosses and recrosses across the Arena before being joined by another 
flyer as the catcher. A sequence of tricks, double or triple somersaults, mid-air somersaults and 
cork-screws have to be carried out under the watchful eye of the Judges, for a good score.
TIGER TRAINING
A large cage is place in the centre of the Ring - the door opens and in bound three great Bengal tigers. 
You, as the Trainer, have to get all three big cats to perform a series of tricks, jump through flaming 
hoop, jump onto a podium and walk through a tube on the obstacle course without being devoured by 
the magnificent animals.
The trainer holds a chair in bis left band to defend himself and calm the tiger if he is put under threat. 
In the trainer’s right hand is a whip, this is used to move the animals to your selected position.
Tape Code: CIRCUS001 Members £845 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: CIRCUS0001 Members £1170 Non Members £14.95

Crazy Cars Classic Games 4
In this three-dimensional, real time simulation, you drive some of the most prestigious sports cars in the 
world. The speed will test your reflexes to the utmost, and the road relief will also be a test of your own 
abilities: if you lose traction, you may just take off!
Tape Code: CRAZY001 Members £845 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: CRAZY0001 Members £1170 Non Members £14.95

Cluedo
Can you and your friends soke the mysterious murder at Tudor Close'? Who did the dastardly deed? 
Did your computer commit the crime? Uncover the truth in Waddington’s Cluedo. The Great Detective 
Game.
Tape Code: CLUEDOOOl Members £7.86 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: CLUEDOOOOl Members £11.80 Non Members £14.95

Combat School
Chin-up! Chest out!
You have enlisted with the elite marine corps - the U.S.A’s finest. A barrage of tough, gruelling, 
physically demanding events face you if you are to become a crack trooper. Your objective is to graduate, 
but your mettle will be severely tested as the toughest course of training events are presented to you 
Tape Code: COMBATOOl Members £6.25 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: COMBATOOOl Members £8.85 Non Members £14.95

Chicago 30’s
CHICAGO - city of gangsters and guns - where lone detective Eliot mounts his crusade against the 
lawless mob. From the dingy rocks through the murky outskirts and into the sleazy city itself, then finally 
the illegal booze warehouse. Eliot sticks to a trail terrorised by mob hitmen - popping out of the sewers, 
hidden in the buildings or careering along in black Bugattis. Armed with machine gun, cache of grenades 
and customised Chevrolet, now finally is the chance to put your bullets where your mouth is...or your 
mouth may rest forever.
Disc Code: CHICAG0001 Members £1174 Non Members £14.99
Tape Code: CHICAG001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

Chart Busters
A great compilation package of twenty hit games:
* Ghostbusters * F.A Cup Final * Agent X2 · Kane · LA Swat · Ninja Master · Rasputin · Ollie and 
Lissa * Ricochet * Zolyx · Way of the Exploding Fist · Dan Dare · Formula 1 Simulator · Brian Jack’s 
Superstar Challenge · Tau-Ceti * 1-Ball · Park Patrol · Thrust · Harvey Headbanger · War Cars.
Tape Code: CHART001 Members £849 Non Members £9.99

Choice Cheats 1 and 2
These programs help payers around difficult areas of games by giving them extra lives and extra 
ammunition etc. and isn’t available from any other distributor yet. Choice Cheats 1 contains cheats for 
’By Fair Means or Foul’, ’Cybemoid’, Operation Wolf, Karrow’, Flying Shark’, ’Radius’, Tanium’, 
Advance Pinball Simulator’, Joe Blade 2’, *Star Trooper’, ’Reflex’, and ‘Shanghai Karate*.
Choice 2 contains cheats for ’BBvs Dragonnia’, ’Hooper Cooper’, ’Arkanoid’, ’Arkanoid 2’, Dynamite 
Dan’, Solomon’s Key’, ’Dizzy 2’, ’AT-Simulator’, ’Empire Strikes Back’, ’Pro Ski Simulator’, ’Batman’ 
and ’Head over Heels’.
Disc Code: CHEATS0001 Members £4.24 
DiscCode: CHEATS0002 Members£4.24 
Tape Code: CHEATS001 Members £154 
Tape Code: CHEATS002 Members £154

Non Members £4.99
Non Members £4.99
Non Members £199
Non Members £199

Circus Games
Tynesoft welcomes you to The Greatest Show on Earth" Ringling Bros & Barnum and Bailey combine 
to bring you "Circus Games". Capture the thrills, spills, atmosphere and excitement of the Bit Top. 
Compete in High Wire, Tiger Training, Trapeze and Trick Horse Riding, nine levels in all with multi-tasks 
to perform - reward is inclusion in the prestigious "Hall of Fame".
TIGHTROPE
The walker must perform a series of tricks on the high wire, including handstands, 180 degrees spin 
cartwheels and flips before mounting the silver unicycle to conclude the performance.
TRICK HORSE RIDING
The rider must perform a series of tricks whilst on the horses cantering around the ring.

Probable the world’s finest Classic Games collection of Chess, Draughts, Bridge and Back-Gammon.
Tape Code: CLASS400 Members £845 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: CLASS4000 Members £1170 Non Members £14.95

Classiques I
A brilliant compilation of 3 great games!
INVADERS:
An army of extra terrestrials threaten the planet. Can you destroy then before they destroy you? 
GLUTTON:
As the voracious glutton tries to reach five different coaches of food, the ghosts lurking in the mazes 
will be doing their best to stop it
INFORMAL BREAKOUT:
Try and destroy the scenes with their unwelcome surprises: Exploding blocks, blocks that move 
unexpectedly etc Discover for yourself!
TAPE CODE: CLASS001 Members £7.65 Non Members £9.00
DISC CODE: CLASS0001 Members £1174 Non Members £14.99

Classiques II
3 games brought together on one disc!
PEN EGO:
Lining three diamonds up on an iceberg is harder than you think. These four ice monsters are hunting 
for food and you’re edible!
ARNOLD:
Can you lead Arnold to the centre of the maze? The difficulty grows with him, and time is your enemy. 
GRAND PRIX:
At the wheel of a formula 1 car, your only goal is WINNING!
Tape Code: CLASS2001 Members £7.65 Non Members £9.00
Disc Code: CLASS20001 Members £1174 Non Members £19.99

Codename Mat II
The MAN-MAT, defender of the universe and solo pilot of the battle cruiser Centurian, embarks on 
his most daring adventure yet.
THE PLOT:- The red planet Vesta contains the most precious life-giving substance in the universe: 
Karillum. For many years the inhabitants of the planet have peacefully mined and despatched Karillum 
to the free colonies of the Solar System, but now the evil Myons have returned to destroy Vesta and its 
Karillum mines. MAT is sent in his sophisticated fighting machine to defend the planet and its satellites 
from attack and restore law and order in space.
THE ACTION:- In fast and furious fights with the marauding Myon ships, MAT must think out a 
strategy to outwit his enemy's attempts to penetrate Centurian’s defence shields. Using his Battle 
Computer to scan ahead and Droids to repair his damaged craft, MAT is faced with the most tantalising 
tactical decisions of bis fighting career. So get behind the controls of the greatest space voyage of a 
lifetime.
Tape Code: CODEOOl Members £7.60 Non Members £895

Colosseum
You have nsen through the ranks to become one of the most respected officers in the Roman army, 
but such success breeds jealousy in others. The chief of the Prartorian Guard has accused you of treason, 
what can you do? Only one option: climb into your chariot, grab bold of the reins, put your life in the 
hands of the gods and battle for victory in the most dangerous game the Roman Empire has to offer 
within the COLOSSEUM.
Tape Code: COLOSSOOl Members £154 Non Members £199

Colossus 4 Bridge
COLOSSUS allows one player to play a complete game of Bridge with the computer controlling the 
other three hands. Each band is bid according to the Acol System. Included are the Blackwood, Stayman 
and Baron conventions. The strong two club and takeout doubles are also supported. All four bands 
are displayed at the end of play, followed by the score to rubber. Features include:
• Hand input facility · Card autoplay/recommend option · Cheat option · Rebid/replay facility · 
Demonstration mode · Bidding/play summary · Game save/load facility · Claim trick(s) · Backstep play
• Skip to next hand · Printer option * Magazine subscription offer.
Tape Code: COLOSOOl Members £10.19 Non Members £11.99
Disc Code: COLOSOOOl Members £1174 Non Members £14.99
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Colossus 4 Chess
COLOSSUS is probably the most complete chess program available for any home computer, written 
using the very latest techniques by a computer chess programmer of ten years experience. It has the 
widest range of true features available, includingsome never before implemented on any home computer 
chess program. COLOSSUS has a perfect understanding of all the rules of chess, including under
promotions, the fifty move rule and all draws by repetition. It can also handle all the standard mates,
including the very difficult King, Bishop and Knight versus King.
Tape Code: CHESS001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: CHESS0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Corruption
Can you cope with corruption?
The city of London. Deals and chicanery. Porsches and profit, wild animals in handmade suits. And 
you. Outwardly, you’re on the fast track to success. The partnership in the broking firm came through 
today along with new car, new office, new secretary...But behind the glittering facade, what corruption 
lurks unseen? Corruption is a fast pace thriller, a battle of wills like nothing else you’ve ever played. 
Your only weapons are communication and information. There’s nobody you can trust. And it isn’t 
easy. But then, neither is life.
Disc Code: CORRUPOOOl Members £21.20 Non Members £24.95

Colossus Mah Jong
Colossus Mah Jong is the computer version of the ancient oriental games, enabling one player to enjoy 
a challenging game against the computer. Taking the part of the East Wind, you do battle against the 
North, South and West Winds, picking up and discarding tiles from the central playing area. Your hand 
is represented by 3D graphics.
Disc Code:MAHJON0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99
Tape Code:MAHJON001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

California Games
The smell of the surf, the sun on your back, the sand between your toes...This isn’t California Dreamin’ 
- this is for real!! Six of the best West Coast sports designed to set your pulse racing! Wow your friends 
with your incredible flying skateboard feats; or show your cool backing at the sack of Californian sports 
- shooting the curl as you battle with those giant Pacific rollers to decide which surfer truly rules the 
waves!
Tape Code: CALIF001 Members £6.69 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: CALIF0001 Members £10.45 Non Members £14.99

Combat Lynx
Using skill and good judgement, the ’Combat Lynx’ helicopter must be armed with sufficient weapons, 
ammunition and troops to see it through the battle ahead. 'Combat Lynx’ must defend its bases from 
the enemy, if not stopped eventually all the enemy forceswill move to attack base 1, after which the battle 
will almost certainly be lost.
FEATURES INCLUDE:
•Ever popular helicopter simulation, with added dimensions of strategic battle planning, combat 
preparation, weapon and troop selection. The strategy element makes this product particularly attractive 
and provides hours of gripping fun.
*Air to air contact, air to ground, multifarious targets, all add to the excitement of this high class 
simulation.
Tape Code: LYNX001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Commando
Battle through enemy lines rescuing prisoners as you go, making this coin-op conversion one of the 
most addictive games available.
•Frantic arcade action.* •Superbly detailed backgrounds.
Tape Code: COMM001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Command Performance
A fantastic compilation of ten exciting games!
CHOLO: Using the popular bunker game ’RAT’, you have access to the only surface robot under the 
control of the bunker computer. All other computers and robots are lost to their own misguided and 
corrupted logic circuits, bent on maintaining the seal on the tetrahedral bunker cap. It is up to you to 
break this seal.
ARMAGEDDON MAN: Your task, as Supreme Commander, is to try and prevent Armageddon. You 
will need diplomatic, military and tactical skills, as well as a good deal of common sense, if you are to 
succeed.
MERCENARY: In Mercenary, you can take the role of a 21st Century soldier of fortune crash-landed 
on the strife-tom planet Targ.
Your challenge is to escape from the planet, having first discovered the means to do so.
XENO: Xeno has one or two player keyboard or joystick options. Each player controls a manoeuvrable 
disc in an attempt to push a smaller puck through his opponent’s goal.
TRANTOR: The game opens with Trantor standing by the lift. Equipped with a flame-thrower, he has 
90 seconds to activate the N.I.K. security terminal.
LEVIATHAN: Leviathan takes you thirty seconds into the future, where pop videos inspire crazy 
fantasies in the minds of ordinary people. Your objective is to seek out and destroy enemy ships in three 
exciting different planet zones.
SHACKLED: Your friends have been captured and chained up in cells. Your task, is to rescue and 
release them from certain death in the complex of the underground dungeons. A highly accurate and 
addictive simulation of ten-pin bowling, and the best thing yet to a night in the local alley!
Tspe Code: COMMANOOl Members £11.04 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: COMMANOOOl Members £16.99 Non Members £19.99

Computer Maniacs Diary Led
Completely unnecessary and utterly idiotic. Not for sensible computer users or people with long faces. 
This diary contains useless facts, events, information and many gimmicks. The only really helpful thing 
we could find in it is a weather forecast for each day of the year through 1989, ideal for planning weekends 
away and picnics.
Tape Code: MANIACOOl Members £5.90 
Disc Code: MANICA0001 Members £11.00

Non Members £6.95
Non Members £12.95

Contamination
Contamination is more than just a game. Not only will it test your reflexes but it well stretch your mind 
as you embark on the most dramatic simulation in the history of mankind.
Your task is complex Unknown viruses have been spreading throughout the globe at an alarming rate. 
The death toll is rising out of control. You have been elected to the post of head of the World Health 
Organisation and the fate of mankind rests with you and your team of scientists. You will have every 
assistance from the governments of the World. Time is running out - can you save the world from total 
’’Contamination"?
Tape Code: CO NT A Μ (MJ 1 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: CONT AM0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Catastrophes
You have been contracted to take charge of a building site in the middle of the North Sea.
With only the company helicopter at your disposal pick up and place the prefabricated building blocks 
available on the supply ships.
Your building must withstand hurricanes, electric storms, earthquakes and floods all of which will binder 
your progress.
Disc Code: SOFT1934 Members £3.50 Non Members £3.95
Tape Code: SOFT934 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Captain America
Its the 4th July and the Nation is set for one almighty celebration.
Into the comparative calm of the White House bursts the manic Dr. Megiomann. "Step down Mr 
President, submit to my rule, or today America will know a plague from which death will seem a happy 
release”.
Hi Kids! No time to lose. C.I.A. say there’s an unidentified missile located in an underground silo in the 
middle of the California desert
Must be the one! Climb aboard the sky cycle. Together we can save the free world.
God save America.
Tape Code: CAPTAI001 Members £6.69 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: CAPTAI0001 Members £10.45 Non Members £14.99

Countdown to Doom
Orbiting the treasure-rich planet of Doomawangara, deserts, jungles, glaciers, swamps and crashed 
spaceships of previous adventurers just visible through the swirling clouds, your ship faces a sudden and 
savage attack, and crash-lands on Doom. Can you cannibalise enough spares to repair it before Doom’s 
highly-corrosive atmosphere rots it - and you?
Disc Code: DOOMOOOl Members £10.15 Non Members £11.95

Countdown
Ever wanted to see how you would perform as a contestant on Countdown. Well here’s your chance! 
Based closely on the highly successful and long running T.V. show, this game has been specially created 
for the home computer.
Tape Code: COUNT001 Members £6.27 Non Members £7.95

Crazy Cars II
At last, the amazing follow-up to one of the most successful games of all time...
This time you’re at the wheel of the fabulous Ferrari F40 and in a race against time in a bid to smash a 
stolen car racket - the only problem is the guys involved in the racket are corrupt policemen...
With 360 degree spins, car chases, realistic 3D road junctions, hills, road blocks, and realistic mapped 
highways, not to mention superb 3D graphics. Crazy Cars II is here to set new standards in road racing. 
Don’t just take our word, test drive a copy today...
Disc Code: CRAZY200 Members £9.99 Non Members £8.49
Tape Code: CRAZY2000 Members £14.99 Non Members £12.74

Cybernoid
'Ihe sequel to Exolon
The setting is an underground complex of Federation storage depots. You have been commissioned to 
put a stop to raids by pirate ships who are stealing valuable minerals, jewels and the latest experimental 
weaponry.
Tape Code: CYBER001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99
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Daley Thompson’s Decathlon
This game simulates all ten events in this gruelling test of skill and stamina and requires a joystick for 
control.
The Decathlon is the most gruelling event in the history of the Olympics. Each event builds up points 
necessary to gain the winner’s medal.
The event is held over two days. The first day is the 100 metres, long jump, shot-put, high jump and 400 
metres. Day two covers the 110 metres hurdles, discus, pole-vault, javelin and finally the 1500 metres.
Code: DECATH001 Members £2.99 Non Members £2.54

Dark Fusion
Only the elite pass the three phase test of the Corps of Guardian Warriors - Co-ordinated fury and 
destruction of the mutant hordes of the underworld, supreme command skills in frantic defence against 
the invading alien space fleets and merciless nerve in bloody battle against the monster of the Pit of 
Despair. Then the final chilling decision - enter the Metamorphosis Chamber to fuse lifeforms with 
your vanquished foe or face your next challenge with only the powers your mortal form bestows on you. 
Tape Code: DARK001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: DARK0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Daley Thompsons Olympic Challenge
Daley is back...
...with the chance for you to tackle his gruelling role in the ten Olympic Decathlon events. This time the 
gold medal is not enough, you’re out to beat the world record and accumulate well over 9,000 points, 
only then will you qualify for the role of “World’s Greatest Athlete’.
An exhausting work out in the gym will help you get started, where, under the watchful eye of your 
coach, you can build up your strength and power to tbe maximum.
Only then will you be in a position to pit your stamina against the record book and, like Daley, enter tbe 
arena of the all-time greats.
Tape Code: DALEY001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: DALE Y0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Dan Dare II
Once again the Mekon poses a deadly threat to the Human Race. He has returned, cunning as ever, to 
take revenge on Dan Dare and the planet Earth.
This all action, arcade game allows you to play Colonel Dan Dare, hero of a thousand space flights, 
backed by a full Space Fleet army or...play the sinister Mekon with his evil henchmen, the Treens!
Tape Code: DAN001 Members £6.75 Non Members LI.95
Disc Code: DAN0001 Members £12.70 Non member £14.95

Danger Mouse in Double Trouble
While relaxing in his Mayfair penthouse flat Danger Mouse receives a phone call from Colonel K, head 
of security. News has just arrived about Greenbacks latest scheme. Greenback and his henchmen are 
in the process of building an android Danger Mouse.
Tape Code: DANGER002 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Danger Mouse in Making Whoopee
While Danger Mouse is taking a vacation Colonel K sends him a telegram. As usual Baron Greenback 
is up to his old tricks. This time he is manufacturing whoopee cushions and be is planning to place them 
under every seat in the U.N. Danger Mouse must first find the factory. Whilst on his way he must dose 
down all of Greenbacks power stations. For the last task Danger Mouse must leap all over the screen 
to burst all of the whoopee cushions. Then he must rescue Penfold.
GOOD LUCK DANGER MOUSE! YOU’RE GOING TO NEED ΓΠ!
Tape Code: DANGER001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Dark Side
200 years on from DRILLER times, the Ketars revenge is sweet On the Dark Side of Evaths other 
moon, TRICUSPID, a giant weapon Zephr One, has been constructed aimed to blow the Eva th to bits. 
Your main objective is to stop the destruction. Sub plots involve destroying the Plexors, navigating the 
moon and its tunnel system and disabling the Energy Matrix
Tape Code: DARKS1001 Members £6.95 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: DARKS10001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95

Deflektor
No Heroes. No Fears. Just skill and technology are all that’s needed to complete the optical drcuits of 
DEFLEKTOR.
DEFLEKTOR is an experience in laser logic. Guide your laser beam around each screen. Reflectors, 
retractors, mirrors, absorbers, polarisera and fibre optics are your basic apparatus. Your precise 
judgement of the angles and paths of your high intensity laser are the only means by which your beam 
can be directed towards the home receiver.
Tape Code: DEFLEK001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: DEFLEK0001 Members £10.45 Non Members £14.99

Desert Rats
A simulation of the North Africa Campaign in 1941-42 commences with the arrival of Rommel in Tripoli 
and ends with the battle of El Alamein. The bitter campaign includes operations Battleaxe. Crusader 
and the Battle of Gazaia. The game is named after the 7th Amoured Division who were nick-named 
the 'Desert Rats’ after adopting a gerbil as their insignia. It is a fast, interactive wargame with a scrolling 
map and 6 compelling scenarios with 1 or 2 player options.
Tape Code: DESERT001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Deep
UNDER THE TRANQUIL SURFACE OF A SUN BLEACHED SEA A SUBTERRANEAN 
MENACE MASSES ITS FORCES!
You never know what’s lurking beneath the surface, laying in wait, ready to attack... any second now the 
underwater onslaught will begin taking you completely unawares. You’ll need split second timing as you 
drop your depth charges - your only weapons - as you fight back destroying the enemy submarines armed 
with heat seeking torpedoes, floating mines and cruise missiles.
DiscCode: DEEP0001 Members£12.74 Non Members£14.99
Tape Code: DEEP001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

Desolator
Your mission as Mack is to fight your way through the castle owned by Kairos the great Santan, and 
free the captive infants held behind mysterious mirrors. Smash the mirrors to break Kairos’ evil spell 
and upon completing your quest transform into the invincible Machoman and desolate all in your path. 
Tape Code: DESOL001 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: DESOL0001 Members£1U7O Non Members£14.99

Dizzy
You’ll get dizzy playing this action packed cartoon adventure as you somersault around Fantastic 
Kingdoms. Collect the ingredients for a magic potion to kill the evil wizard Zaks.
Tape Code: DIZZY001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Doomsday Blues
Incarcerated in the prison headquarters of the robots that have exterminated all other life on Earth, 
you are awaiting whatever evil experiments the robots have in store for you when you hear the sound 
of girts’ voices through the bars of your cell - You are not alone - there is someone else left alive - a 
reason to escape...FIND HER!
This stunning arcade adventure will leave you breathless in your search for the girl. The 3D animation 
and cartoon style graphics, coupled with superb gameplay is what your Amstrad has been waiting for.
Tape Code: DOOMSOOl Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Dragon Ninja
The Opponents in your battle for supremacy are four types of Evil Ninja star-throwing Assassins whose 
skills are manifold and dangerous. Also out to spoil your day are Acrobatic Women Warriors and vicious 
Guard Dogs. At the end of each level you must overcome the Ninja Master in order to progress - some 
examples of these superhuman villains are: A fire-breathing Fat Man, an Armour Clad Giant and the 
Green and Gruesome Giant Ninja - who has a disconcerting habit of suddenly multiplying into an army! 
Tape Code: DRAGON001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: DREAM0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Dream Warrior
The life of three prestigious government officials have been captured by the dreaded Dream Demon. 
He now has the vital information to formulate his evil plans. Overcome the Two Headed Monster, the 
Demi-Demons and the final confrontation with the Dream Demon himself and then onlyyou, the Dream 
Warrior can save the world.
Combining strategy and depth of gameplay with fast action Dream Warrior is beyond your wildest 
dreams...because your wildest dreams will become a nightmare.
Tape Code: DREAM001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: DREAM0001 Members£10.70 Non Members£14.99

Driller
SOLID 3D Landscapes like you’ve never seen before. Thanks to Freescape -it feels like you’re actually 
there.
Interact with weird alien mechanisms, avoiding the Ketars Defences and gain access to many sections 
of the Moon, MitraL
Experience Driller and Freescape in action.
Tape Code: DRILL001 Members £10.45 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: DRILL0001 Members £10.95 Non Members £17.95 

Echelon
ECHELON is a true 3D space flight simulator that puts you at the controls of the C-104 Tomahawk 
and in the heart of the action. You’ll experience the excitement and thrill of real spaceflight through 
superb three dimensional graphics. But, before you go exploring on your own. It would be wise to go
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through the carefully designed training simulators. These rigorous courses will develop your skills in 
manoeuvring the spacecraft, accurate selection and use of weapons, control of RPV’s, object retrieval 
and refuel and docking procedures. Developing these pace skills are essential to your survival when 
encountering hostile enemy spacecraft or exploring unknown terrain. ECHELON is the Simulation 
Adventure of a Lifetime.
Tape Code: ECHELOOOl Members £11.04 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: ECHELOOOOl Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Paws - A pack of Bulldogs have moved into your vicinity with the intent to attack and kill you (Tom Cat) 
and your family of ten kitten*. You must defend yourself and your mischievous kittens.
Ground Zero - A true mind-boggling Arcade Adventure. You have less than 30 minutes to find and 
defuse a nuclear bomb hidden somewhere in the town of Foggly.
International Rugby - You can play for any of the Home International Teams - playing for the "Triple 
Crown* or even the "Grand Slam". It includes every feature you would expect from an excellent Rugby 
arcade game.
Tape Code: FOUR001 Members £3.39 Non Members £3.99

Empire Strikes Back
This game follows the non-stop action of the movie and is a direct conversion of the famous coin-op. 
All games players and STAR WARS fans will enjoy this age epic.
Brought to you by the team who produced the top-selling STAR WARS GAME, THE EMPIRE 
STRIKES BACK is the next stage of the unfolding drama. The player takes the role of Luke Skywalker, 
piloting a snow-speeder against the huge Imperial Walkers. Darth Vader controls all of bis force* with 
deadly cunning, using his Robots to search and attack the Rebel Base.
The action continues as the player becomes Han Solo in the Millennium Falcon, looking for safety in 
the galaxy whilst attacked by Tie-Fighters and dodging asteroid storms.
Tape Code: EMPIRE001 Members £6.95 Non Members £9.95
DiscCode: EMP1RE00Û1 Members£12.70 Non Members£14.95

Endzone
Ever fancied yourself as Head Coach of an American Football Team? Well, now is your chance to test 
your decision-making and managerial skills with Endzone. You are responsible for team selections, 
finances and game tactics, in fact every element of running an American Football Club.
Your aim is to take your team to the very top of the First Division and to win the ultimate football game, 
the Superbowl, while amassing as much wealth as you can along the way.
There will be 18 matches played in a season, and how your club plays will be up to you.
The game itself operates through a series of menus and sub menus for easy management.
Tape Code: ZONEOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Four Great Games II
Battle of the Planets - Battle of the Planets is a space adventure. Now you can join G Force in their latest 
adventure to defeat their arch enemy Zoltar.
Tut* Pyramid - Like all great Pharaohs, Kit Tut wanted to be laid to rest in a magnificent pyramid just 
as predecessors were. It* your job as Official Pyramid Engineer to build the whole Pyramid with the 
help of your magic carpet, before the Pharaoh dies.
Future Shock - The GAL-CORPS had been given the job of Human Evolution. However, due to 
unforseen circumstances they lose the Evolutionary Scroll. As Golb you have been chosen by the 
Supreme Being to search Human Memory for the Scroll so the Evolution may continue.
Cop Out - In the era of prohibition. Flappers and Gangsters, Cop-Out portrays the battle between the 
Police and Mobsters in the roaring 1920’s in USA Can you survive as a cop out on the street, battling 
against the bootleggers, or will you "Cop-Out"?
Tape Code: FOUROÛ2 Members £3.39 Non Members £3.99

Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot is a real-time simulation based upon the F15 Eagle, USAF air-superiority jet fighter.
This supreme simulation offers many of the features found on modem flight simulators including 3D 
view from the cockpit, fully aerobatic performance, air-to-air combat, crosswinds, turbulence, and blind 
landing. The program offers training modes for each option and a pilot skill rating for varying difficulty 
levels.
Tape Code: PILOT001 Members £7.60 Non Member £8.95

Enduro Racer
Enduro Racer is a stunning motorbike race pitting you against time as you compete with deadly 
opponents and the cruel and challenging terrain. It contains all the thrills and spills of the arcade original 
- a game that road-race fans cannot be without!
Tape Code: RACER001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Fruit Machine Simulator
The first real Fruit Machine Simulator including: Cash Box, Nudge Box (with Compu-Nudge and Nudge 
Bank), Skill Climb, Winning Streak, Cash Gamble, Holds and Mega-Holds, Skill Chances and Party 
Time Meter!
Tape Code: FRUIT001 Members £2.54 Non Member £2.99

Everyone’s a Wally
Wally is back, this time with his family in the first ever Multi Role Arcade Adventure Not only does 
Wally appear fully animated but also Wilma, Tom, Dick and Harry. The purpose of the game is to find 
the combination for the safe and then pay the gang’s wages. The combination is split and can be found 
in different locations. Not only must the combinations be identified, but also the right item* to collect 
the combinations must be used. The locations are many and varied and contain zany arcade sequences 
which must be complete to finish the adventure. Each character ha* specific abilities and it i* up to the 
player which one will perform a particular task The game starts with the whole gang in the Town Square 
by the fountain. You have control of Wally so the rest of the gang go off about their own business. As 
Wally cannot do everything himself you will have to select one of the other characters (except for 
Herbert, he is totally uncontrollable) to perform the various tasks. While a character is not under control 
he or she may be carrying out other tasks which could help or binder you.
Tape Code: WALLY001 Members £1.70 Non Member* £1.99

Four Smash Hits
Zynaps - This is the battle to end all battles, through asteroid storms in the search for the secret alien 
stronghold. Across three game chapters with the most exciting graphics yet.
Rana-Rama - Dungeons and Warlock* - Mervyn the frog. Discover the magic, reverse the spell, do 
battle with wizards and warlocks.
ExoIon - Top space-play hit with exploding birth pods landmines, shattering grenades and rampaging 
rocket guns - you’ll need all your wit* for this smash hit
Uridium Plus - The classic ’game of the year’ hit from Hewson,. Stunning graphics and heart stopping 
action needing cool control in the face of thunderous rocketry and shattering cannons.
Tape Code: SMASH400 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SMASH40000 Members £10.77 Non Member* £14.99

Every Second Counts
When Paul Daniels says "You’re right", you collect seconds rather than point*. Up to three couples or 
six individuals can play and the fun starts with True or False" rounds. As in the TV show a bonus round 
comes next to gain those valuable seconds. Next, the winner takes part in the Grand Final but all those 
valuable seconds collected during the game are ticking away. The more seconds you gain, the easier it 
is because "EVERY SECOND COUNTS".
Tape Code: EVERY001 Members £6^75 Non Member £7.95
DiscCode: EVERY0001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

F15 Strike Eagle
Available on tape only this must be the best flight simulator yet for the CPC series. It’s impossible to do 
it justice here, but it’s been eagerly awaited by Amstrad "buffs", and it* many features include:- multiple 
combat, air to air combat, ground to air combat; good cockpit graphics, hundreds of scenarios, very 
good and accurate flight simulation, and more.
It’s all in 3-D too; and the game comes with a comprehensive flight operations manual. Magnificent stuff, 
great value, and a real test for your mental agility and reactions.
Tape Code: STRI001 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.99

Fast Food
Fast Food has been written with the younger player in mind. The player can choose to start the game 
at any of the first twenty of the thirty levels, meaning that the gameplay ranges from very easy to very 
difficult. It features a series of short animated cartoons to watch - a new one is shown after each *et of 
three levels is completed.
Tape Code: FAST001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Flash Gordon
Twenty four hours to save the world! Take Flash through this multi-load mega-game to find and destroy 
the evil Ming. Three different challenges to be overcome, each more testing that the last.
Tape Code: FLASH001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Four Great Games!
European Games - Compete against the computer and the clock in six challenging sport* event* - 
Hammer, Swimming, Cycling, Running, Long Jump and Weight Lifting.

Fernandez Must Die
RID YOUR FREEDOM-LOVING NATION FROM THE TYRANNY OF AN EVIL DESPOT... 
The state of El Diablo is in turmoil, the democratic government has been cruelly deposed in a military 
coup and the evil General Fernandez rules.
Fight your way through the army of this mad despot, make your way by jeep and on foot across the 
country to destroy the military bases and of course your target, FERNANDEZ.
Your task is not an easy one and in order to assassinate Fernandez you will encounter armies, 
parachutists, planes, trains, jeeps, ammunition and secret gold dumps in your quest to reach your target 
and release El Diablo from his tyranny.
Fernandez Must Die is packed with action: a huge map to explore and hundreds of prisoners to free, 
gold to ’liberate’, armories to raid and destroy. Pit your ingenuity and arcade skills against the size power 
and madnes* of Fernandez’ military regime. If you succeed you will be hailed as El Diablos liberator, 
failure means a funeral service.
Fernandez Mu*t Die features superb animation, great graphics and fabulous sampled sound (samples 
on some format* only). The gameplay is astonishingly addictive and, with the two player option available 
(on most formats), it’ll knock the stuffing out of the competition.
Free ’Fernandez’ badge and ’Fernandez’ poster and T-shirt offer.
Tape Code: FERNAN001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: F ERNAN0001 Members £12.75 Non Members£14.99
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Fire And Forget
Your mission? You must free the earth and avoid total destruction. This could be your last mission, but 
if you don’t act at once, the whole world could be destroyed by a full scale nuclear war. Face three levels 
of six conflicts, from guerillas to global wars. Let Thunder Master’s V-16 triple turbo engine and four 
wheel drive speed you through enemy territory as you battle mines, bunkers, tanks and helicopters with 
its tetranuclear propulsion missiles. The future is in your hands! Fire and Forget! 
NEVER LOOK BACK!
YOU ARE OUR ONLY CHANCE!
Tape Code: FORGETOOl Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: FORGETOOOl Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Frank Bruno’s Boxing
• Eight fiery opponents, each with their own distinctive fighting style.
• Smooth-scrolling camera action, giving the best view of the fight at all times.
• Furious three minute rounds with ’Knock-down’ and ’Knock-out’ features.
• Warm-up and ’Autoplay’ sequences.
• K.O. Time, Score and Bonus display on screen.
• Boxers to load from tape.
• Hall of Fame.
• Endorsed by Heavyweight Champion - Frank Bruno.
Tape Code: BRUNOOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £L99

Fists ’N’ Throttles
A 5-game compilation, featuring the following hits:
* Buggy Boy * Dragon’s Lair · Thundercats · Ikari Warriors · Enduro Racer
Tape Code: F1STS001 Members £11.04 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: FISTS0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Flight Ace
SIX OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST FLIGHT SIMULATORS!
ATF:- Climb aboard the aircraft of the century and launch across enemy territory.
HEATHROW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL:- Take charge of the take offs and landings at one of the 
world’s busiest airports _ Heathrow.
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER:-Puts you in the cockpit for a full flight and combat simulation.
TOMAHAWK:- A stunningly realistic simulation that puts you in command of an Apache Advanced 
Attack Helicopter.
ACE:- You are the last fighter pilot - are you good enough to be called an ACE?
SPITFIRE 40:- This is the closest you’re likely to come to flying one of the most famous aircrafts of all 
time.
Tape Code: FL1GHT001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99
Disc Code: FLIGHT0001 Members £13.95 Non Members £17.9

Flight Simulator
To begin the breathtaking flight you must first take off and this must be done at the speed of 60 knots - 
any slower and the engine will stall.
After that you can only land at one of two airfields, if you try to land between them you have touched 
down, immediately close the throttle and apply the brakes.
Changing the skill level changes the response to the aircraft to the controls, effectively changing the 
aircraft type.
However, if skill level 15 is selected, pressing P again will disable the instruments panel and you will be in 
for a pretty hairy flight
Tape Code: FS1M001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Footballer of the Year
Play the game from a footballer’s point of view and take penalties or shoot before a defender doses in. 
This package has both originality, playing skill and realism, and is compulsively addictive!
CODE: YEAR001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Forgotten Worlds
Emperor Bios, the God of Destruction has begotten eight evil gods who were destroying all known 
civilisation. Destroyed cities turned into ruins and became known as ’Forgotten Worlds’. But, the spirit 
of people’s angry minds created two super warriors to fight back against the evil demons and get the world 
back from Bios. Their task is awesome; Emperor Bios is protected by three of his Demi-Gods; The Golden 
Dragon, The God of Destruction and The Paramendum. The Awards so far:
Tape Code: FORGOTOOl Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: FORGOTOOOl Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Formula Grand Prix
Formula Grand Prix is a racing manager simulation for between 1-6 players in which the object of the 
game is to either win the driver’s championship or the constructor’s championship (or both if you can). 
Tape Code: PR1X001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Game Set & Match Vol. 1
10 HIT COMPUTER GAMES
WORLD SERIES BASEBALL - Compete head to head or against the computer in this stunning baseball 
simulation. Prior knowledge of baseball not essential
MATCH POINT - Take on the best in Match Point, with many authentic tennis game features and racket 
control such as forehand and backhand. An exciting tennis simulation to add yet another dimension to 
this great sport pack.
JONAH BARRINGTON’S SQUASH - "New Generation have produced a computer game so close to 
the real thing that it is not only great fun to play but will also teach players at all levels to improve their 
game."
POOL - A great simulation of the classic American ball game with super-smooth action and cue control 
with power control feature. If you’ve got your angles right you can play a stunning game right through 
to the eight ball.
KONAMIS PING PONG - Play head to head or against the computer in this, Konami’s first and best 
table tennis simulation. Just like the arcade original the 3D graphics and playing features such as the 
Back-spin. Forehand Smash, Top-spin, Back-Hand Return and many more help to test your lightning 
reflexes and skill of touch and timing.
HYPER SPORTS - Swimming, Triple Jump, Skeet Shooting, Weight Lifting, Long Horse, Archery 
SUPER SOCCER - We think super Soccer is the best computer soccer simulation yet. Be Maradonna 
on screen. You can dribble past opponents, slide tackle, make crosses, even attempt diving headers.
BARRY MCGUIGAN’S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOX! - You have been invited to participate in 
the challenge of BOXING. Raw, iron-twisting strength is definitely an asset. But for a shot at the title 
you’ll need more than thaL.Jike strategy, finesse, lightning fast reflexes and a mental toughness that most 
games are afraid to require.
BASKETBALL - It’s the lightning-paced sport played only by super athletes. A game of strategy, guts, 
stamina, and most of all teamwork. It’s all here, in GBA Championship Basketball: Two-on-two. Develop 
the strategies and skills to make you play like a pro!
DALEY THOMPSON’S SUPERTEST - Pistol Shooting, Rowing, Cycling, Penalties, Spring Board 
Diving, Ski Jump, Giant Slalom, Tug O’war.
Tape Code: MATCH001 Members £9.50 Non Members £12.95
DiscCode: MATCH0001 Members£14.15 Non Members£17.95

Grand Prix Simulator
No amount of screen shots or description can explain to you the best aspect of this game -the sheer 
enjoyment you get from racing wheel to wheel, round the track against another player and the computer 
drone car. - ABSOLUTELY BRILLIANT PLAYABILITY
Tape Code: G RAN DOO 1 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Ghost Hunters
Task - To enter Nightmare mansion, find and release your brother, and escape alive.
Opponents - Many and varied. Some, such as the crawlers, are permanent residents and no way has yet 
been found to destroy them. Some have a less firm grip on reality and blink into existence. These can be 
sent back to the astral plains from where they came - temporarily -with a shot from your gun.
Weapons - You are equipped with the latest sub-compact anti-matter Phantom splatterer which is the 
only weapon known to have any effect of these evil undead creatures, whose very presence drains your 
lifeforce.
Tape Code: GHOSTOOl Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Game Over II
First rescue Arkos...then struggle on to take charge of the Imperial Planet. To achieve this you m ust steal 
a helicopter and descend into the depths of the planet to arrive at the prison where Ark os is being held. 
It is heavily fortified and defended, and success or failure will depend on your skill and ingenuity. Packed 
with fast action and superb graphics for total gameplay satisfaction.
Tape Code: GAME200 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
DiscCode: GAME2000 Members£11.00 Non Members £12.95

Frank Bruno’s Big Box
A 10-game compilation, featuring the following lists:
• Frank Bruno’s Boxing and Battleships
* Batty · Saboteur · 1942 * Airwolf
• Commando * Bombjack · Scooby Doo · Ghosts ’n’ goblins
Tape Code: BIGBOXOOl Members £11.04 Non Members £12.99
DiscCode: BIGBOX0001 Members£13.10 Non Members£17.99

The Games - Winter Edition
ITS THE NEXT BEST THING TO BEING THERE!
These seven events, modelled after the official Calgary competition, put you right there in the Canadian 
Rockies competing against the fastest and strongest athletics in the world.
GOING FOR THE GOLD TAKES ENDURANCE....
The easy part ends after the Calgary opening ceremonies. After that you’ll sweat icicles in the 
cross-country competition. Slice through ice in the oval-track speed skating event. And with burning 
muscles, you’ll make a self-styled figure skating routine look easy.
....AND DARING
You’ll cruise the luge at 95mph with only a fibreglass board and some razor sharp blades between you 
and a rock-hard chute of ice. To get downhill to the fold you’ll taste the Calgary stratosphere as you 
freefall down a 90 metre ski jump, ride the wind and touch down on white concrete. Do it better and 
faster than anyone else and you've got the gold!
Tape Code: WINTER001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: WINTER0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
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Game Set & Match Vol 2
CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT:- There’s no limit to the excitement because you mate up tbe 
tracks-thousands of them.
TRACK AN D FIELD:- Six gruelling events await you. 100 metre hurdles, hammer throw and high jump. 
Qualify in each event to continue to the next or you’re out
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER:- Shoot it out with the world’s number 1 on the green baize. Authentic 
game play including definable spin, variable speed, highest break table and much, much more.
SUPER HANG ON:- Encounter every terrain, through all conditions, hot, cold, dirt and dust. Do you 
know how to use a nitro-injector? If you have got what it takes "HANG ON"!
MATCH DAY TWO:- Diamond Deflection System ensures realistic ball ricochet and the action comes 
with full music and sound FX. If you want the very best in football for your micro then there is only one 
choice.
LAN BOTHAM’S TEST MATCH:- This is the only way to play cricket, from your favourite armchair! 
Full pitch vision, a board of batting strokes, 2 player game and many more features to live action packed 
realism.
Go on hit em for six!
NICK FALDO PLAY THE OPEN:- You’ll fall to the horrific bunkers and awful weather conditions.
Oh and don’t forget the unusually placed streams.
BASKET MASTER:- The graphics are totally superb and if you manage to score you can see your shot 
replayed in slow motion. You also have 3D vision.
Tape Code: MATCH200 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95
Disc Code: MATCH2000 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95

Gauntlet
G AUNTLET...The arcade sensation. Y ou will enter a world full of monsters and mazes, follow the paths 
of mystery and combat searching for the food which allows you to increase your health. Monsters and 
legions oF enemies will bar your way. They are not your only adversaries however, in this search for 
food treasure and magic potions - the other players are also searching for the same good bounty.
Tape Code: GAUNTL001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Gilbert - Escape from Drill
Yes, everybody’s favourite snotty green alien has arrived on our computer screens in bis very own 
computer game.
Since filming in Tyne Tees studios, Gilbert has hopped into his Millenium Dustbin and flown back to 
his home planet, Drill.
Gilbert hears the news that he’s being offered another contract and is rabbittingon about it to his fellow 
Drilleans. In order to stop him from having more TV exposure to brag about, they have half inched vital 
components from his spaceship.
You are Gilbert and it is your task to reassemble your craft and get to the recording studios with 24 
hours!
The Drilleans challenge Gilbert to play some video games - if he can win them he will get a clue as to the 
components whereabouts. If he loses, he gets a time penalty.
Gilben then has to rush around the planet looking for the video game machines inside the Milk Bars 
and Snot Burger Restaurants!
After playing the games and having sussed the clues you now need to move across the planet to retrieve 
the missing parts before flying back to Tÿne Tees TV studios.
Tape Code: GILBERT001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: GILBERT0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Gladiator
To become the greatest Gladiator of all time you, marcus of Massina, must fight your way to freedom. 
Otherwise death comes quickly!
After years in tbe Arena you are challenged by the Emperor’s champion to the fight of the century. This 
crucial contest will have only one outcome - Thumbs up from Emperor Nero means you are now the 
Champion and allows you to buy your freedom - Thumbs down means certain death.
Gladiator is without doubt the most brilliant combat simulation - you will be amazed by the lifelike figures 
- they’re truly remarkable.
The effect of this game may take years off your life!
Tape Code: G LA DOO 1 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Geoff Capes Strong Man
• Endorsed by Geoff Capes, Olympic shot putter, World and European Strongman and World Highland 
Games Champion · On-screen training on weights or iron bars · Continuous individual muscle fitness 
display ♦ Skill levels and Hall of Fame * Six exciting and demanding challenges to be overcome:
Truck Pull or Tug-of-War, Car Rolling, Barrel Loading, Fairground Bell, Log Chopping and Wrestling. 
Tape Code: STRONG001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Go on challenging missions to combat hotspots around the world. Each one is dangerous, each one 
demanding. As outstanding 3D graphics put you in the middle of the action, you’ll use the same flight 
controls, instrumentation and weapon systems as real AH-64 pilots. And you’ll have excellent flying 
manoeuvrability to race low and deadly, hover, sideslip, fly backwards, rotate, or go into a screaming 
powerdive.
Yet, to accomplish each mission you’ll need to use your intelligence and judgement. Even your cunning. 
Have you got the nerve to climb into the cockpit?
GUNSHIP FEATURES
• Simulation of high-speed, low-level flight
• Revolutionary 3D graphics.
• Hundreds of exciting real-life missions.
• Advanced weapon systems and instrumentation
* Rewards for successful missions.
• Comprehensive Flight Operations manual
• Keyboard overlay.
• Endless hours of constructive entertainment
Tape Code: GUN001 Members £10.50 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: GUN0001 Members £12.95 Non Members £19.95

Gary Lineker’s Superstar Soccer
Welcome to Gary Lineker’s Superstar Soccer, the most exciting football simulation yet!
Passes, dribbling, injuries - SUPERSTAR SOCCER packs in all the action and realism of real outdoor 
soccer. Play striker or goalie, decide your strategies as Manager and make your lineups as coach; make 
substitutions and trade or recruit new players. It’s your team and your goal is to turn it into championship 
material..
Tape Code: SOCCER001 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SOCCER0001 Members £9.99 Non Members £14.99

Green Beret
You are the Green Beret, a highly trained combat machine. Your mission is to infiltrate all four enemy 
Strategic Defence Installations. You are alone against immeasurable odds. Have you got the skill and 
stamina to succeed?
Watch your slep-you may become a human "Mine Detector". Dodge the bullets, missiles and mortar 
attacks along the way. Collect your weapons by killing the Commandant 
Tape Code: G RE EN 001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

H.A.T.E.
The year is AD2320 and tbe Galaxy is in turmoil. Take control of your Star Fighter, carving your way 
through the Aliens, collecting plasma cells as you go.
’HOSTILE ALL TERRAIN ENCOUNTER’
Tape Code: HATE001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: HATE0001 Members£12.74 Non Members£14.99

Hercules
Slayer of the Damned.
Son of the Gods, curse of his fellow men. Hercules is set 12 awesome tasks to exonerate the sin of 
murdering his children. Armed with divine fathers he sets forth to face the hideous skeleton hordes 
and ultimately overcome the evil Minotaur. To slay the damned is his only saviour in repenting his sins. 
Tape Code: HERCUL001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: HERCUL0001 Members£9.95 Non Members£14.99

Heroes of the Lance
ADVANCED DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS
Heroes of the Lance is the first computer game that re-creates the epic battle between good and evil 
on the world of Krynn. (It is based on the first DRAGONLANCE module, Dragons of Despair). 
Control eight companions in turn, in real-time action and full animation. Guide these brave adventurers 
each with different specialised skills, deep into the ruins of the temple Xak Isarotb to retrieve the 
precious Disks of Misbakal. As you descend into the Abyss, the companions must defeat hordes of 
monstrous Draconians in hand to hand combat, deal with powerful magic and survive the vicious attacks 
from Gully Dwarves, giant spiders, the undead and countless other terrors. But your final obstacle 
makes these monstrosities innocuous by comparison. The platinum discs you seek are guarded by 
Khusanth, an ancient black dragon and there is one way to vanquish this mighty beasL Find the key to 
destroy Khisanth and the companions will take their first steps to earn the noble title, Heroes and the 
Lance.
Tape Code: HEROES001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: HEROES0001 Members£1699 Non Members£19.99

Gold, Silver, Bronze
The ultimate compilation of the greatest sporting events ever produced for the home computer. 
Compete against the computer or your friends and achieve a place amongst the immortals in 23 
captivating events, each one a game in itself.
Tape Code: GSB001 Members £11.80 Non Members £14.99
Disc Code: GSB0001 Members £17.25 Non Members £24.99

Gunship
THE HELICOPTER SIMULATION
Gunship is a highly accurate simulation of the AH-64 Apache, on of the most advanced warrior 
helicopters. You’re the pilot. Experience the thrill and excitement of attack helicopter flying.

High Steel
This is no time to feel dizzy. You’re balancing on a narrow steel girder, hundreds of feet above the hard 
concrete below. A skyscraper has to be built and the Splitters, Crawlers and metal munching Gremlins 
are in hot pursuit You hurl your hammer at a shadow and curse.
The crane delivers the next girder as a brick smashes into your hard hat but where are the sandwiches 
you bought for lunch?
You have to overcome all obstacles and dangers confronting you to tower above the city street, or will 
you end up splattered across the pavement like raspberry jam?
Great graphics and sound from an original arcade game.
Tape Code: HIGH001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: HIGH0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99
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History in the Making
THE FIRST THREE YEARS
A classic anthology of 15 Games charting the success of US Gold from July 1984 to July 1987.
BEACH HEAD...the leader of the pact US Gold’s first quarter of a million seller.
BRUCE LEE....the first famous face to join US Gold.
SPY HUNTER...Bally Midway’s armoured car classic that became a home computer culL
RAID........Impressive yet controversial, Raid hit the headlines in the national press.
GOO NI ES.....Spielberg film translated into the first simultaneous two player interactive arcade game.
SUPERCYCLE...the Epyx spectacular on two wheels. A fast and furious arcade game.
WORLD GAMES..around the world with 8 incredible and unusual events by Epyx
EXPRESS RAI DER., rootin’ tootin’, arcade action - the Easter hit of its year.
INFILTRATOR..arcade strategy, simulation - all ingredients that culminated into a European No. L
BEACH HEAD ILtough action sequel, another monster chartbuster from Access.
GAUNTLET...... the biggest selling computer game 1986/87, over 300,000 sold, the 1st greatest arcade
conversion.
ROAD RUNNER....the summer No. 1 of that year - cartoon, coin-op capers.
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION...the benchmark test regarded by many as one of the greatest computer games 
of all time.
KUNG FU MASTER...a Gallup No. 1 from Data East - often imitated, never emulated.
LEADERBOARD...This is the sports simulation of the year - if not the decade*.
Tape Code: HIST001 Members £21.24 Non Members £24.99
Disc Code: HI STOOD 1 Members $22.50 Non Members £29.99

How to be a Hero
So you think you’re a hero? Well, you’ll certainly know for sure by the end of this game! Three different 
predicaments face you and in each one you can either take the easy way out, or face up to the challenge! 
The choice is yours, and the 'predicaments’ are entitled:
•The Egyptian Tomb
•The Space Station
•After the Holocaust
Tape Code: HERO001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

H.K.M. - Human Killing Machine
Carve out a path of destruction as you battle to stamp your supremacy over a multitude of 
opponents...Face Igor the Fearless and his rabid dog amongst the sacred Temples of Moscow. Don’t be 
fooled by ladies of the night, Maria and Helga, streetwise and toughened in the seedy underworld of 
Amsterdam. Match the cunning guile of Miguel, master bullfighter and the unvanquished fighting bull 
Brutus in the splendid surroundings of the Barcelona bull ring. Trade blows with the awesome titan 
Hans and his drunken compatriot outside a German beerhouse. Finally confront the merciless terrorist· 
of the Middle East amongst the battle tom ruins of Beirut.
Tape Code: H KM 001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: HKM0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Impossible Mission II
TOP SECRET
Attention Special Agent 4125, Elvin Atombender Back in Power!
It has been just two short years since Elvin Atombender was vanquished. Your supreme efforts, 4125, 
helped prevent global domination and anarchy. But now, like a phoenix from the ashes, Elvin has risen 
once again. Reports from the country indicated that Elvin has established a new stronghold, the 
headquarters of which is a five tower complex
Tape Code: IΜ POSO Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: IMPOSS0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Infiltrator
’It’s a game you can really get your teeth into....9/10 overall*. AMT1X
’Nice game this - lots of great graphics, realistic sound effects, solid game play and plenty of neat little 
touches that make it stand out from the rest.* ZZAP!
The game itself is animated and full of fast action.’ CRASH
Tape Code: INFILT001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Invaders 3 Pack - Triple Decker
They came out of the blue. They are known only as Invaders. Their mission - to Claim Earth as their 
Own. Of course the fact that man was here first didn’t stop them. Destroying the major cities around 
the globe, then mercilessly mopping up pockets of resistance. You don’t know how many of your 
comrades are fighting back, or even how many survived, as communications were the first thing to go. 
As far as you are concerned you are the last. Only you, three ion cannons and lady luck stand between 
absolute victory or total defeat.
Code:: INVADO 1 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Jack the Nipper
JACKTHE NIPPER, tired of the wimps in his town, decides to liven the place up. So armed with a pea 
shooter in hand, be sets out on a journey of chaos, doing things be always wanted to do like jumping on 
things, throwing bombs etc.
Tape Code: JACK001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Jammin
In search of the perfect big band sound your task is to guide the maestro ’Randin Rodney’ through the 
passages of the instrument dumping ground in order to create the perfect tones. Beware! Your job may 
seem simple, but bum notes and distortion will tirelessly attempt to block your way. Conduct yourself 
carefully!
Disc Code: SOFT1911 Members £3.50 Non Members £3.95

Jaws
DAA DU Μ. DAA DUM. DADUMDADUMDADUMÜ! Just when you thought it was safe to venture 
back into the water, Screen 7 brings to you ’Jaws’ based on the popular box office attraction of the same 
name. The monstrous great white shark is terrorising the beaches of Amity Island. A grim discovery 
confirms the worst - he’s out there and he’s hungry. Mayor Vaughn engages a professional shark 
hunter, but a storm wrecks his boat leaving Jaws to continue destruction of the sea world. His equipment 
with which to capture and kill the shark is scattered on the sea bed and amongst the caves and chasms. 
You are Police Chief Brody whom Mayor Vaughn turns to in desperation. With you are two colleagues, 
Hooper the shark expert and Quint the manic shark hunter.
You set off to retrieve the equipment. Whilst JAWS roams the clear water you must undertake 
hazardous deep sea dives into a world of hostile life and unforeseeable dangers.
Mayor Vaughn is impatient. The death toll is rising and the beaches are closing. Your job is at risk. Can 
you rid Amity Island of this visitor before it is too late?
This is the first time that Jaws has been introduced to the computer screen and is THE game to follow 
THE film. ’Your Sinclair· July 1989 edition has given it a rave review.
Tape Code: JAWS001 Members £6.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: JAWS0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Jeffrey Archer
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
Indiana Jones is a classic two fisted arcade game consisting of four action packed levels.
Each player has the opportunity to increase their overall score with every hazard dodged, valuable object 
found and enemy dispatched.
The sound track to the game features the movie theme music and outstanding sound effects. A copy of 
the "Byzantine Crusader* which details the storyline and Hints and Tips is included with the software.
The added feature of a Whip Interface allows Indy to capture and hold on to all objects.
The adventure game features movie inspired camera angles and horizontal scrolling which adds scope 
and variety to High Resolution 3D Graphics.
The player controls two characters - Indiana Jones and his father.
Developed by Tiertex, the action game is a multi-screen, multi-level and multi-directional scrolling 
platform in which the player takes on the role of Indiana Jones... WHIP THOSE BAD GUYS AS ONLY 
INDY CAN!!
We daren’t tell you anything about the storyline just in case you haven’t seen the film For those of you 
that frequented the ’flicks’ recently io view the picture, you’ll know how good the film is; all that we can 
say is that the game is just as good!!!
Tape Code: IND1ANA001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: 1NDIANA0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Indoor Soccer
A superb simulation of indoor soccer with fast action, great graphics and super sound effects including 
digitised speech. Other features include:-
• 1 player JOYSTICK OR KEYBOARD
• 2 players JOYSTICK OR KEYBOARD
• 3 SKILL LEVELS - EASY, MEDIUM AND HARD
• FOULS
• PENALTIES
• PENALTIES FOR FIGHTING
Tape Code: INDOOROOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

NOT A PENNY MORE, NOT A PENNY LESS
At last, an adventure game that you can really understand and enjoy whether you’re a dedicated, lapsed 
or novice player. And no goblins!
Based closely on Jeffrey Archer’s first bestselling novel, and with design input by the author himself, 
this game uses graphics and Speech Synthesis to bring the whole story to life.
Harvey Metcalf a notorious crook, has set up a shadow company to attract investors. Once the money 
arrives, he folds the company and the four major investors are left penniless. They face ruin - both 
financially and socially, is a secret pact they vow to swindle him in return, and take back their $1,000,000 
- Not a Penny More, Not a Penny Less.
Take the hero’s role, invent your own plots, and together win back your money.
Tape Code: PENNY001 Members £12.90 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: PENNY0001 Members £14.45 Non Members £19.95

Jet Bike Simulator
The fastest newest form of aqua-sport Fantastically realistic and infuriatingly addictive. Includes an 
Expert version, a 2-player option, realistic power-drifting and aqua speed jumps. Carve up your friends 
over 24 exciting racing circuits...lakes, coasts and docklands.
Amazing Value. Buy it you won't regret it!
Tape Code: JET001 Members £4.25 Non Members £4.99

Jinks
The planet Atavi has puzzled mankind for centuries...beautiful, mysterious and seemingly 
underdeveloped. How can something so amazing remain such an enigma? Now you shall find out as you 
guide your scout probe across the planet’s surface in a unique exploratory research mission. But don’t 
expect the planet or its inhabitants (whatever they may be) to take your interference kindly!
Tape Code: JINKS001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: JINKSODOl Members£12.74 Non Members£14.99
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Jinxter Konami Arcade Collection
The powerful good luck charm bracelet of Turani has been cast asunder by the coven of Green Witches, 
its charm dispersed, its luck fast disappearing. This is the world of the Jinxter, a bewitching and humorous 
tale of mischief pitted against good fortune. Teasing and ingenious puzzles, quirky, atmospheric 
descriptions, a super-intelligent parser, and vivid illustrations. But with one unusual difference, you can’t 
die!
Disc Code: JINX0001 Members £14.95 Non Members £19.95

The arcade collection includes:
Shao-Lin’s Road, jail Break, Mikic, Yie Ar Kung Fu II, Hypersports, Green Beret, Nemesis, Yie Ar 
Kung Fu, Jackal, Ping Pong.
Tape Code: KONAMI001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
DiscCode: KONAMI0001 Members£12.95 Non Members£17.95

Jocky Wilson’s Dart Challenge
Choose between Tournament, Play Round the Clock and T\vo Player Head to Head.
Tape Code: DARTS001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Karate Ace
Seven of the world’s greatest fighting games in one package:
•THE WAY OF THE TIGER
•THE WAY OF THE EXPLODING FIST
•BRUCE LEE
•AVENGER
♦KUNG FU MASTER
•SAMURAI TRILOGY
•UCHI MATA
Tape Code: KACE001 Members £10.45 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: KACE0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Kat Trap
Two hundred years ago the planet Earth was wrecked by Solar explosions. The lucky few who escaped 
have spent their time rebuilding the human population, and the offspring have returned to their 
homeland - only to find it plagued by Cat Men!
M.T.E.D. is put in the forward battle line to blast his way through a heavy array of mutant robots and 
destroy the central battle computer. He is alone except for a guiding force - you! Can you help him 
out-wit the Cat Men? Get your fingers on the button for the first round!
Tape Code: ΚΑΤΌ01 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
DiscCode: KAT0001 Members£11.00 Non Members£12.95

Kokotoni Wilf
Recover the fragments of the legendary amulet.
Tape Code: KOKOTONOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Krakout
A new exciting Arcade game with echoes of the Breakout games which were so popular a few years ago. 
Features include a variety of speed and skill levels and a comprehensive bonus system for points.
Tape Code: KRAK001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Krypton Factor
Now one of the most exciting TV. shows challenges is up and running on your computer!
The Krypton Factor is different It calls for all the contestants’ wit and skill in tests on mental agility, 
memory recall, logical thinking, general knowledge and intelligence.
Each stage in "ultimate test" has been faithfully reproduced in this entertaining multi-player game. Play 
by yourself or gather your family and friends around to compete for the highest accolade - do you hold 
the key to The Krypton Factor*?
Tape Code: KRYPT001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: KRYPT0001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

Kingdom of Hamil
Night, blackest night. Bones weary after days and nights in the saddle, you seek shelter in a strange, 
derelict chapel, and dream of the place you seek: Hamil, A kingdom of green pastures and sparkling 
fountains, of sorcery and romance, of strange but loyal beings: a land that once was yours. Have you 
the nerve - and the sheer intelligence - to try to win it back?
DiscCode: HAMIL0001 Members £10.15 Non Members £11.95

Kibyashi Naru
Kibyashi Naru: the final trial for those who would be one with the immortals. You stand in a closed 
chamber on the world of Ygor, a candidate to the Order. Sent here by the Overlord of All, you must 
complete the Naru in all its phases. Success will bring you tbe knowledge and power of those who have 
transcended the need for life itself. Ahead of you there are three doors and behind you only a closed 
portal, off the planet. It will not open again until you have completed the three tasks of Kibyashi Naru 
and obtained the required objects from each.
Tape Code: KOBYAS001 Members £1.75 Non Members £1.99

Live Ammo
Live Ammo is a compilation of five ail-action computer hits;
ARMY MOVES - You are a member of the SOC (Special Operations Core) a crack regiment of 
specialist commandos picked for the most dangerous missions.
RAMBO First Blood Part II - Your orders are specific:
DO NOT ENGAGE THE ENEMY DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RESCUE BUT YOU DO!!
GREEN BERET - You are THE GREEN BERET, a highly trained combat machine. Your missions, 
infiltrate all four enemy Strategic Defence Installations - you are alone, against immeasurable odds, 
have you the skill and stamina to succeed?
TOP GUN - The TOP GUN" game puts you in the pilot seat of a F-14 jet fighter. 3D vector graphics 
and split screen display allow one or two players to combat head to head or against the computer.
THE GREAT ESCAPE - The year is 1942, the place Germany. War has broken out and you have 
been captured and placed in a high security P.O.W. camp. Victory may be far away so it is your duty to 
escape, but this will not be easy.
Tape Code: LIVE001 Members £7.24 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: LIVE0001 Members £10.98 Non Members £14.95

League Challenge
Select your team from one of the 64 teams listed. (You can, if you wish, change your team name).
Whichever team you select, you will begin the game at the bottom of Division 4.
There are 15 league matches to be played in each division.
Tape Code: LEAGUE001 Members £2.55 Non Members £2.99

Lancelot
Travel back to the age of chivalry when knights were bold. Galloping across the countryside and 
rescuing damsels in distress. Recreate the time of wizards and the knights of the round table in this 
action packed adventure. Lancelot is a three part exploit, spanning the complete saga from the 
foundation of the order to its finest hour, the quest for the holy grail. Guide Lancelot through his many 
exploits at Camelot. Battle with wayward knights and win the love of Guinever and Elaine. The 
challenge which has fascinated treasure hunters through the centuries is now yours and you’ll need all 
your strength, and valour to achieve your goat
Disc Code: LANCEL0Û01 Members £16^95 Non Members £19.95

Last Duel
The golden tribe of BACULA have overrun the planet MU and taken captive the beautiful Princess 
Sheeta. Few warriors survive and only one retains the courage and willpower to fact the awesome task 
ahead. Battle your way through attack waves of enemy occupied territories laden with traps, terror and 
gargantuan defenders - the life of which no earthly body has ever even set eyes upon. Your neutron 
powered car and galactic speedplane will provide speed and firepower but... WITH ONLY YOUR 
NERVE, SKILL, AND COURAGE TO OFFER ANY HOPE OF FREEDOM...THIS WILL BE THE 
FINAL BATTLE - THE ULTIMATE CONTACT - THE LAST DUEL.
Tape Code: DUEL001 Members £9.99 Non Members £8.49
Disc Code: DUEL0001 Members £14.99 Non Members £12.74

Last Ninja 2
Once beaten but not destroyed, the evil Shogun Kunitoki used all his mystic powers to transport himself 
through time and establish a new empire of tyranny in modem day Manhatten.
In fear of Kunititaki’s growing powers, the arcane Gods used all their wisdom to bring you, the last 
Ninja, across the abyss of time and confront your arch-enemy once more.
You arrived in this frightening and awesome modem world bringing nothing with you to save your 
intelligence, skill and cunning and a burning desire for vengeance.
Will this be the final battle? Can you vanquish Kunitoki once and for all?
Tape Code: NINJA200 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: N1NJA2000 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Lazer Tag
Transport yourself to the year 3010 where competition and sport have replaced blood and thirsty lust 
for violence and confrontation. Yes you’ll experience the danger of combat. Yes you’ll feel the rush 
of adrenalin as you face your challenge. But this battlefield does not render injury it creates a fever 
pitch atmosphere of nerve jangling exhilaration and pulsating excitement Sharpen your reflexes and 
test your energy levels as one round of Lazer Tag makes the ultimate demands of concentration and 
skill of your mind and body alike.
Tape Code: LAZE ROO 1 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.99

Leaderboard Par Three
A classic celebration of the greatest series of golf simulations ever produced including - 3 games, 12 
course unique free-standing holeguide club length chart and score cards.
LEADER BOARD - Welcome to the exciting world of professional golf, with amazingly realistic 3-D 
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animation, golfers will face multiple 18-hole golf courses that demand strategy, total concentration and 
control to come in under par.
LEADER BOARD TOURNAMENT - You will find these four courses more difficult than those in 
Leader Board and each requires excellent shot mating ability to stay out of trouble.
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD - Now you have the opportunity to play the same courses that 
have challenged golfs greatest legends - St Andrews, Doral Country Club and Cypress CreeL The 
fourth course designed especially for "World Class" is the "Gauntlet Country Club", only for those who 
have mastered the best courses in the World.
Tape Code: PAR300 Members £11.80 Non Members £14.99
Disc Code: PAR3000 Members £16.99 Non Members £19.99

Metrocross
Are you the one in a million who can think in microseconds not minutes?
If you are then Metrocross is the challenge that’s been designed to inspire you, if you’re not then you’d 
better fast improve your skill and co-ordination. A chequered floor riddled with potholes, a barrage of 
obstacles that hinder your progress and no go areas that bring you to a stand still, make this race against 
time increasingly impossible.
1 ape Code: METR0001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

L.E.D. Storm
(LED stands for Laser Enhanced Destruction)
The road race game of the year, LE.D. STORM puts you in control of a high powered futuristic vehicle 
through 9 fast and furious stages each of which contain various hazards designed to stop you dead in 
your tacks.
Beware of ramps, boxing cars, manic frogs, broken bridges, sheer drops and many more hazards as you 
cook up an L.E.D. storm. Playing believing in the game of a lifetime!
Tape Code: LED001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: LED0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Mickey Mouse
Celebrate Mickey’s birthday in style with this exclusive Walt Disney game. A spell has been cast over 
Disneyland by the ogre king The wand has been broken into four pieces and given to the four witches 
to guard their towers.
Mickey (the hero) has to retrieve all four pieces in order to break the spell. Assisted only by the last 
flagon of enchanted water, a water pistol and a mallet, set on your way to defend the castle. Squirt your 
water pistol at the witches, their evil guardians ghost and ghouls. Club with your mallet the huge ogres 
to return Disneyland back to normal.
Tape Code: MICKEY001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: MICKEY0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Living Daylights Mig - 29 Soviet Fighter
Ihis game will be popular long after the film has been forgotten. It’s action packed, typical Bond style, 
and lovers of high speed furious action will be captivated for hours. It’s got all the usual ingredients that 
make the Bond series such unique box-office draws.
Tape Code: LIVIN001 Members £7.50 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: LIV1N0001 Members £11.50 Non Members £14.95

Match Day II
Pit yourself against the CPU or with 2 players - full league or cup competition with unique code-save 
facility.
Jump, head, volley and kick to move the ball from player to player with automatic deadball set ups and 
goalkeeper control.
Tape Code: DAY001 Members £6.25 Non Members £895
Disc Code: DA Y0001 Members £10.50 Non Members £14.95

Strap yourself into the cockpit of the latest Soviet Fighter - The Mig-29 Fulcrum - and prepare for the 
most amazing combat experience of your life!
Tape Code: SOVIET001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2,99

Mike Read’s Computer Pop Quiz
Incorporating six rounds, well over 1000 questions and a host of team members from which to choose, 
MIKE READ’S COMPUTER POP OUIZwill keep you, your family and your friends glued for hours... 
Who had a hit with ‘China in your Hand’? Who’s album was ‘Slippery When Wet’? Do you remember 
who wrote Tm a believer’?
If not, brush up on your pop knowledge NOW before the rest of the Computer games-players beat you 
to it, show them who's the best.
Tape Code: QUIZ001 Members $849 Non Members $9.99
Disc Code: QUIZ0001 Members $10.19 Non Members $11.99

Master Chess Mission Jupiter
Master Chess is an advanced chess program written entirely in Z| 80 machine code. A graphic display 
of the chess board and pieces is presented on screen, together with an indication of the current level of 
play and a history of the thirteen most recent pairs of moves for reference.
lape Code: SOFT125 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95

Pure arcade action! Ten levels featuring incredible life forms as you descent into the very depths of 
Jupiter. Two player action with fantastic smooth scrolling graphics - a real challenge.
Tape Code: JUPITE001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Masters of The Universe Monte Carlo Casino
The planet Etemia has been devastated by war. Skeletor, that skull faced incarnation of evil, and his 
equally awful henchwoman Evil-lyn, are plotting to destroy the scorceress of Greyskulle Castle and rob 
her of the flowers. Your task, as He-Man, is to oppose this dastardly plot with the aid of your trusty 
companions, Gwildor, Teela and Man-at Arms.
Code: MASTERS001 Members $2.99 Non Members $2.54

Mega Games Volume 1
HERCULES SLAYER OF THE DAMNED
Son of the Gods, curse of his fellowmen, Hercules is set 12 awesome tasks
BLOOD BROTO ERS
Blood Brothers, Mark and Karen have sworn to avenge the deaths of their parents at the hands of the 
intergalactic thugs the Scorpians.
CYBERNO1D
Grab the controls of the Cybemoid the fighting machine and destroy the squadrons of pirates.
TOUR DE ERANCE
Capture the thrills and excitement, the agony and ecstasy of international cycling.
BLOOD VALLEY
Do you have the will and resourcefulness to succeed against your opponent and the creatures and eene 
beings of the fantasy world of Orb?
MASK TWO
Action packed adventures and danger filled mission set an exhilarating challenge to all games whatever 
their interests.
NORTOSTAR
One hope remains for Northstar and that is you. A unique being on a mission to rescue a unique project. 
DEFLEKTOR
No heroes, no foes, just skill and technology are all that’s needed to complete the optical circuits of 
Deflektor.
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
Only you can save the earth from domination as He-Man meets Skeletor on the battle for Etemia.
TRIAXOS
The ultimate in high security orbital prisons holding the only man capable of activating the most powerful 
weapon in the galaxy.
Tape Code: MEG AV 1001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: MEGAV10001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99

The First real casino simulator...FIVE amazing games - POKER, ROULETTE, BLACKJACK, CRAPS 
and a MILLION DOLLAR JACKPOT fruit machine - incredible fun - JUST LIKE TOE REAL 
THING!!! This is a full blown casino game and you can move from game to game when you like.
Tape Code: MONTE001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Motorcross Simulator
Dirt biking fun at its best.
Code: MOTOCROOOl Members £154 Non Members £2.99

Motor Massacre
The Holocaust has come, plunging Cities, Continents and Civilisation into the depths of the murkiest 
hell on earth.
3 Games in One.
•Drive your ATV (All Terrain Vehicle) around the streets looking for buildings to enter.
•Once inside the building you need to fight off the mutants, collect food and look for the Arena pass.
•The Arena’ - once you have found the pass - the final showdown - can you survive the Arena - to 
continue onto the next city?
Tape Code: MOTOOOl Members £849 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: MOTOOOOl Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Monopoly
Can you make more money than the computer? Dare you enter the world of high finance and property 
speculation? Will the return on your investments in houses and hotels pay off -or will you be caught 
by high rents and be squeezed out of the market?
Tape Code: MONOPOOl Members £7.86 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: MONOP0001 Members £11.80 Non Members £14.95
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The Munsters
131 Mockingbird Ave, has been invaded by Ghouls, Zombies, Vampires, Gbosu...it makes your blood 
run cold.
Because the Munsters are such nice guys Old Nick has decided to teach them a lesson in "ghoulology" 
and bring them back to the underworld. To this end they have kidnapped Marilyn - the swines!
Herman, Eddie, Grandpa and Lily need your help to rescue her. Can you handle it? The Munsters The 
Game, based on the Television Series. This is a multi role all action game with superb graphics and 
gameplay.
Tape Code: MUNSTER001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

Mutant Monty
Like most people Monty has two main ambitions in life, to get rich quick and to become a hero. Here 
he has the opportunity to achieve both. He has only to make his way through forty rooms collecting all 
the gold on route and rescue ’the damsel in distress’. What Monty is not aware of are the countless 
aliens who are all set to stop him, from the dreaded paralleiians and the very beautiful rare Quantum 
Lea pies.
Disc Code: SOFT1922 Members £3.50 Non Members £3.95

Nigel Mansell’s Grand Prix
'Ihis game puts you in the cockpit of a powerful turbo-charged Canon-Williams Honda powered 
Formula One racing car. Take on the world’s top drivers as you attempt towin the World Championship. 
This game reflects enormous advances in car design and technology, and captures all the speed and 
excitement of genuine Grand Prix racing.
Tape Code: NIGEL001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: NIGEL0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Night Gunner
Night Gunner - the air battle where only aces survive! Each different mission pushes you to the limit 
with enemy fighters attacking from all directions, guns ablazing! - explosive 3D ground attack sorties, 
and there’s still the flight home.
Tape Code: N1GHT001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: N1GHT0001 Members £11.85 Non Members £13.95

Navy Moves
What’s life on the ocean wave like these days?
You are assigned to take out the enemy’s new U-5544 nuclear submarine, you’ll have to complete a two 
stage ordeal before getting the chance. In stage one you are thrown into a dinghy type motorboat 
travelling along in a horizontal scroll. There is shoot-’em-ups’ against enemy motorboats and mines 
and also an occasional shark.
There are three zones which have to be completed before moving on to stage two. Zone one has your 
commando driving a motorboat through mine infested waters. Timing has to be crucial as you have to 
jump over mines and shoot kamikaze commandos before they bear down on you with their aqua-bikes. 
In Zone two your commando slips into wetwear to find the entrance to the enemy base but watch out 
for the sharks! A sharp blow with a handbag on the nose can deter them and the enemy scuba divers 
which guard the entrance. Once past you have to capture a miniature submarine in order to cruise into 
zone three. You are inspected by a giant octopus and eventually come face to face with a huge, long 
thick sea monster which you have to kill. In stage two the objective is to make a deep penetration of the 
submarine and place a bomb at the base of its nuclear reactor, stop the submarine, make it emerge from 
the sea and then transmit a message from your base. The visuals are really good with an impressive red 
skyline in stage one’s seascape and some well drawn sprites.
Code: NAVY001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

Nebulus
Down on the planet ail is not well. Someone or something has been building giant towers in the sea and 
they didn’t even apply for planning permission. In the offices of Destructo INC you awaken from your 
afternoon nap with the phone almost erupting on your desk. The boss is shouting about some little 
destruction job he has got for you. Still half asleep you feel like throwing the phone in the bin but be 
starts talking about the new MK7 Mini-Sub he’s got for you and the words pay rise. You're out of your 
office in a flash leaving the phone dangling as the boss goes on to talk about the extreme danger involved. 
Tape Code: NEB001 Members £7.45 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: NEB0001 Members £11.90 Non Members £14.99

Nexor
Defeat the enemy with the Nemesis weapon.
Code: NEXOR001 Members £1.99 Non Members £1.99

ALF’s on the ship. On hitting an ALF, they self destruct, leaving their energy rolls behind.
Tape Code: NEIL001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

The New Zealand Story
The cutest game this side of Auckland - but beware!
Appearances can often be deceptive, as underneath the cuddly exterior of tbe fluffy Kiwi lies a deep 
thrust for vengeance and murder. His friends have been kidnapped and it’s up to him to liberate them, 
armed with just bows and arrows.
Tape Code: NEWZEALAND001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: NEWZEALAND0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Night Raiders
Against a silver moon an awesome shape emerges rumbling towards its destiny.
A classic encounter between two of the most destructive forces of their kind ever conceived by man.
The Bismarck...the most fearsome battle machine to ever haunt the seas. An awesome 50,000 tons of 
manne destruction created by a nation intent on one goal-world domination at all costs.
The Gruman Avenger...a masterpiece of aeronautical engineering, designed specifically to combat the 
growing menace of warmongers and protect western fleets from attack by air and by sea.
Night Raider is the compulsive culmination of all aspects of this encounter-absorbing strategy as you 
seek out the menace of the oceans and plan its destruction-feel the thrill and excitement of combat 
action as you engage the enemy in aerial combat forcing your way to your goal - destroying the Bismarck. 
Tape Code:RAIDER001 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: RAIDER0001 Members £10.70 Non Members £14.99

Not a Penny More, Not a Penny Less
Al lasL An adventure game that you can really understand and enjoy whether you’re a dedicated, lapsed 
or novice player. And no goblins!
Based closely on Jeffrey Archer’s first bestselling novel, and with design input by the author himself, 
this game uses graphics and Speech Synthesis to bring the whole story to life.
Harvey Metcalf a notorious crook, has set up a "shadow" company to attract investors. Once the money 
arrives, be folds the company and the four major investors are left pennyless. They face ruin - both 
financially and socially, in a secret pact they vow to swindle him in return, and take back their £1,000,000 
- Not a Penny More, Not a Penny Less.
Take the hero’s role, invent your own plots, and together win back your money.
Tape Code: PENNY001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: PENNY0001 Members £14.45 Non Members £19.95

Oink
Across the far side of the galaxy, the deadly Moose Faced Warlocks of Thrunge are about to enter battle 
with the peace-loving Fried People of Nostillia, legendary throughout infinity for their lack of armpit 
sweat.
But who cares about that anyway? You are uncle Pigg, the porky proprietor of OINK! the world’s 
funniest comic, and it’s your job to get the next issue out on time.
With your trotters you’ve got to assemble pages featuring the zany zitty adventures of Pete and his 
Enormous Pimple, Rubbishman (The Crude Crusader), and that happy hooligan, Tom Thug.
For some reason, Mary Lighthouse, Campaigner for public morals and clean toilets has taken against 
OINK! and will do her beastly best to stop you!
Butcher back into it, and save Uncle Pigg’s bacon.
(P.S. The Moose faced Warlocks won on penalties!)
Tape Code: OINK001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Outrun
You’re cool, the engine’s hot, the girl’s gorgeous, a tank full of gas and an open road....the rest is up to 
you...!
Tbe ultimate experience in motor sports simulation, the absolute challenge to nerves and reflexes. Feel 
the wind in your hair and the pull of the G-Force as you power your way along the highways and byways, 
a girl by your side and open country before you. Experience the exhilaration and excitement of driving 
a high performance sports car in this teasing time trial where your co-ordination and the nerve will be 
tested to unbelievable limits. Out Run the computer simulation mirrors this exciting all action spectacle. 
Tape Code: OUTRUN001 Members £450 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: OUTRUN0001 Members £10.45 Non Members £14.99

Ocean Conqueror
As captain of the submarine called Nautilus you have to destroy the enemy freighters carrying supplies 
to the enemy infantry and the destroyers escorting the unarmed freighters. Tbe time to carry out the 
job is limited to 18 hours. Otherwise the enemy troops on the islands will receive other supplies (arms, 
oil etc.) to win the war.
Tape Code: OCEAN001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Neil Android
In tbe year 2199, the Spaceship ’Epic’ was caught in a plasma storm and forced off course through a 
space warp into unknown space.
Due to damage sustained during the storm, the ’Epic’ has been forced down to an apparently uni nhabited 
planet for urgent repairs. Whilst on planet, the ship, unknown by the crew, became infected with an 
Alien Life Form (ALF).
Several crew members were killed on contact with the ALF. The captain of the Epic gave the order to 
abandon ship and the crew teleported to a nearby planetoid to await rescue. The last crew member to 
leave, activated the ship’s on-board cleaning system whose Servodroids would hunt and destroy any

Off Shore Warrior
Since the Extra Terrestrial padfists took control of life on earth, war and violence had become a thing 
of the past.
The whole nation became starved of excitement so tbe Offshore Warrior movement began. The battles 
took place in huge arenas surrounding purpose built lakes. Each lake contained dangerous waves and 
rocks which only the most accomplished pilot can master.
This sport has now become the world’s most popular event, and the cheers of the expectant crowd a Imost 
muffle the roar of the hungry engines...
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Can you overcome the enormous psychological pressure of a do or die situation?
IT’S TIME TO FIND OUT!
START YOUR ENGINE!
Tape Code: OFFOOl Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: OFFOOOl Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Operation Wolf
The No. 1 arcade game of 1988 is recreated perfectly - 6 levels of thrilling coin-up action are brought to 
life on your home micro. Without fast and accurate shooting skills you will never complete your mission 
which takes you through steaming jungles and enemy strongholds as you attempt to liberate the 
prisoners and secure a safe getaway. With all the original arcade play features - magazine reloads, energy 
bottles, hidden supplies, rocket grenades and much, much more.
Tape Code: OPWOLFOOl Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: OPWOLFOOOl Members £11.95 Non Members £14.95

Pro Golf
Pro Golf is a golf simulation for 1-4 players and features two famous courses, SUNNINGDALE 
(England) on one side of the tape and PEBBLE BEACH (USA) on the other side.
Tape Code: PROOOl Members £2.55 Non Members £2.99

The Pepsi Challenge
Pepsi Cola and US Gold combine forces to provide you with one of the most compelling and addictive 
games ever released. A colourful extravaganza of ghouls and demons with a little 21st Century trickery 
thrown in. There’s hardly a second to spare as you try to outmanoeuvre the outrageous behaviour of 
the inhabitants of Pepsi Village, a city where anything is possible. Fifteen pulsating levels ensure that 
you’ll be atyourwits’ end as your changeable persona meets with the metamorphosis of your adversaries 
to fulfil the excitement created by the Pepsi Challenge.
MAD MIX GAME
Tape Code: PEPSI001 Members £6.79 Non Members £7.99
Disc Code: PE PS10001 Members £10.19 Non Members £11.99

Personal Excellence Pack
The most powerful thinking machine in the universe - your brain. Yet most of us go through life without 
making use of its full potential. With the help of this brilliant new package you can first measure your 
own or prospective employee’s abilities and then improve. Features are as follows:
Assessyour IQ, identify your thinking abilities, pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of your personality, 
measure how stimulants and alcohol affect your nervous system, plot out your circadian rythmn, improve 
your menial performance, lest the intelligence and computer aptitude of prospective employees.
Disc Code: PEP0001 Members £21.20 Non Members £24.95

Professional Snooker Simulator
This has got to be the best Snooker Simulator Programmed by Goodwin Graham B.Sc. It follows exactly 
the rules of the World Famous table-top game. All the balls - All the playability - All the fun - 
ABSOLUTELY BRILLIANT!
Tape Code: SNOOKOOl Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Professional Ski Simulator
Yet another brilliant Codemasters simulator. The best skiing game yeL Experience the spills and thnlls 
of the downhill racer. All the excitement but you won’t need an ambulance when you crash! Same 
authors as Grand Prix. A very realistic simulator featuring 7 large smooth scrolling ski slopes, each 
progressively more difficult, based on the authors experiences in various parts of Austria.
Tape Code: SKI001 Members £2.54 Non Members f ? 99

Platoon
You are a raw young recruit in a Platoon of five deep in enemy territory. Unprepared for the challenges 
that lie ahead; realisation dawns that you must not only survive the physical ordeals but retain your 
sanity amidst the horrors and injustices of war.
As the game progresses you must overcome the hostilities in the different environments presented to 
you and ultimately survive with your sanity and morale intact There are six sections in this experience, 
each presenting you with a more arduous problem. There will be casualties, as in any war, but the first 
casualty of that naive young soldier will be his innocence.
Tape Code: PLATOOOOl Members £6.49 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: Pl-ATOOOOOl Members £10.50 Non Members £14.95

Pegasus Bridge
This computer simulation allows the player to recreate the events of that day from midnight, the time 
of the first landings, to 6pm and the arrival of the main body of the 6th Air-Landing Brigade.
The player can take command of either the British or the German units and pits bis wits against a highly 
sophisticated computer opponent, or the game can be played by two players - one against the other.
Tape Code: PEGA001 Members £10.22 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: PEGA0001 Members £14.15 Non Members £17.99

Philosophers Quest
Waving that old magic wand that you found in the junk shop off Market Street was a big mistake. The 
atmosphere turned inside out, taking you with it and doing the same to you. And when it swirled back 
again the quaint old shop - and the strange old shopkeeper - were nowhere to be seen.
Disc Code: PHILOSOOOl Members £10.15 Non Members £11.95

Pacific
The secret treasure of Atlantis has haunted the minds and souls of explorers for centuries -that it exists 
there is no doubt, but where? Your task is to find out. As you make the final checks on your diving 
suit and oxygen and run a test on your sub-aqua pistol you take a long look around the horizon. You 
know that the next time you see the sky you will be wealthy beyond all your dreams - either that or you 
will take your last breath 500 fathoms down and die trying.
Tape Code: PAC1F001 Members £&45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: PACIF0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Para Assault Course
Complete with most gruelling course with 2 player competition! 
Tape Code: ASSAULT001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

PHM Pegasus
A high-speed action simulation on the open seas developed with the assistance of Boeing Marine Systems. 
Features: Choice of US, Italian or Israeli Hydrofoils, 3 view points to study the action. Realistic 3-D 
graphics and sound effects. Full armament and defence capabilities. Time compression settings to speed 
up action to 28 times. 8 real-life missions in the danger zone of today. Operational maps to plan strategy 
and control support vessels.
Tape Code: PHM001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: PHM0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Pink Panther
You've seen him on the television, now play the game. You are the Pink Panther with Inspector Clouseau 
hot on your tail. Guide the Pink Panther round the manor houses of the rich to obtain enough money 
for the holiday he’s always been waiting for. But beware, the owners of the house are sleepwalkers and 
Inspector Clouseau certainly doesn’t sleep.
Tape Code: PIN K001 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: PINK0001 Members £10.50 Non Members £14.99

Pool
Play the great game of pool either 8 ball or 15 ball both for two players. Use your skill and judgement 
and play like the professionals.
Tape Code: POOL001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Popeye
Life’s not all a bowl of spinach for Popeye as he hunts for hearts to win the love of Olive OyL His rival, 
the macho Bluto, is not amused. He thumps around making a pulp of Popeye.
Olive Oyl demands a never ending supply of love. Keep her sweet by collecting 25 scattered hearts and 
handing them over.
Take care to check Olive's loveometer. When her love level starts to fade you must restore it by delivering 
some of the hearts you have collected. The task is not easy. Hearts can be anywhere - up the lighthouse, 
on board the ship, under the ocean, locked in the house, on the roof, inside the fruit machine...
It’s not just the right door keys that Popeye needs to collect on his way. The sailor man is not the only 
one seeking Olive Oyl’s love. Bluto is his rival pacing up and down outside Olive's bouse. Avoiding Bluto 
and all other moving objects - giant birds, flying witches, snoring dragons and gnashing sharks - as they 
have a habit of knocking Popeye for six
He’ll survive if you have a tin of spinach in store for him, of course, but you can only carry eight things 
around with you - including the heart and keys as well as the life-giving green stuff.
Tape Code: POPEYE001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Postman Pat
It seemed just like another day to Pat as be climbed out of bed. Little did he know that he would be rushed 
off bis feet by all the work that faced him this morning as he did his round of Greendale.
Tape Code:POSTMAN001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Power Boat Simulator
Wow - Real Powerboat Racing! Choose from catamaran or monohull craft - Simultaneous two player 
action - work as a team or individually.
It is very fast and very addictive, just like the real thing! If you like speed and contact motorsport then 
try this game, you won't be disappointed!
Tape Code: PO WE R001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99
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Psycho Pigs
Finish your Smokey Bacon crisps and get your teeth into this meaty pork pie of a game from Jaleco. 
When the referee’s whistle blows, it’s trotters to the ground in the inter-galactic pigsty as you take on a 
group of pigs wishing to avoid this Sunday’s dinner table. Put your back into it, not time for ’irrashemal’ 
thinking, as you gammon to the field to keep fit and lean. Streaky movements will keep you off the 
scratching listings and save your bacon.
This game is not tripe but brilliantly imaginative and addictive.
Tape Code: PIGS001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99

A Question of Sport
"A Question of Sport” is the sensational home computer version of the most popular TV Sports Quiz 
of 1988. With David Coleman asking the questions and Ian Botham and Bill Beaumont heading the 
teams you can pit your wits against your family, your friends or your computer. There are six exciting 
rounds, including Pictureboard, Mystery Personality and a Quickfire round. This game will enthral 
young and old alike: the only limit is your knowledge!
Tape Code: AQUEST001 Members £12.74
Disc Code: AQUEST0001 Members £16.99

Non Members £14.99
Non Members £19.99

Rally Driver
To complete successfully in a car rally requires more than just fast driving. You must plan your route 
carefully taking many things into consideration, the weather, longest and shortest routes, which are fast 
roads, which are slow roads. Drive quickly, but carefully. You must always be on the look out in case 
spectators or farm animals have strayed onto the road. The rally takes place in 3 stages over 3 gruelling 
days or nights. To win a cup you have to come in the top three after the third and final stage. The 
competition is tough. Only the top seven competitors can proceed from Stage 1 to 2, and just the top 
five go through to Stage 3 from Stage 2. Each stage contains a number of Time Controls (these are 
marked on the map which accompanies this program). You must drive through each time control in 
order to complete a stage. There are a number of different routes you could take to get through each 
Time Control. It is up to you to use your navigation skills to choose the best course.
Tape Code: RALLY001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Rik The Roadie
You are Rik, roadie to the world famous pop group ALTERNATIVE ROCK. In order for Alternative 
Rock to stay popular, you as their roadie, must get all their equipment to the gig, take it to the hall, and 
set up the sound levels before the gig starts.
Tape Code: R1K001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Road Blasters
The computer version of the coin-up sensation is ready to explode onto your computer screens. Prepare 
for a fast paced driving shoot’em up that’s half roadrace and half battle. Set in the distant future, speed 
your way through, blasting enemy cars off the road as you pass through different countries and register 
at checkpoints. Look out for the support jet that will fly over your car, and once docked on the roof 
will supply you with extra weaponry and fire power. Get ready for an exhilarating fast action game and 
the race is on.
Tape Code: ROAD001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: ROAD0001 Members £lft70 Non Members £14.99

The Rocky Horror Show
Don’t dream it, play it! You must take the part of either Brad Majors, or his fiancee, Janet Weiss (you 
can choose) and rescue your partner from a fate worse than death: Turned to stone by Dr. Frank N. 
Furter. To save them you must reassemble the De Medusa Machine, and activate iL The parts of the 
Machine have been scattered around the castle and your task is to find the parts and place them on the 
floor show stage next to your feeble efforts. Time is of the essence as the entire castle is a disguised 
spaceship and the countdown has started. Brad, Janet and Frankie are not alone in the castle. Roaming 
the castle are:
•Riff-Raff - A manic depressive hunchback butler
•Magenta - A domestic, and Riff's sister
•Columbia - A groupie
•Rocky Horror - A creation
•Edie - A failed experiment suspended in a deep freeze who tends to thaw ouL
Tape Code: ROCK Y 001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Rally Simulator
Complete the course that would challenge even the most experienced rally-car drivers. 
Tape Code: RALYSIM001 Members £¿54 Non Members £2.99

Rambo
This game is based on the film. "First Blood". It is set in the Vietnamese jungle - A reconnaissance 
mission which turns into a rescue! You are Rambowhose instructions are togain entry into a Prisoners 
of War camp and photograph evidence of American War Prisoners - but having found them will your 
conscience let you walk away? Use your knife, rescue Colonel Trautman and head north for the 
helicopter to help free your friends. Be ready to fight the enemy helicopter.
Tape Code: RAMB0001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Rambo III
He's back and this time he’s taking no prisoners. Colonel Trautman has been captured by the Russians 
in Afghanistan and there is only one person capable of freeing him. Negotiate the mine fields, explore 
the Russian camp, lay boobytraps, avoid detention, free the Colonel and then...move up to the explosive 
climax!!! Rambo is back!
Tape Code: RAM BO300 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: RAMB03000 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Robocop
Take on the role of avenging angel as you mete out rough justice to the perpetrators of evil and 
lawlessness. Some of the most exciting scenes ever to fill a computer screen confront you. The future 
is here and now when you take up this challenge - PART MAN - PART MACHINE - ALL COP!
Tape Code: ROBOCOOl Members £&45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: ROBOCOOOl Members £11.95 Non Members £14.95

Roy of the Rovers
NEWS FLASH! Four of the Meichester Rovers five-a-side football team have been kidnapped...hours 
before a crucial fund-raising game to save their ground from grasping property developers. Time is 
running out and player-manager Roy Race MUST rescue his team-mates, dodging danger, escaping 
ambushes and booby traps in order to play the most important game of his career.
Tape Code: ROY001 Members £&45 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: ROY0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99

Rygar
As Rygar you fight your way through the many levels, blasting all of the aliens and nasties that you 
encounter. When going through the different levels you should pick up as many different icons as you 
can which will change your power and status.
Tape Code: RYGARB001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Renegade III - The Final Chapter
When a guy loses his girl - he loses his mind...
Now, in the final Chapter, Renegade must summon all his strength and lightning reactions as he chases 
his girlfriend’s captors through time itself. Fight against neolithic man, medieval knights, and the 
tormented undead from within the tombs of Ancient Egypt Your quest finally takes you BEYOND 
the present - to a lime you’ll NEVER forget...but remember...your girl wants to see you alive...
Tape Code: RENEG3001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: REN EG30001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Return of the Jedi
The third fabulous game of the Star Wars trilogy....
A stunning direct conversion of the coin-op which follows the thrilling action of the movie.
5 Three great levels of gameplay...
In the first level you are Princess Leia on her speederbiker rushing through the forest of Endor.
Level two sees you controlling Chewbacca’s Scout Walker.
Fight off T.I.E. Fighters, survive the lethal tube, blast the reactor and turn around from the exploding 
Death Star.
Tape Code: JED1001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: JEDI0001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95

Return To Doom
You are flying through the universe, mindingyour own business, when a desperate distress call hits your 
transceiver "Mayday! Mayday! The ’Galapoxi’, taking the Ambassador of Regina on an important 
mission to Fluxo, has just crashed on Doom! Ship disintegrating fast! We have left the ship for safety 
- Please hurry - heading for cleft.."
You - as the only person ever to survive Doom - immediately steer your ship for that planet once again. 
Now could be your finest hour (or maybe longer)...
Disc Code: (CPC6128) RETURN0001

Members £10.15 Non Members £11.95
Disc Code: (464 with disc drive) RETURN0003

Members £10.15 Non Members £11.95

Rugby Boss
Ever fancied yourself as boss of a rugby league team? Well, now it’s your chance to test your decision 
making and managerial skills with Rugby Boss.
Tape Code: RUGBY001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99 

Sabre Wolf
"....Wide eyed, I stare, as the dense surroundings reveal their hidden secrets.
...Strange food orchids suddenly bloom, their staining toxins, strong on the air, then, in an instant are
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gone. Hunters, vampire bats and huge beasts spring forth from the very ground, swimming, slithering, 
diving and crawling...! must hide...Stay safe...With weapon strong and cunning nature, I will survive.
Tape Code: SABRE001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Saracen
During the Holy Crusades the brave and adventurous young soldiers of the Christian world travelled 
to the "Holy Land" to fight the infidel Saracens. Your goal as the Crusader is to seek out and destroy 
the evil chief of Saracens in the many mind-boggling mazes of increasing complexity and difficulty. A 
game of fast action and strategy designed to keep you riveted to your computer for hours on end.
Tape Code: SARACEN001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Super Stuntman
As Super Stuntman, you must fight your way through fires, explosions, cannonballs and more to 
complete each scene. All the while, the bad guys try to barge you into the blazing fires.
Each scene presents a different challenge...
SCENE 1 - Deadly CAR CHASE through the boulder strewn desert.
SCENE 2 - Ultra-fast POWER BOAT race.
SCENE 3 - Weave your way through the trees of a forest at break-neck speed.
SCENE 4 - Use turbo-boost to jump the GRAND CANYON...or face a grizzly death on the rocks 
below.
SCENE 5 -Battle it out with the violent street gangs at midnight on the streets of New York.
SCENE 6 -Steer your boat through the rapids in the rough white water chase.
SCENE 7 -The GRAND FINALE.
Tape Code: STUNT001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Scalextric
This exciting two-part game allows the player to design, modify and race on different circuits. 
GAME FEATURES
Icon-driven Track Design Lap Timer
Formula 1 championship tracks to scale Plan view for each driver
2 or 1 player game 3 different types of curve and straight
3D perspective Joystick and keyboard control
Centrifugal force simulated for realistic
race simulation and skid. Bump crash or push the other car.
Tape Code: SCALEX001 Members £7.86 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SCALEX0001 Members £11.80 Non Members £14.95

Scooby-Doo
fhe Mystery machine arrives at the ruined castle, and the gang climb out, ready to explore. Suddenly 
Velma, Shaggy, Daphne and Fred are seized and spirited away.
Though frightened, Scooby decides to look for his friends, but soon has the feeling he is not alone. 
Ghosts and demons of the strangest king gather on all sides, appearing out of doorways intent on 
stopping Scooby from rescuing the rest of the gang
Can Scooby Doo fight his way through and rescue bis friends - follow the trail of Scooby Snax and find 
OUL
Tape Code: SCOOBYOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Spindrone
You have been left to guard the plutonium stock piles that are vital to the life support systems of your 
recently colonized planet. Fungi 7. On your radar you spot waves of alien beings descending on your 
position. Armed with a highly manoeuvrable battle droid - ’Spindrone’, you must fight off the 
Kermatoids who are intent on stealing your nuclear fuel. Failure will mean the end of life as you know 
it and your planet will revert to its pre-colonized state, capable only of supporting the fungus-like growth 
after which it was named.
Tape Code: SPIN001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Sorcerer Lord
SCORCEROR LORD is a solo fantasy wargame simulating the invasion of the ancient lands of Galanor 
by the evil sorceror ruler of the Northern Shadowlands - the Shadowlord. You as the player must gather 
the free forces of Galanor and stem the advancing might of the Shadowlord before you can eam the 
title SORCEROR LORD.
You can call upon the ancient battle magic of Galanors warlike ancestry, and the rune rings will hum to 
the force of your powerful spell casting - but the Shadowlord has also learnt their secrets so control of 
the nng is essential if the malignant invader and his Demons of Chaos are to be defeated.
SORCEROR LORD is a phased game and incorporates the latest Artificial Intelligence techniques, 
making the computer opponent the toughest yeL
Tape Code: SORCEOOl Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

Saboteur
You are a highly skilled mercenary trained in the martial arts. You are employed to infiltrate a central 
security building which is disguised as a warehouse. You must steal a disk that contains the names of all 
the rebel leaders before the information is sent to the outlying security stations. You are working against 
the dock, both in getting to the disk and in making your escape.
You must enter the building from the sea by dinghy and will then only be able to leave by the helicopter 
on the roof. You will have to find your way around the warehouse, making use of the guards’ own weapon 
supplies in your struggle through overwhelming odds.
Tape Code: SABOT001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Saboteur III
You take the role of the Ninja's beautiful sister who must avenge her fatally wounded brother.
Code: SABOT2001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Scruples
A question of scruples is a unique adult game that dares you to face up to some intriguing moral dilemmas. 
You are posed a variety of provocative questions which determine whether you and your friends have 
scruples. The computer version is ingenius and funny. You can play by yourself or with friends. All 
participants choose a computer persona from a gallery of interesting pseudo personalities - you’ll soon 
gel to know them like old friends.
You have the opportunity to answer truthfully 'would you appear nude in a magazine for money’ - or to 
deceive - ’have you ever gone through a red light in an empty street at 4.a.m.?’
Either way you could be called upon to justify your reply try the other players - the Jury.
Through bluff and counterbluff, truthfulness and deception. Computer ’Question of Scruples’ will 
surprise you - not least when the computer catches you ouL
Tape Code: SCRUPL001 Members £6.70 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SCRUPLOÜ01 Members £10.70 Non Members £14.95

Shackled
Your mission as Kein is to free your comrades in arms shackled away in a heavily guarded fortress. You 
have to fight your way through at the floors down to the deepest depths of the dungeons. The deeper you 
penetrate the enemy defence the meaner they become so you’ll need a range of weapons to take on the 
attacking hordes of enemy guards. Take a friend into this hell with the two player option enabling you to 
double your fire power and your chances of success but only if you can co-ordinate your strategy 
successfully.
Tape Code: SHACK001 Members £6.65 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SHACK0001 Members £10.65 Non Members £14.99

Skweek
Skweek is a humorous fast-moving arcade game like a modem version of Pacman. The hero is Skweek 
himself - a furry orange bundle of fun! His mission is to clean up his planet by painting it all pink instead 
of blue but there are plenty of babbies who don’t want him to succeed. The aim is to collect all the bonuses 
including loveable teddy bears!
Tape Code: SKWEEK001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SKWEEK0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Slug
Picture the scene, it’s Friday night, 11pm. Slug and his sweetheart are setting down in front of the gogglebox 
to watch the Fnday Night Horror Movie, ’Emperor Hades Meets the Yak Faced Melboids From East 
London Part 37 (Revisited)’when from out of nowhere, a huge mechanical hand reached down and plucks 
your beloved from before your very eyes. Bewilderment quickly turns to determination as you vow, 
whatever the cost, to save her.
You discover that she has been taken to a strange land where monstrous creatures roam. These creatures 
include Snails, Turtles, Snakes, Blobs on Legs, and Sheep on Springs.
Your task then is to collect the hearts that will guarantee your girlfriends release. The number needed to 
complete each screen vanes with the level you are on.
Tape Code: SLUG001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Soccer Boss
Ever fancied yourself as the Manager of a Football team, ever thought "why did they buy him?" or "he’s a 
useless manager, I could do better than that". Well now’s your chance. Test your decision-making and 
managerial skills with Alternative Softwares’ Football Manager game, SOCCER BOSS.
Tape Code: BOSS001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Scrabble De Luxe
Leisure Genius has created the ultimate de-luxe version of computer SCRABBLE to stretch your word 
power and your computer’s abilities to the absolute limiL

One to four players can play this classic word game, or you can play with up to three computer generated 
players. Every computer player has a choice of 8 skill levels, from beginner to very advanced.
DE-LUXE SCRABBLE boasts an extensive vocabulary of over 20,000 words and is the most enjoyable 
form of word processing available for your computer!
Disc Code: SCRAB0003 Members £12.50 Non Members £15.95

Solar Warrior
Many years ago at the start of the 25th Century, an elite fighting force was set up to protect Earth from 
invading life forms. Earth was rich with new elements used in time travel and the only natural planet where 
they were to be found. These elements were so valuable it was decided to transport them to storage planets 
protected by orbiting space stations and Solar Warriors. The location of these planets was kept secret for 
hundreds of years, and the Warrior force was not needed.
Now, in the year 2650, the locations of the planets have been divulged to Earth’s enemies. You are the 
only Solar Warrior left. You and only you can protect these planets. You will have to fight the orbiting 
space station and transfer to the landing craft. Once on the planet you must destroy the enemy who is 
trying to steal the supplies.
Disc Code: SOLAR0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
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Soloman’s Key
Find the key to find the treasure.
Tape Code: SOLOMBOOl Members £2.54 Non Members £299

Storm Warrior
Darkness has descended upon the land. The evil With Queen has cast a curse upon the Kingdom, 
summoning the awesome thunderstorm destined to last for one hundred years.
Tape Code: WARRIOROOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Soul of a Robot
Many years ago, the citizens of the planet Non terraqueous tried to destroy the evil dictator of their 
planet with a robotic seeker. This attempt to kill the manic computer failed. Now the situation has 
become much worse. The computer has grown too unstable with age and threatens to self-destruct, 
along with the planet The people are desperate and in their desperation have created a robot with the 
mind of a man. But the soul of this robot is in torment and only through death can it find peace. 
However, its programming only allows it to die when it has reached the computer’s lair - a feat you must 
accomplish.
Tape Code: SOULOOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Space Ace
Seven of the World’s Greatest Space Games.
* Northstar * Trantor · Zynaps * Xevious * Venom Strikes Back * Exolon · Cybemoid 
Tape Code: SPACE001 Members £11.00 Non Members £1299
Disc Code: SPACE0001 Members £1270 Non Members £14.99

Space Trader
A real time space adventure set in the 30th century where trade and exports take on a new dimension 
and when vicious pirates roamed the galaxy. A budget re-release of the full price game 
"MACROCOSM 1C AL" from the Amsoft Gold Range.
Tape Code: TRADER001 Members £255 Non Members £299

Special Action
This ’Special Action’ pack features Captain Blood, Driller, Daley Thompson’s Olympic Challenge, S.D.I. 
and The Vindicator.
All of these titles have had excellent reviews and collected a galaxy of awards and accolades:
Captain Blood - To sum up - Bloody excellent". The graphics and sound are excellent..an intelligent
strategy game". YOUR SINCLAIR Driller - "A new 3 Dimensional Reality!" CRASH.
Daley Thompson’s Olympic Challenge - "Excellently animated with some great back drops... Daley 
Thompson’s Olympic Challenge is first rate...another gold medal winner from Ocean".
A Crash Smash - Crash.
S.D.l. - "The graphics are great with fast flowing backgrounds and smooth, speedy spntes. I now know
what 1 would do if the five minute warning went off...I would play S.D.L"
FAB - Computer Games Week
The Vinicator - "If you've spent hours developingyour trigger finger here’s a game to put it to the tesL..it’s 
all action.
CPC Silver Award - CPC Computing.
"Each level has a high standard of graphics...The Vindicator is an excellent game".
Tape Code: SPECIAL001 Members £11.04 Non Members £1299
Disc Code: SPECIAL0001 Members £15.29 Non Members £17.99

Street Fighter
You are a street fighterwho travels the world in order to test your combat skills. The game is presented 
in a five part multi load format, each load containing data for a particular country. Battle against 
combatants from different countries: Japan, USA, England and Thailand in this fast moving game.
Tape Code: STFITE001 Members £6.99 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: STFH E0001 Members £10.70 Non Members £14.99

Street Sport Basketball
Jump ball: It’s play-off time in the back alley off Oak Street. Vic and Bojo face-off on asphalt They 
leap long arms stretch...the higher hand smacks the ball to Magic...then a furious fast break down the 
alley... Vic gets caught in the jostle and does hard time on concrete...defence slacks as Kevin slips on a 
slimy patch...Brad spots an opening to the basket and slams it through. Check out those high fives. 
Blitz’em right off the street Create a team to terrorise the neighbourhood. There are shooters and 
slow dribblers, team play and show offs. Guys that can pass on the fun and find that gib man inside. 
Or help Joey pop ’em from the comers. But don’t let ’em dribble in oil slicks. Or trip in pot holes. To 
be number one in this neighbourhood it takes as many mental leaps as jumps.
Play against a friend, or the computer/Choose your own teams, recruiting from 10 neighbourhood 
players/Four different courts/the schoolyard/the alley/the suburban backyard/the inner city 
parking/Slam, dunk, steal the ball Make a jump shot or a hook. Then pass on the run to an open 
team mate to score.
Tape Code: SSBASK001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SSBASK0001 Members £10.70 Non Members £14.99

Strike Force Cobra
The world is threatened with a nuclear blackmail by an evil known as the Enemy.
He has developed a computer system capable of hacking into defence computers around the globe. 
Unless world leaders yield to his demand for total dominance, he will run the program that will destroy 
the world totally.
Tape Code: COBRA001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Stormlord
Free the imprisoned fairy folk before they are obliterated by an evil queen.
Tape Code: SLORD001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SLORD0001 Members £1274 Non Members £14.99

Storm II - The Fear

Spitting Image
The second thrilling arcade adventure in the STORM series! That legendary all powerful artefact, 
THE FEAR, has been stolen. It MUST be found and returned to its rightful home before it falls into 
the wrong hands.
Tape Code: STORM001 Members £254 Non Members £299

Within the next seven years a World War greater than all other Wars will lake place. A war so great 
even the Swiss get involved this time. A war so terrible the Italians have already surrendered. One leader 
will emerge from this war to rob the world.
It is your task to stop them all and SAVE THE WORLD in this crazy and whacky computer game that 
promises to offend!
Tape Code: SPHT001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SPITTOOOl Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95

Supercycle
Open Road Racing - Wheel to Wheel.
Tape Code: CYCLE001 Members £254 Non Members £299

Split Personality
At last, here are all your favourite (or not so favourite) personalities to peek and poke in the comfort 
of your own home.
To create a split picture of these famous faces you must use your skill to work out the twists, turns and 
pitfalls that accompany each level beating the clock to get the picture.
Thrill to the way your giant cursor moves "Sir Clive", the Royals, Pop Stars, Politicians and many others 
in bits and pieces around the screen at a hair-raising pace.
Tape Code: SPLIT001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: SPLIT0001 Members £1270 Non Members £14.95

Superhero
Do you want to be a Superhero? Then this is the game for you.
Fate has cast you in the role of an immortal, and superhero. To break the long, monotonous days, the 
Gods and superheroes have taken to giving each other complex puzzles to solve. Today, it’s your turn 
to play the game and for the very highest stakes - you MUST perform well, for all the other Gods are 
watching you from above, ready to strip you of your immortality and status if you all fail in your quest. 
Luckily Venus, the goddess of Love, feels sympathetic and has hidden some useful objects in some of 
the rooms - find these and your task will become a lot easier...
Tape Code: SUPER001 Members £254 Non Members £299

Spy Hunter
Your Spy Car faces various Enemy Agents you have to overcome.
Tape Code: SPY001 Members £254 Non Members £299

Steve Davis Snooker
Steve Davis Snooker is the ultimate snooker simulation for all home computers. Packed with features, 
and endorsed by the World No.l himself, it is a must for all snooker fans.
Tape Code: SNOOKEROOl Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Supersports
An alternative Olympic product - take your choice and go for Gold in 5 totally original events.
Event 1 High diving with a difference. How do you fancy diving into a 4 ft

diameter pool from 250ft, with a gale force wind blowing in an easterly 
direction whilst doing a swan dive and triple somersault?

Event 2 The Alley Shoot Are you a crackshot, how fast can you load your
twelve bore and demolish an amazing array of objects appearing from the 
most unusual places?

Event 3 The Oriental Art of Slate Smashing. An event never attempted on
computer before. Put yourself between the two rather large oriental 
gentlemen and kick and punch the slates into as many pieces as possible.
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Event 4

Event 5

Tape Code: SSPORTOOl
Disc Code: SSPORTOOOl

Eat your Heart Out William Tell. The Crossbow brings you down 
from smashing plates to requiring nerves of steel as you endeavour to 
compensate for the wind distance and the fact the you have never used a 
crossbow before.
The Underwater Assault Course. Take a very deep breath - if you 
can’t holdit for 3 minutes you will never survive. Life isn’t made any easier 
with rather large jelly fish and a glut of octopi getting in your way.
Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
Members £9.95 Non Members £14.99

Supreme Challenge
Beau-Jolly brings you 5 great games in a supreme challenge.
•Elite
•Starglider
•Tetris
•Ace II
•The Sentinel
Tape Code: SUPREM001 Members £9.50 Non Members £12.95
Disc Code: SUPREM0001 Members £14.40 Non Members £16.95

Super Scramble Simulation
Take on the ultimate challenge of motorbike scrambling. This real life simulator takes you through the 
thrills and spills of scrambling against the clock. Y ou start on the beginner’s course to accustom yourself 
to the powerful scrambler. Take your bike over 12 gradient hills, over loose rocks, through streams, 
through skips full of water, over slippery logs, cars and lorries as you are against the clock. Beat the 
clock and you’re onto the next level It is divided into five levels of increasing difficulty and each level 
has three courses.
Tape Code: SCRAMBLE001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SCRAMBLE0001 Members £12.74 Non Members $14.99

Supertrux
30 tons of solid truck, under your control. Have you the ability and nerve to race it? Can you beat the 
other drivers to claim the SUPERTRUX Trophy? If not, back out now or else sit back for the ride of 
your life.
Tape Code:TRUX001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code:TRUX0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

SAS Assault Course
Complete the assault course of 22 screens in the fastest time possible.
If you can complete the course, your performance and finishing lime are displayed. The performance 
is a percentage score based on your ability over the whole course.
ENDURANCE will deplete slowly throughout the game.
BRAVERY will deplete with each fall. STAMINA will reduce if you try to make illegal moves (wrong 
icon selected). Stamina and bravery can also go down if you make a number of falls on one screen. As 
this game is played in real-time, a fall will also affect your finishing time.
Tape Code: SAS001 Members £2.55 Non Members £2.99

Scrabble
Pit your wits against the Computer Scrabble Program. Make your computer battle for supremacy - in 
a fascinating and challenging game against 1 to 4 players of all ages.
Build up your (and your childrens) vocabulary and gaming skills by playing through the different skill 
levels from beginner to advanced.
Enjoy hours of high-quality entertainment in full colour and sound as the computer matches its own 
dictionary (8500-20000 words depending on computer) against the imagination of a human opponent 
Tape Code: SCRAB001 Members £7.86 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: SCRAB0001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95

Star Wars
At last! Ihe most famous coin-op Arcade Game and one of the most successful films of our era come 
together in this publication. Faithful to the original, the home computer version of STAR WARS 
should win first place in any game player’s collection, and will always be one you go back to time after 
time.
The first scene is the Space Attack, with waves of hostile space-craft attacking your lonely but powerful 
space towers, and flying stars, steering your way through the barrage.
Finally, you emerge in the trench, jumping and ducking the stretch barriers and shooting the missile 
emplacements fastened to each side of the death defying walls. There are many levels to the game with 
stirring music and speech synthesis - fast and furious action is guaranteed throughout.
Tape Code: WARS001 Members £6.95 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: WARS0001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95

The Sun Computer Crosswords
At last! A piece of unrivalled educational software! Volumes 1-6 are available on both Tape and Disc 
and feature a variety of skill levels. Volumes 5 and 6 include additional features such as a new "team 
option" so you can play with your friends!
Prices Per Volume.
Tape Code: SUN 1001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: SUN 10001 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95
Tape Code: SUN2001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: SUN20001 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95
Tape Code: SUN3001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: SUN30001 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95
Tape Code: SUN4001 Members £6.75 Non Members £7.95
Disc Code: SUN40001 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95
Disc Code: SUN50001 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95
Disc Code: SUN60001 Members £15.25 Non Members £17.95

The Magnificent Seven
Every game a smash hiL
Wizball - A superlative piece of software. Slick in virtually every aspect, wholly original and immensely 
playable.
Short Circuit - Tbe two games are excellent and have delightful graphics. The variety is the real clincher 
with something for everyone.
Arkanoid - This is a magnificent conversion, faithfully capturing the feel, atmosphere, look and sound 
of the original.
Head over Heels - is one of the most addictive, playable, cuddly cute and fun games ever. Miss it at your 
peril.
The Great Escape - "The best arcade adventure" 1986 Newsfield readers award.
Unquestionably the best arcade adventure so far this year - don’t miss iL
Cobra - Go out and buy it now, no self respecting games player should be without a copy. The graphics 
are superb and the scrolling is very effective.
Frankie goes to Hollywood - This is a highly innovative arcade/adventure that you must not be without.
Free - yie Ar Kung Fu - Newsfield "Best Game" Award
Easily the best of the martial arts programs because of the variety of characters and excellent arcade 
style playability.
Tape Code: SEVEN700 Members £7.25 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: SEVEN7000 Members £13.00 Non Members £17.95

Tank Attack
•Control a full division of tanks and armoured cars.
•See all the fighting ’live’ on your computer.
•Superb board and fully detailed playing pieces.
•Real time graphics.
•Play as Allies or Enemies.
•Suitable for all ages.
•2-4 players.
•Simple game control.
•Easy to learn.
Tape Code: TAN KAT001 Members £11.04
Disc Code: TAN KAT0001 Members £12.74

Non Members £12.99
Non Members £14.99

Terminus: Prison Planet
In 5027 the System rules the Universe. Only a teenage gang called the Wanglers stand against iL Their 
anti-education raids are the only hope for the Empires youth. Help them rescue their leader from 
imprisonment and school in 512 screens of mind blowing graphics. (Multi-character control, joystick 
or keyboard).
Tape Code: TERM IN001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Tomahawk
Tomahawk is a real-time flight simulation based upon the US Army AH-64A APACHE - Advanced 
Attack Helicopter - the meanesL deadliest combat helicopter ever to rule the skies! Its specialised job 
is to hunt tasks and destroy anything that gets in its way. The Apache was built specifically to fight and 
survive, night and day, in the thick of the battlefield. Flying a real helicopter is a demanding task requiring 
training and practice - particularly ground attack. TOMAHAWK gives you this challenge. Climb into 
your cockpit and prepare for take off...
Tape Code: TOMA001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Super Robin Hood
WELCOME TO LEGENDARY TIMES OF ROBIN HOOD
The sheriff of Nottingham has kidnapped Maid Marian and locked her in the East Tower, he will only 
release her when the outlaw Robin Hood surrenders to him. Gallantly, Robin sets out through 
Sherwood forest to Nottingham Castle to free his love, oblivious to the inevitable dangers that lie before 
him. Once he has crossed the moat and entered the castle the game begins, he must fight his way past 
the guards and medieval animals protecting the castle. Only by fast reflexes and accurate manoeuvring 
do you stand a chance of rescuing Maid Marian.
Tape Code: ROBIN001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Racer
ΤΓ Racer is a spectacular Motor Cycle Racing simulation that puts you on the hot seat of a Grand Prix 
bike.
Experience the unique thrill of racing with its stunning over-the-handlebars 3D view and state of the art 
solid graphics.
Set up your bike and practice hard on the 12 famous tracks, until you’re ready for the challenge... to 
race against the other cool professional riders for the winning flag and the World Championship.
Remember, only the fastest win in TT Racer...
Tape Code: TT001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: TT00Ü1 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
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Tobruk
July 1942
After months of fierce fighting in the North African desert, the British and Commonwealth forces had 
taken and defended Tobruk - a key port to Mediterranean strategy and vital to any supply in the desert 
war. With the Axis forces pushed back to Gazala the allies began laying a vast minefield of over 500,000 
mines stretching from Gazala to Bir Hacheim. Field Marshall Rommel’s offensive began in May 1942. 
By July he had broken through the "Gazala line", retaken Tobruk and pushed the British back into 
Egypt Are you that good? Tobruk - the game - is a simulation of that offensive. In the one player 
version you take the role of Rommel. You can also play the two player game and Amstrad owners can 
"network" two Amstrads for a superb hidden movement two player game (extra cable required).
In addition to moving your forces via the main map, there is an engineer and air screen allowing you to 
allocate forces to mine laying/lifting, tank recovery/sabotage, interdiction, air strikes and superiority. 
We have also included an OPTIONAL Tank simulator including driving, main gun and machine gun 
operation.
Tape Code: TOBRUK001 Members £7.85 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: TOBRUK0001 Members £8.95 Non Members £14.9

Time and Magik
Three of Level 9’s most acclaimed adventures - Lords of Time, Red Moon and The Price of Magik - 
come together in Time and Magik from Mandarin Software.
Each part of the trilogy has been enhanced and enlarged, with more text than before - 60,000 
mind-expanding words creating mystery around every comer.
Time and Magik has a powerful new parser, and the disc version includes stunning digitised pictures that 
help to dramatically heighten the atmosphere.
Tape Code: TIME001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: ΤΊΜΕ0001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95

Techno Cop
Step into the future....technology has overtaken society - the rich are richer, the poor are poorer - chaos, 
unrest, destruction...lawlessness reigns, terror rules. But this is your territory, your assignment with 
death. You have volunteered to clean out the scum that populate your city, destroy the street gangs 
and eliminate the deviants. Yes, you have your beloved sleek racer, but armed with only a stun gun and 
keep net, what skills do you possess to neutralize the many hundreds who lie in wait for you? Being a 
cop is always dangerous, being a cop of the future is a step into the unknown.
Tape Code: TECHNO001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: TECHN00001 Members £1174 Non Members £14.99

Tenth Fame
A sports simulation that everyone will enjoy with superb presentation and graphics. A highly accurate 
and addictive simulation of ten-pin bowling, and the best thing yet to a night out in the local alley!
Tape Code: TENTH001 Members £154 Non Members £199

Tetris
From the blasted plains beyond the Urals comes the most remarkable computer game yet. The same 
minds that produce chess champions have developed a cunning game that deceives through its simplicity. 
Tetris, a new world game from Russia.
Tetris, a totally original concept.
Tetris, addiction is just a game away.
PLAY TETRIS
Tape Code: TETRIS0Û1 Members £7.64 Non Members £8.99

Trivial Pursuit
Here at last - the world’s most tashionable Board Game officially comes alive on your computer.
You have in your hands the result of many months co-operation between the originators of Trivial 
Pursuit and a team of young, highly qualified programmers based at Oxford University.
What makes the Computer version of Trivial Pursuit’ so special?
•Sound and music questions - can you name THAT tune? - played backwards!
•Graphical questions to puzzle and ponder over.· Text questions (many linked to graphics and music
•Text questions (many linked to graphics and music) to tease and amuse you
• Play Trivial Pursuit on your own or with your friends!
What it retains is the pure good fun of pursuing trivia that the whole family (Mum and Dad included) 
enjoy enormously.
•What is Desperate Dan’s favourite food?
•Do frozen peas float?
*What is Triskaidekaphobia?
•Which members of the Royal family can vote?
•How many golf balls are there on the moon?
Do you know the answers to these questions?
If not - who cares - It’s all part of Trivial Pursuit!
Ί ape Code: TRIVIA001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: TR1VIA0001 Members £12.95 Non Members £19.95

Tenpin Challenge
A game of Ten Pin Bowling consists of 10 frames. A player bowls twice in each frame unless all ten pins 
are knocked down with the first ball. This is a called a STRIKE and is shown on the score card as an X. 
If it takes both balls of the frame to knock down all the pins, this is called a SPARE and is shown on the 
score card as a /.
A STRIKE scores ten points plus the total number of pins knocked down with the next two balls. A 
SPARE scores ten points plus the number of pins knocked down with the first ball of the next frame. 
If a player tails to make a strike or a spare, only the pins knocked down are counted and nothing is carried 
over to the next frame.
The MAXIMUM score for each FRAME is 30. (10 points for a strike + 10 points each for the next 2 
balls).
The MAXIMUM GAME score is 300. This is made up of ten strikes plus one strike with each of the 
two extra balls that a player receives for scoring a strike in the 10th frame. If this all sounds a little 
complicated don’t worry. ALL SCORING IS CARRIED OUT AUTOMATICALLY leaving you to 
concentrate on your bowling. GOOD LUCK
Tape Code: TENP1N001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Take 3
Three favourite pub sports:
Steve Davis Snooker, Darts and Pool
Tape Code: TAKE3001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

Task for a Titan
The year is 2114. The place - Vegapolis.
Professor Hybris, the genius behind all analytical conceptions, is the creator of a brand new leisure 
activity which has been driving crowds crazy. The fabulous 1000 kronurs bonus to the winner of titan 
attracts the wildest adventurer. But the game is deadly and all have died somewhere along the 80 levels. 
To succeed you must guide the power ball across 80 immense and synthetic worlds using just one magical 
and magnetic racket, whilst avoiding all manner of death icons.
The ultra-fast scrolling, the multi coloured graphics, the variety of gameplay, and the sheer speed of the 
game already caused mental breakdowns - you have been warned!!
Tape Code: TASK001 Members £8,45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: TASK0001 Members £1170 Non Members £14.95

Thunder Blade
Hold onto your stomachs, unscramble your brains and get ready to pilot the meanest fighting machine 
ever to storm the skies. Fly through the wartom skyline of Skyscraper City, plunge out to sea for an 
epic battle with the enemy, race on for a shoot out in rocky canyons and lush dense forests. The action 
never ceases.
THUNDER BLADE IS PERFECT. IT IS THE CONVERSION OF THE YEAR!
Tape Code: BLADE001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99

Tiger Road
Undoubtedly one of the greatest martial arts games overwritten. Tiger Road is practically 4 games rolled 
into one. You, as Lee Wong, set out on a quest to free the kidnapped children, seized from the local 
village by the evil Ryu Ken Oh to be brainwashed into becoming soldiers to carry out his evil deeds in 
his army. To defeat Tyu Ken Oh you must undertake a hazardous journey against awesome opponents 
like Samurai warriors giants and dragons who are only a few of the obstacles destined to prevent you 
from freeing the captives. Stunning graphics, pulsating action and superb gameplay makes Tiger Road 
a games legend in the history of software.
When the going gets tough, the game gets tougher!
CAN YOU ENDURE TIGER ROAD?
Tape Code: TIGERR001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: TIGERR0001 Members £1174 Non Members £14.99

The Times Computer Crosswords
Available in six volumes, the puzzles in these collections are all typical of the Times Crossword, all having
appeared in recent years.
Prices per volume:
Tape Code: T1MES1001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
DiscCode: TIM ES10001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95
Tape Code: TIMES2001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: TIMES20001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95
Tape Code: TIMES3001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: TIMES30001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95
Tape Code: TIMES4001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
DiscCode: TIMES40001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95
Tape Code: TIMES5001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: TIMES50001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95
Tape Code: TIMES6001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
DiscCode: T1MES60001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95

The Times Jubilee Puzzles 1932-1987
This collection of fifty-six puzzles was made by choosing one puzzle from each year from 1932 to 1987 
inclusive, thus tracing the development of the crossword from early days to modem times. The puzzle 
for 1936 is unusual, consisting entirely of quotations, and that for 1978 is unusual, and that for 1978 is 
an example of the once-a-year Crossword Eliminator Puzzle, designed to baffle all but the experts.
Tape Code: TIMESJ001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: ’HMESJ0001 Members £16.10 Non Members £18.95

Titanic
Control the aquanaut and unlock the secret of the Titanic.
Tape Code: TFTANIC001 Members £154 Non Members £199
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Total Eclipse
An ancient curse, an imminent eclipse, giant pyramids, secret panels, a hidden shrine, poison darts, 
pressure pads, treasure chests, trip wires and mysterious mummies, all in glorious FREESCAPE Solid 
3D. Set under the burning sun. Total eclipse is the biggest and greatest Freescape experience yet!
Tape Code: TOTALOOl Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: TOTALOOOl Members £11.95 Non Members £14.95

The Train
The date...August 1944.
The Allies have landed and a heavily armoured train filled with the art treasures of Europe awaits its 
journey to Berlin. You are the local leader of the French Resistance. Your mission is to capture the 
train intact and escort it safely through the retreatingenemy lines to the safety of the Allies in Normandy. 
Traps, ambushes and sabotage wait you at every turn. You need the skill, guts, strategy and luck to 
succeed, and no-one has that much luck.
Tape Code: TRA1N001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code: TRAIN0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Turbo Esprit
Drive the Lotus Turbo Esprit chasing drug smugglers and evading the bullets. 
Tape Code: ESPRJT001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Unitrax
The year is 2410 AD. A set of nuclear work stations are becoming dangerously unstable, left deserted 
after World War IV finally vaporised the planet Earth in 2235 AD. You are part of an elite race started 
by astronauts who were not on Earth at the time of the ’Final War’. To prove your worth as a young 
man (and in order to get permission to marry your girlfriend Tania) you have volunteered to undertake 
the task of destroying the nuclear reactors on all the disused workstations.
To make life difficult, an opposing force (some believe started by rival Earth survivors, but possibly space 
mutants created by the electrical forces at the time of the 'Final War’) have landed on the workstations 
to defend them. Their aim is to further destabilise the reactors, so that the workstations explode and 
destroy your nearby space colony. Your family, friends and Tania anxiously await the outcome.
Tape Code:UNIT001 Members £7.60 Non Members £8.95
Disc Code:UNIT0001 Members £11.00 Non Members £12.95

The Trap Door
Somewhere in the dark and nasty regions where nobody goes, stands an old and spooky castle - home 
of the Bad Tempered Thing. In the dark lower regions of the castle, Berk grudgingly slaves away carrying 
out the orders of the Thing. To win his ultimate reward - a safe full of loot - Berk has to complete up 
to five bizarre tasks (four in learner mode) quickly and accurately before the Thing’s anger boils over. 
Each task is completed when Berk sends his offering Upstairs on the dumbwaiter and the Thing accepts 
it
Tape Code: TRAP001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Trantor
The game opens with Trantor standing by the lift. Equipped with a flamethrower, he has 90 seconds to 
activate the N.I.K. security terminal. There are eight terminals in the complex -each containing a letter. 
Record each letter which then must be sorted into a computer related word. Once you have obtained 
the word you must find the security terminal and enter the word.
You will then be given a beam code. Proceed to the beam area, enter the code and off you beam, 
successfully in your mission.
While exploring the complex you will pass lockers by pulling the joystick back. You will automatically 
search the lockers. Use the contents to aid your mission.
Disc Code: TRANTOROOOl Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Trivial Pursuit "A New Beginning11
It’s 2045 AD and the Earth is a dying planet Centuries of pollution have left their legacy and the world 
has become victim of the "greenhouse* effect Your family and your friends are lucky enough to have 
access to a number of laser-driven rockets which can propel you far away from the solar galaxy to a star 
constellation which contains the planet "GENIUS 2". However, it has been agreed that only those who 
have a superior knowledge of "Genius Trivia" will be admitted. It is not going to be all that easy after all! 
Different certainly, but it retains the pure good fun of pursuing trivia that the whole family (Mum &. 
Dad included! ) enjoy enormously.
Tape Code: TRIVNB001 Members £9.95 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: TRIVNB0001 Members £12.95 Non Members £19.95

Trivial Pursuit Baby Boomer
This edition of Trivial Pursuit is specially based on one of the most exciting periods of our time. Flower 
Power, Rock and Roll, Sandals and Beads, images of an age when "we never had it so good".
Young or old(ish), the game will delight and amuse, stirring memories and providing all the questions 
you never had the nerve to ask or answer!
Tape Code: TRIVBB001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: TRIVBB0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Trivial Pursuit ’Young Players’
This Trivial Pursuit is specially designed for younger players of 7years old and upwards. However, adults 
will be able to derive from it equal amusement and hours of fun.
Here at last - the world’s most fashionable Board Game officially comes alive on your computer. You 
have in your hands the result of many months co-operation between the organisers of Trivial Pursuit 
and a team of young highly qualified programmers based in Oxford.
Tape Code: TRIVYP001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: TRIVYP0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Turf-Form
Turf-form is a horse racing forecaster that can predict form for both Flat and National Hunt races on 
UK racecourses.
Tape Code: TURF001 Members £2.54

Vampire
To destroy Vampire. Travel through Dracula’s castle of 95 eerie rooms collecting food as your energy 
is drained by his evil friends.
To destroy Count Dracula you must first find the five keys and fit them into their five locks (inversed 
keys). To retrieve one of the keys an object must be found to fix the pedal-powered generator enabling 
you to leap the vast chasm.
You must also open the six magical shutters by tripping the appropriate switches. Then collect the 
hammer and stake and go to the top of the castle to get the cross. Now you will be teleported to 
deep-space for your final confrontation using laser bolts and jet-pack thrusters!!
Tape Code: VAMP001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Vixen
Lively arcade action game with a fantastic sideways scrolling, cinema-style, video digitized animated 
action and sound effects. Our lone heroine fights against hordes of evil and vicious nasties with her
magic whip!
Tape Code: VIXEN001
Disc Code: V1XEN0001

Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Vulcan
Vulcan, a winner of the Newsfield Readers Awards and the Golden Joystick Awards, simulates the 
Tunisian Campaign in 1942-1943 from the arrival of the Torch’Task Force and their face for Tunis, to 
the final battle of Operation Vulcan’. Also included are the battles of Kasserine and Mareth. Game 
features include hidden movement on a mountainous terrain, scrolling map, 5 scenarios, air attack 
phase, strong computer opponent and 5 armies (3 Allied & 2 Axis), for 1 or 2 players.
Tape Code VULCAN 001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

The Vindicator
Alien forces wreak havoc on our planet The earth tom and blasted in what seemed the final war. But 
enough survived to uphold the laws of justice and revenge.
Now one man must face the final enemy. He is The Vindicator. Across the tortured landscape against 
incredible odds he must battle through to the enemy stronghold, down into a maze-like corridor filled 
with mutated guardians until he reaches the inner sanctum of the dark overlord to strikp the final blow 
of retribution.
Tape Code: VIND001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: VIND0001 Members £10.50 Non Members £14.95

We are the Champions
Another superb compilation from Ocean Software.
BarbarianIK+Rampage
RenegadeSuper Sprint
Tape Code: WEARE001 Members £7.20 Non Members £9.95

Wee Le Mans
The World’s most famous sports car race comes to your home computer screen with this exciting 
simulation of the 24 hour Le Mans race. World endurance Championship sports cars battle through 
day and night sequences where both strategy and driving skills are required to take the winner’s laurels. 
This stimulating challenge inspired by Konami’s sit-in driving simulator re-produces all the elements at 
the famous race with every twist and turn of the track.
Tape Code: WEC001 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: WEC0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95

Non Members £2.99

Who Dares Wins
You have been selected for a mission of vital importance to the war effort You must go behind enemy 
lines and rescue your captured comrades from the firing squads. Armed only with an AR15 assault rifle
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and 5 grenades you face tbe onslaught of the enemy hordes. Many townships have fallen, their civic 
centres turned into impenetrable strongholds. Where will the enemy attack next? It could be from tbe 
roof tops of ruined buildings or from foxholes dug in your path! It could be from behind boulders, or 
a stinging attack from tbe air, only your special forces training will help you
Tape Code: DARES001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Xcel
As eons of time went past, the 30 Sentinel Planets Mankind created to protect them grew in knowledge 
until the tides turned and they took control instead. Now the society lies dormant and serves the very 
machines they created. The Sentinels are protected by various defence systems, and you realising tbe 
enormity of their power, steal an alien spaceship out of the Oceania Museum of Technology, having 
only a few brief hours to convert the vessel’s computers over to English. Then you set out to track down 
and destroy all thirty Sentinels.
Tape Code: XCEL001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

Yes Chancellor!
Ever thought you could run things better than the Government? Here’s your chance to see if YOU 
can control inflation, cut taxes, keep interest rates down, spend more on social services, get tough with 
strikers, eta
Based on a simplified but in principle correct model of the problems of raising and spending money - 
your money - YES CHANCELLOR! is a fascinating simulation in which success is only possible if you 
can make the kind of responsible decisions necessary in real life Governments have to be elected, so 
the aim of the game is to stay in power by winning an election every five years. Public opinion polls let 
you know how you’re doing: keep everybody happy or that economy could get out of band!
Disc Code: YES0001 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
(CPC6128)
Disc Code: YES0Û03 Members £12.70 Non Members £14.95
(464 WITH DISC DRIVE)

Cabal
Hot from the arcades comes Irem’s Cabal, a relentless battle, where you are placed into enenmy territory, 
and are outnumbered by several hundred to one! Entering the fray with little more than a low powered, 
single shot repeater, you’ll need to use your superior marksmanship and skills to amass more powerful 
weaponry. Then maybe, just maybe, you’ll have a fighting chance!
Tape Code: CABAL001 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99

Strider
The ultimate arcade conversion is finally here! Capcom and US Gold bring you the most fiendish, most 
addictive and downright awesome game ever! You are Strider, on a top secret mission to infiltrate the 
Russian Red Army. This test of total concentration and skill will take you over the continents, from ther 
icy wastes of Siberia, to the southern jungle lowlands. With every magazine showering it with accolades 
and awards, Strider just has to be in your collection!
Tape Code: STRIDER001 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
\Disc Code: STRIDER0001 Members £1125 Non Members £14.99

Yie Are Kung Fu Double Dragon
This game is a test of skill development in the traditional martial arts. It features Oolong in his attempt 
to become Grandmaster in the ancient skills in honour of his father, as Kung Fu Master before him 
You have 8 different opponents to defeat
Tape Code: KUNGFU001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Only one man can defeat the tyrannical 'Black Warriors’. The legendary Billy Lee! On a mission to rescue 
the imprisoned damsel (what else!) you must become a one man army, using your mastery of the martial 
arts to battle past the warriors and their cohorts!. Another excellent arcade conversion by Melbourne 
House
Tape Code: DOUBLE001 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: DOUBLE0001 Members £1125 Non Members £14.99

720
All the thrills and skills of real skate boarding in this unique challenge to become champion of the skate 
boarding world.
Starting out from "Skate City" test your abilities amongst the numerous skateparks improving your 
techniques in both freestyle and competitive action as you attempt to complete the ultimate manoeuvre 
- the 720 degree twist while soaring through the air.
Tape Code: DEGREE001 Members £6.50 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: DEGREE0001 Members £10.45 Non Members £14.99

3D Starfighter
Your QuesL..to destroy the enemy Battlestar that threatens all other known life forms!!!
Biinky, your onboard computer, will guide you through the quest with messages on the screen. Each 
alien has a shield of a certain strength which you must break through to kill iL But the more often you 
fire, the weaker your laser bolts geL..so you must target your shots carefully without exhausting your 
laser reserves. If an alien comes close, use your shield to protect your ship... they will bounce off, 
sustaining damage.
Tape Code: FIGHT001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99

Zub
Take agent Zub through the perils of ten nasty worlds to retrieve tbe eyeball of Zub for bis king, Zub. 
If Zub fails Zub one will lose the war to Zub ten and bis commander, Zub will probably Zub him. 
Confused? You won’t be once you’ve played this amazing all action game It's got more alien types than 
you’ll probably ever sea
Tape Code: ZUB001 Members £1.70 Non Members £1.99

The Tolkien Trilogy
Are you ready to be transported into the mythical world of Middle Earth, to meet the characters 
immortalised by J.RR Tolkien, and to take part in the itianic struggle against Sauron, the Dark .Lord of 
Mordor? Take on tbe roles of Bilbo Baggins the bobbit, his nephew Frodo, and their companions in their 
quests through the lands brought to life on your CPC Tbe Hobbit casts you in the role of Bilbo, on a 
quest which ultimately leads to the Lonely Mountain, home of Smaug, the Dragon, and bis boarde of 
treasure. The Lord of the Rings and The Shadows of Morder both follow the plot of Tolkien’s famous 
trilogy of books, entrusting uyou with the task of detroying the Great Ring which was discovered in The 
Hobbit, and which in the wrong hands could spell the start of a new Age of Evil Tbe trilogy of the games 
is a must for all adventure fans, each one being a bestseller and innovative product in its own right 
Tape Code: TOLKIEN001 Members £1104 Non Members£12.99
Disc Code: TOLKIEN0001 Members £15.29 Non Members £17.99

Pictionary
At last the successor to Trivial Pursuit from Domark, comes Pictionary, tbe game that is taking tbe States 
by Storm! Image a game of charades. Forget actions though, and imagine playing with a pencil and paper. 
You now have some idea of how to play Pictionary. Artistic skills aren’t important in this game, in fact 
half the fun is attempting to unravel the dues contained in simple sketches. With options to play against 
up to three other players, Pictionary allows you to either draw your own dues, or let the computer create 
the pictures for you. Simply roll the die, land on a square, and the computer will give you a grid reference 
from which to gain the word you have to draw. With all the family fun of Trivial Pursuit, and more tension 
than high-stakes poker,
Tape Code: P1CTION001 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: PICTION0001 Members £1125 Non Members £14.99

Time Scanner
Time Scanner is a pinball game, but this is akin to saying that a Ferrari is a car! To put it simply, Time 
Scanner has to be the most addidtve, realistic and compulsive pinball game ever implemented on a 
computer! With the Earth as a pinbail table and different time zones to play over, this sure plays a mean 
pinball! With features such as double screen playing areas and more bumpers and flippers than a whole 
arcada
Tape Code: SCANNER001 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SCANNER0001 Members £1125 Non Members £14.99

Short Circuit
Number 5 is alive! Not for long though, if the army have their way. Short Curcuit brings the cutest robot 
ever to tbe computer screen, in a bid to outwit tbe relentless American Army, who are intent on 
terminating his program.
Tape Code: CIRCUIT001 Members £2.54 Non Members £2.99
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........STOP PRESS........

platform action, and Hopping Mad - a bouncing ball spectacular with some interesting innovations.
There’s something for everyone in this hyperaction joystick breaker.
Tape Code: STORY2ÛÛ1 Members £11.04 Non Members £12.99
Disc Code: STORY2ÛÛ01 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Bloodwych

Scapeghost
Possibly Level 9’s best and most interesting adventure yet, this is a tale of things that go bump in the 
night, Scapeghost casts you as a murdered detective, intent on solving the mystery, dead or noil With 
help from other spirits and ghostly powers, Scapeghost has a wonderful plot and advanced 
communication features. Spookily good!
Tape Code: SCAPE001 Members £11.25 Non Members £14.95
Disc Code: SCAPE0001 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

Continental Circus
Bum some serious rubber on eight different race tracks with Continental Circus, the racing game that 
takes the pole position! Regarded as the best arcade road racing game on the CPC, Continental Circus 
has a wealth of features to help, and binder you. With pit stops, rain (!) and one hundred other cars, 
this is one game to turn your knuckles white! With ultra fast graphics and a real driving feel to the game, 
you’ll keep coming back for more. What’s more, with eight totally different tracks to race on, boredom 
is something that will be left at the starting block. So put the pedal to the metal, and make those drivers 
eat dirt!
Tape Code: CONTINOOI Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: CONTINOOOl Members £1L25 Non Members£14.99

Xenon
Bedlam has arrived, and it's here to stay! Xenon won’t even give you time to breathe as you battle your 
way through the most action-packed screens you’re ever likely to see on the CPC. Having won numerous 
awards for sound, graphics and gameplay, Xenon finally blasts its way onto the Amstrad! When it comes 
to shoot-em-ups. Xenon is the word on everyone’s lips. Brought to you by Melbourne House, this game 
promises to leave your joystick begging for mercy, and your palms sweating, as you get closer and closer 
to the final mothership! With beautiful backgrounds and inricate waves of the alien menace. Xenon will 
leave your senses spinning, and your ego a quivering jelly in the comer of the room!
Tape Code: XENONOOl Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
DiscCode: XENONOOOl Members£11.25 Non Members£14.99

An amazing Dungeons and Dragons type arcade adventure from Mirrorsoft, featuring a labyrinthine 
maze concealed within a bleak castle. You must seek for four crystals, which when brought together 
will give you the power to rid the world of evil or plunge it into eternal darkness. Sound simple? Well, 
lets sprinkle in a smattering of foul creatures hell-bent on your detraction (and consumption), various 
human forms who may or may not help you in your quest, mysterious artifacts with ethereal powers and 
some mind boggling puzzles to bewilder you. As you start the game you are alone, through the game 
you may join three companions to your party, and the sooner the better. Remember, safety lies in 
numbers. Or does it?
Tape Code: BLOODWYCHOOl Members £&49 Non Members £9.99

Rick Dangerous
Watch our Harnson Ford because here comes Rk± Dangerous, the rootiest, tootiest, six-gun shootinest 
guy this side of the Pecos. His adventures take place in far out exotic places such as Aztec temples, 
Pyramids and os on. He is chased by hordes of restless natives, almost skewered by spears and generally 
gets endless hassle from his opponents. Apart from all this the game is extremely funny and highly 
playable if not addictive. So grab your gun, put on your trilby and bead off down the road to adventure. 
Tape Code: R1CK001 Members £&49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: RJCK0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Beach Volley
The World Volleyball Championships have begun. Are you skilled enough, fit enough, and strong 
enough to take on the best from around the globe in order to play in the final Travel to France, Russia, 
America, play in a total of eight countries in your quest for the trophy. And when it’s yours - to the 
winner the spoils.
Tape Code: BEACH001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: BEACH0Û01 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Silkworm
After four nuclear wars, it’s not surprising that nukes have been banned, but certain Top Brass Generals 
disagree with this prohibition and have started a conspiracy. Another atomic conflict will knock the 
earth off it’s orbit and into oblivion. Can anyone save us? Perhaps you can!
Tape Code: SILKWORMOOl Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: SlLKWORMOOOl Members £12.70 Non Members £14.99

Dr Doom’s Revenge
That dastardly genius Doc Doom has stolen a nuclear missile, and is threatening to detonate it over 
New York! Only two things stand between the evil Doom and the destraction of the beloved city, 
Spiderman and Captain America! You must lead the two super héros through the Doctor’s castle, 
betting villians such as Electro and Hob Goblin! Only by using the unique talents of both heroes will 
you come face to face with the madman himself With unique comic book graphics, varying levels of 
difficulty and even specially produced marvel comic in the package, DR DOOM'S REVENGE is set to 
become a bestseller, possibly as famous as the Marvel comic characters themselves!
Tape Code: DRDOOMOO 1 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: DRDOOMOOOl Members £11.25 Non Members £14.99

Laser Squad
Strap on those ammunition clips, and sling your rifle over your armoured shoulder, this is war, and the 
laser squad don’t take prisoners. With a variety of missions, from the capture of Sterner Regnix, 
through Search and Destroy patrols, to rescuing fellow revolutionaries from a mine complex; Laser 
Squad places you in control, with the fate of every member of the unit in your hands! Released to rave 
reviews, this could well be the best strategy game ever! With clear 3D graphics, so many options that 
every mission can be played differently, and more things to fry than a fish’n’chip shop. Laser Squad is 
the thinking man’s game of annhiliation! Sure to become an all time classic, the disc version even comes 
with extra missions! Get those droids, before they get you!
Tape Code: LASER001 Members £7.35 Non Members £9.95
Disc Code: LAS ER0001 Members £1125 Non Members £14.95

Mr Heli
The Muddy and his followers have occupied a distant planet, once it was much like earth, but now it is 
a wassteland. Only crystals have survived, you must fly around the surface, collecting crystals and 
balsting the minions of THE MUDDY to save the planet from destraction.
Tape Code: MRHEL1001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: MRHELI0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

The Story So Far......Vol 2
A Classic compilation of Elite’s best releases. Five great titles, all brought together in one unique 
collection. Comprises of Space Harrier - the highly popular coin-op conversion. Live and Let Die - a 
must for Bond freaks, Overiander - one man and his car against a nation. Beyond the Ice Palace - classic

Gemini Wing
Die Alien Mutant Scum! That’s what some goon printed in the SoonDay Spirit, purely as a joke of 
course, but try telling that to every seven eyed blob in the universe. So, as you may expect, the earth is 
now at war with every known lifeform in the cosmos and it’s your job to fight them (now doesn’t that 
sound like fun). Climb into your Gemini Wing fighter and prepare to face some of the ugliest adversaries
imagineable.
Tape Code: G EMIN 1001 Members £8.49 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: GEMINI0001 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Purple Saturn Day
A perfectly mega-brill game, set on Satum (where else), you must complete four events for a kiss from 
the Purple Saturn Princess. First you must race around the rings, then hurtle around an anti-grav ice 
rink, thirdly you must construct half a computer brain and finally catch a falling star and put it in your 
spaceship in order to blast off into byperspace. Magnificent graphics and gameplay, superb sound, really 
addict tve.
Tape Code: PURPLE001 Members £1174 Non Members £14.99
Dec Code: PURPLE0001 Members £16.99 Non Members £19.99

Vigilante
The police have lost control, street gangs run riot, the citizens haven’t got a chance; or have they? As 
the Vigilante, you must keep crime off the streets by using your martial art skills, lightening speed and 
strength. Are you tough ehough to take on muscle men twice your height? You are, well we’ll soon 
see, won’t we!
Tape Code: VIGIL001 Members £849 Non Members £9.99
Disc Code: VIGIL0Û01 Members £12.74 Non Members £14.99

Carrier Command
A 3D smooth scrolling strategic shoot 'em up from Rainbird complete with multi-level island maps, 
damage control and repair crew and a turret mounted laser cannon. What more do you need! 
(CPC6128 only)
Disc Code: CARR1ER0001 Members £15.29 Non Members £17.99
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Apollo 410
Ideal for domestic use where up to four BS safety style sockets need surge protection.
4 strokes ail protected by -
1 reflection disc surge protector giving -
•Zero problems from mainsbome spikes, surges, transients.
•The Apollo dissipates both incoming and outgoing surges
•Negligible power consumed
•4 way surge protected socket outlet
•3 metres of cable supplied with a BS safety style sleeved pin plug
•13 Amp fuse fitted
•Illuminated power ON" indicator
•Housing - white flame retardant material
•Suitable for floor mounting
•Resets automatically
Code: APOLLO 410 Members £13.59 Non Members £15.99

Surge Protected Adaptor
Ideal for domestic use where a wall socket is conveniently sited.
•Allows you to connect your existing plug into a surge protected device without the need to rewire.
•Used as an ordinary adaptor.
•This adaptor dissipates both incoming and outgoing surges.
•No power consumed except when a surge is present.
•Safety eliminates dangerous voltage surges/spikes from domestic and professional appliances 13 Amp
•fuse fitted
•Housing - white flame retardant material resets automatically
•Intersocket protection
• BS safety style sleeved pins
Code: ADAPTOR Members £13.25 Non Members £15.55

AMX Art
AMX MOUSE MK III PLUS ART AND CONTROL 3" DISC (CPC 6128 ONLY)
Acknowledged as the most sophisticated yet easy to use paint package available for the Amstrad CPC, 
it’s no wonder over 20,000 have already been sold. AMX Art features spray and copy, paint, plus many, 
many more such as fantastic spray and zoom facilities. The package also includes AMX Control which 
enables you to create a mouse environment in your own programs. Available for the Amstrad 6128.
Code: AMXART Members £61.95 Non Members £69.99

AMX Stop Press
AMX MOUSE MK III PLUS STOP PRESS, 3" DISC
The most acclaimed desktop publishing software available for the Amstrad CPC Already thousands 
of users are producing professional documents, newsletters fly-posten etc. In fact anything where text 
and graphics are required. ‘Stop Press’ comes complete with 16 variable typefaces. Available for 
Amstrad CPC 6128.
Code: AMXPRESS Members £71.99 Non Members LTV.W

Desk Top Publishing on Shoestring
Everyone has heard of Desktop Publishing, but does it really require equipment costing £7,000 to get 
the results you need? There are thousands of people who need to produce small - scale newsletters, 
leaflets, catalogues, price lists, etc. but cannot afford the cost of a full DTP price system. Neither is it 
necessary any more:
WITH THIS BOOK YOU CAN
• Learn how to prepare and lay out text
• Break text with columns
* Make your line justified, with equal left and right margins
• Use headlines
• Understand point sizes and styles
• Use different text fonts
• Make use of graphics
• Use boxes and rules
• Insert illustrations into text
• Learn the principles of page composition
Code: BOOK5096 User Club Price £9.95

Comput-Irex selectively filters blue-violet light which is the most difficult colour for the eyes to bring 
into focus and is believed to be a major cause of operator eye discomfort. Comput-Irex also assists in 
the reduction of subjective sense of screen flicker through luminance reduction.
Comput-Irex tenses combine with virtually unbreakable and lightweight nylon fashion frames for 
state-of-the-art fashion protective eyewear.
Comput-Irex filters out the residual radiation that can be emitted from a VDT. 100% of the UV and 
over 90% of the (R) white allowing maximum visible light to pass through to provide the operator with 
enhanced vision.
Code: 315-2 Childrens - Navy Members £25.05 Non Members £33.00
Code: 382-1 Sports - Black Members £29.75 Non Members £35.00
Code: 396A-9 Ladies - Brown Members £29.75 Non Members £35.00
Code: 431-1 Mens - Black Members £32.30 Non Members £38.00

Genuine Amsoft 3" Blank Discs
Code: SOFT3000 Members £2.25 Non Members £2.99

10x3" Blank Disc
Code: SOFT300 Members £19.90 Non Members £29.90

100 ML Cleaning Kit (all CPC Machines)
Keep all your hardware clean with the User Club Cleaning Kits, the kits include all the fluids, wipes and 
swabs you need to keep your machine clean and static free.
Code: SOFT946 Members 6.75 Non Members £7.99

464 Tape Head Cleaner
CPC 464 Tape Head Cleaner - Ideal for maintaining the quality performance from your cassette deck. 
Code: SOFT944 Members £1.25 Non Members £1.50

30 ML Cleaning Kit
(CPC464Only)
Keep all your hardware clean with the User Club Cleaning Kits, the kits indude, a tape bead deaner, 
ail the fluid, wipes and swabs you need to keep your machine dean and static free.
Code: ΚΓΓ464 Members £5.10 Non Members £5.99

Cleanhead: 3" Disc Drive Head 
Cleaning Kit
Your disc drive heads constantly pick up harmful contaminants such as dust, cigarette smoke and oxide 
particles from the disc itself. By regular use of the Cleanhead you extend the life of the disc drive and 
protect your valuable data on the discs. Cleaning should be carried out weekly, or whenever errors 
occur.
Cleanbead is simple to use and takes less than 60 seconds to ensure peace of mind.
REMEMBER...prevention is better than cure.
Code: CLEANHEAD Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Printhead Cleaning Kit -132 Column
CONTENT: 1 x loz bottle cleaning solution, and 1 x 132 column cleaning sheet
Code: UNI 104430 Members £8.03 Non Members £9.45

Printhead Cleaning Kit - 80 Column
CONTENTS 1 x loz bottle of cleaning solution and 1 x 80 column cleaning sheet
Code: UNI104429 Members £7.82 Non Members £9.20

User Club Magazine Binder
Yes, at long last we have a superb Amstrad User Club Magazine Binder. Manufactured in a very 
attractive ’leather look’ red, with your own Club’s logo and motto printed in gold lettering. The binder 
will hold a full years issues of 12 magazines.
Code: BINDER Members £3.95 Non Members £4.95

Clip-On Bolle VDU Spectacles
THE PROBLEM
VDT users over the world complain about eye strain, excessive glare and general visual fatigue while 
operating a VDT. This condition can persist even hours after VDT operation.
THE SOLUTION
Comput-Irex is a patented, virtually shatterproof, extremely lightweight polycarbonate tens developed 
from space age technology.
Comput-Irex significantly reduces glare reflected from VDT screen and excessive office lighting. It also 
diminishes the perception of screen flickering.

Cassette Interface Lead CL-1
The CL-1 cassette interface lead connects the CPC 66/6128 with a standard cassette recorder. If you've 
got an existing store of CPC464 programs and data on cassette, then you*11 be pleased to know that the 
CPC 66<V6128 comes complete with a built-in cassette interface to allow you to transfer from cassette 
onto disc (and vice versa). You’ll need to use a standard cassette recorder in conjunction with the CPC 
664/6128 and CL-L
Code: CL1 Members £3.28 Non Members £3.95

Disc Box
•Holds 10 three inch discs (in cases).
•Rubber feeL 
Code: SOFT50045 Members £5.50 Non Members £7.95
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Grenville Desk The ’5’ Star Chair
Grenville Desk finished in teak effect vinyl with large drawer for storage. Features raised section to 
accomodate monitor TV plus desk top space to house Computer Keyboard, and printer with castors.

(Red and Black)
Code: 6881 Members £33.95 Non Members £39.95

HEIGHT 879mm (34 MT)
WIDTH 872mm (38 1/2")
DEPTH 469mm (195/8")
Code: CD4 Members £44.90 Non Members £71.90 Additional Disc Drives, DDI-1 & FD-1

Two drives are better than one - and it’s simplicity itself to expand the CPC464 with the DDI-1 or the

The Workstation System - Corner Link 
Unit

standard CPC664 and CPC6128 by adding an extra FD-1 to double the on-line storage capacity. DL-2 
second drive lead is required to connect the FD-1 to a CPC664 or a CPC6128.
Code: DDI-1 (With Interface for CPC464)Members £139.95 Non Members £159.95
Code: FD-1 (for 664,6128) Members £89.95 Non Members £99.95
Code: DL2 (Required to connect FD-1 Members £5.90 Non Members £6.95

Enables the system tgo be linked together to fill any comer. Width 23", Depth 23".
Code: 6201 Members £19.35 Non Members £22.75

to CPC6128)

The Workstation System - Desk Unit
Blank C15 Cassette
This super dynamic high energy computer cassette tape has been produced and assembled from the

Supplied complete with monitor unit, is free standing and can be placed anywhere on the desk top, while 
the drawer can be mounted left or right. Height 28 3/8", Depth 23". Monitor Unit: Height 5 3/8", Width 
181/2, Depth 10 V4".
Code: 6182 Members £67.95 Non Members £79.35

finest components available. The strictest quality control procedures ensure consistent signal strength, 
bit alignment and Synchronisation. It is ideally suitable for use with the Amstrad CPC 464 computer as 
well as many other personal computers available.
Code: CT-15 Members £0.34 Non Members £0.40

The Workstation System - Filing Trolley Dust Covers DDI/FD1 Disc Drives
A neat matching unit with handy file facility for your computer printouts. Height 161/2", Width 18 1/2, 
Depth 15".
Code: 6211 Members £38.85 Non Members £45.71

Light grey, good quality plastic with burgandy piping and the Amstrad User Club motif clearly displayed. 
With the full set, "We’ll keep you covered". Prevents dust and grime entering the keyboard and monitor 
which only causes problems.
Code: DUSTDRIVE Members £2.95 Non Members £5.95

The Workstation System - Printer Unit Dust Covers Printer Covers
Has paper feed slot in the top to accept paper fed from the shelf, the unit comes complete with wire 
basket for receiving paper from the printer. Height 28 3/8", Width 23 1/4", Depth 23".
Code: 6192 Members £57.67 Non Members £67.85

(2000/2160/3000/3160/3250di Printers)
Code: DUSTPRINT Members £5.05 Non Members £5.95

The Home Office 22 System Bookshelf Dust Covers CPC6128/464
The Home Office 22 range of computer furniture is again available in the sophisticated ‘Black Ash’ vinyl 
veneer finish, and comes in five easy to assemble units. These can be bought singulary, or together to 
form a comprehensive home office environment.
Code: 6581 Members £41.05 Non Members £48.30

CPC6128
Code: DUST6128C (Colour) Members £10.50 Non Members £12.45
Code: DUST6128M (Mono) Members £&45 Non Members £9.95
CPC464
Code: DUST464Μ (Mono) Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95
Code: DUST464C (Colour) Members £10.50 Non Members £12.45

The Home Ofice 22 System Cupboard 
Unit
Code: 6571 Members £51.80 Non Members £60.95

RS232 Interface
This serial interface is an RS232 ’industry standard’ product, that will connect your machine to virtually 
every other peripheral, including printers and modems.
It’s compact and unobtrusive, complete with handbook and instructions. For all CPC machines, it

The Home Office 22 System Desk 
Code: 6541 Members £53.76 Non Members £63.25

includes commstar communication package for use with your modem.
Code : SOFT06071 Members £50.96 Non Members £59.95

JY-2 Joystick
The Home Office 22 System Filing
Trolley
Code: 6561 Members £48.87 Non Members £57.50

Amstrad’s JY-2 Joystick features a fast and positive click action that puts you in complete control of 
anything from tbe Earth’s defences to Roland’s fearless travels. A socket built into the base of the 
joystick enables a second joystick to be connected to tbe computer for two player games where the 
option is available.
Code: JY-2 Members £11.95 Non Members £14.95

The Home Office 22 System Return Desk 
Code: 6551 Members £39.10 Non Members £46.00 Joystick Pro 5000

Features:-

Data Trolley
* Large Dual Fire Button 
•Extra Long 5-Foot Cord 
•Ergonomic Handle Design

A one piece work station, with sliding shelves for keyboard and printer unit. Height 28.4", Width 29*, 
Depth 23".
Code: 6611 Members £67.95 Non Members £79.35

•Rubber Return (Smooth Return) 
CODE: JY-10 Members £12.95 Non Members £14.95

Linnet Lead
Data Trolley The Linnet Leads are used in conjunction with the Linnet for connection to your machine with

A one piece work station, with sliding shelves for keyboard and printer unit Height 28,4", Width 29", 
Depth 23".
Code: 6611 Members £67.95 Non Members £79.35

information being transferred from your machine down loading to the modem via the Linnet Lead. 
CODE: LINNETLEAD Members £14.65 Non Members £17.25
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Linnet Modem
Linnet is a truly remarkable modem, specially designed to meet the needs of both the borne, the 
education, and the business user alike, at affordable cost. Linnet will auto dial or auto answer, it is Hayes 
compatible and uses an extended "AT* set. It will monitor the progress of the call both audibly via the 
built in speaker, indicating to the user that a connection is being made and on the screen with simply 
messages such as line busy etc.
Linnet features a battery back up and has a 32 number store facility, it comes with "AT* commands and 
"S" registers pre-set but can be reconfigured to suit the needs of the user, and retained in the memory. 
Three built-in help menus make Linnet simple to use and its range of features make it one of the most 
advanced modems available.
CODE: PACE3 Members £148.58 Non Members £159.85

Guide to Operating Amstrad CP/M 2.2

•Cold Boot
•Warm Bool
• Resident System Extension
•Using MOVCPM.COM.
•IOBYTE
•DIOS User Interaction
•Initial Command Buffer
•BIOS Messages
•Disc Organisation
•Boot Sector
•Configuration Sector
•BIOS Jumpblocks
• Extended Disc Parameter
•SETUP.COM
•BOOTGEN, COM and SYSTEM.COM
•Set and ENTER FIRMWARE.

•BIOS Facilities Available to AMSDOS
•Store Requirements
•Utilities
•AMSDOS,COM
•CLOAD.COM
•CSA VE.COM
•CHKDSC,COM
• DISCCHK.COM
•COPYCISC.COM
•DISCCOPY.COM
•FILECOPY.COM
•FORMAT.COM
•Blocks
•The Restart Instructions and Locations
•Using the Alternate Register Hardware
•Disc Interface

•AMSDOS * Serial Interface
CODE: SOFT 158A Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

MANUAL
If you are having problems using the CPM 2.2 operating system, this is the guide that you need. It
can guide you through the following subjects:
•Introduction •What is CP/M
•The purpose of CP/M • L*ogical and actual devices
•Discs and drives •Serial Channel A Configuration
•Protecting a disc •Serial Channel B Configuration
••Making a DISC COPY •Files and things
•COPYDISC •Status and statistics
•DISC COPY •Copying files
•CHKDISK •CLOAD
•DISCCHK •FILECOPY
•The parts of CP/M •PIP
•Built-in commands •STAT
•The built-in commands •Changing the system
•Booting CP/M •Putting in the boot
•FORMAT •Changing in the size of CP/M
•SETUP •BOOTGEN
•Initial command buffer •MOVCPM
•Sign on string •SYSGEN
•Printer power up string •The Editor
•Keyboard expansion table •Creating a file ED
•Keyboard translation table •Assemble and submit
•Setting IOBYTE •ASM
•Register saving •DDT
•BIOS messages •DUMP
•Command buffer clear •LOAD
••Drive motor on delay •SUBMIT
•Drive motor off delay •XSUB
•Stepping rate 
CODE: SOFT06016 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

Concise Basic Specification
MANUAL
The concise BASIC Specification is an indepth guide to all the BASIC commands on the CPC 
computers: 
•Introduction
•Direct and Program Mode
•Keyboard and Joystick
•Streams
•BASIC Interrupts
•Commands and Built in Functions
•Error Numbers and Error Messages
•BASIC Keywords (summary)
•Keyboard and Joystick Key Numbers
•Notes and Tone Periods
•Memory, Hirnen, Symbol Alter and Cassette Buffers.
CODE: SOFT157 Members£16.95 Non Members £19.95

•Elements of Basic
•The Screen
•Line Input, Edit and Copy
•Sound Generation
•Overview of Commands
•BASIC Keywords in alphabetical order
•External Routines and Commands
•Text Screen Legal Posiüon/Control Characters
•Colours
•Cassette Reading and Writing

Guide to Logo CPC

Concise Firmware
MANUAL
The Amstrad CPC464 Firmware guide details all you need to know about the hardware of your machine. 
Everything is explained in precise detail The subjects carved in the Firmware guide are listed below. 
THE CONTENTS
•The Firmware
•ROMs, RAM and the Restart Instructions
•The Keyboard
The Text VDU
•The Graphics VDU
•The Screen
•The Cassette Manager
•Expansion ROMs, Resident System Extensions and RAM Programs
•Interrupts
•Events
The Machine Pack
•Firmware Jumpblocks
The Mam Firmware Jumpblock
The Firmware Indirections
•Kernel High Entries
•Low Entries to the Kernel
CODE: SOFT158 Members £16.95 Non Members £19.95

MP-2 Colour TV Modulators
MP-2 for CPC664/6128/464.
The MP-2 colour TV modulator and power supply contains all the electronics necessary to power the 
CPC and direct the display to a standard colour TV set. So if you have bought a monochrome monitor 
system, and you want to take advantage of the bright colours in arcade action games then you need the 
MP-2.
CODE: MP-2 Members £25.45 Non Members £29.95

Mulitface Two +
Tape-to-disc at the touch of a button. Ridiculous, you may say, but it works every time Multiface can 
stop any program in its tracks and save the program from memory to either tape or disc It’s completely 
foolproof. Similar products have had problems with screen size, colour and even sound; Multiface can 
handle all these without a second thought
That alone would have satisfied many people, but Romantic Robot has gone one step further, 
incorporating a memory editor. No program is safe with this: everything is out in the open, including 
the Z80 registers, CRTC data and any part of the memory.
Don’t be fooled into thinking this will result in mass piracy, however, The Multiface unit itself must be 
plugged into your Amstrad to allow reloading of a program it saved.
Multiface II must be the cleverest hardware device at present -A necessity for disc owners who thought 
they were stuck with loading from tape every time
CODE: MULTIFACE2 Members £40.75 Non Members £47.95

MANUAL
Have you ever wanted to know what LOGO is and bow to use it?
Now the Amstrad Guide to LOGO can answer all your questions. The Guide is for CPC machines, and 
outlines the following aspects of LOGO.
The Contents
•Approaching LOGO
•Procedural LOGO
•Colour and the travelling turtle
•The Power of two
•Arithmetic and statistics
•Prologo

•Starting LOGO
•Random writings
•Sound
•Names and properties
•Matrix Manipulation

Mousemat
High quality Mousemat, also finished in light grey (to compliment the User Club range of Dust Covers), 
dearly giving the User Club telephone number.
Features:
•Size 10.5' x 8,25’ *Non slip base
•High quality surface for pin-point accuracy
A must for Mouse users
Code: MOUSEMAT Members £4.95 Non Members £5.99

CODE: SOFT160 Members £8.45 Non Members £9.95

DDI-1 Firmware Specification
MANUAL
This guide was written specifically for owners of the DDI-1 disc drives, it covers such subjects as: 
•Overview
•CP/M 2.2
•AMSDOS
•Utilities
•CP/M 2.2 and the BIOS
•Structure of CP/M
•Store Map

•Features
•File names
•File Headers
•Changing Discs
•Intercepted Cassette Routines
•External Commands
•AMSDOS Messages

Plonker Box
The simple cost effective disc organiser for today’s computer users,
Today’s computer programs have become so large that they will not fit onto one disc. Typically, any one 
program (wordprocessor, spreadsheet, database etc.) will spread onto two, three, or even four discs, 
prompting the user to change discs regularly.
Your desk is going to be covered with discs, and they will be exposed to the many hazards that make 
discs unusable, such as finger prints, scratches, dust and coffee. Having discs scattered over a desk is a 
dangerous practice.
The Plonker box is designed to fit onto the computer system, and neatly stack current discs out of barm’s 
way, ready for use.
Holds all standard disc sizes:
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3", 3.5", 5.25“, and 8“. 
Code: PLONKER Members £1.95 Non Members £2.29

Universal Printer Stand - with Paper 
Tray

"Wirral Business Idea of the Year"
“Peripheral of tbe year*
Probably the most famous, least expensive copyholder in the world. If you haven’t got one you may be 
missing out???
Code: THINGIL Members £5.30 Non Members £425
Code: THING1R Members £5.30 Non Members £425

With a three piece design and cream colour, this stand is suitable for ail sized printers. The adjustable 
tray allows easy collection of paper.
Code: UNI28213 Members £17.10 Non Members £20.12

Universal Printer Stand
This cream-coloured Office Tech printer stand has a two-piece design and is suitable for all sized 
printers.
Code: UNI28212 Members £10.31 Non Members £12.13

........STOP PRESS........

Surge Protector Plug
•Ideal for industrial and domestic use.
•Wired and used an ordinary plug.
•Can be used to convert a conventional multiway socket strip into a surge protected unit with similar 
•benefits to the Apollo 410.
•Can be used without the need to hard wire,
*No power consumed except when a surge is present
•This plug dissipates both incoming and outgoing surges.
•Safely eliminates dangerous voltage surges/spikes from domestic and professional appliance.
•13 Amp rated plug, 5 Amp fuse fitted
•Housing - white or red flame retardant material
•Resets automatically
•BS safety style sleeved pin plug.
Code: PLUG Members £10.20 Non Members £11.99

X-Press
X-Press is an aid to Desk Top Publishing. The program is a printing and storage facility in that it allows 
Stop Press pages to be previewed before printing and will print pages up to 75% faster than norm at 
Pages can be crammed to reduce disc space used by stop press files, pages can also be crammed and 
combined to make foolscap pages or to increase vertical dot resolution by 25%. The package includes 
a comprehensive instruction manual which is easy to follow even to a beginner. Stop Press and X-Press, 
the perfect combination for fast, efficient Desk Top Publishing.
Code: XPRESS0001 Members £19.95 Non Members £30.00

PL-1 Printer Lead
The PL-1 Printer lead will allow you to connect any of the Amstrad DMP or LQ printer to the Amstrad 
CPC machines.
Code: PL-1 Members £&45 Non Members £9.95

Speech
Speech is a bandy new tool for the CPC range, as the name suggests it is a speech synthesiser and, apart 
from being used as a separate program, it is also possible to incorporate speech into your own programs. 
The package consists of six main programs, the first being the Speech program itself, there is also a 
demo program, a simple spell checker, a Sayfile program which allows you to “SAY“ document file, a 
dictionary edit program, and a computer based instruction manual in a program called "NOTES·. With 
this utility it is possible foryour program to give audible prompts or, for the more advanced programmer, 
give your games added impact with computer generated speech.
Code: SPEECH0001 Members £4.95 Non Members £9.95

Rombo Rom Box
This is THE rom box for the Amstrad CPC range of computers. It is a compact, well made, functional 
unit that combines with your CPC to create a potentially versatile and powerful computer system.
ROM Software will load instantly, is always available and does not require any of your computers 
valuable memory space to operate.
The ROMBO has a reputation for Reliability, compatibility, Durability and is an “essential" for any 
Amstrad CPC User.
Code: ROMBOOÛ3 Members £30.60 Non Members £34.95

Replacement Ribbons
We have a wide selection of Replacement ribbons for use with the Amstrad printers. 
Ribbons DMP2000/2160/3000/3160/3250di
Code: SOFT06049 Members £3.95
Code: DMP1R1BBON Members £5.20

Non Members £5.99
Non Members £450

Anti Glare Screen
STOP GLARE!!
Glare causes fatigue, headaches and eyestrain and yet it can be easily stopped.
Our ALFA-FILTER is a high quality mesh anti-glare screen with a frame, Glare and reflections are 
drastically reduced and also character definition and contrast is improved. Mesh is superior over glass, 
perspex and acrylic products. Mesh does not scratch and also does not provide any reflections itself 
which the others all do. Our ALFA-FILTER neatly attaches to your screen with four out-of-sight velcro 
strips. The frame has a unique matching frame designed specifically foryour PCW monitor, a perfect 
match, in colour, size and shape.
The ALFA-FILTER costs less than other inferior filters and such a small price to pay to look after your 
eyes.
CPC Mono Monitor
Code: ANTI-128M Members £11.95 Non Members £13.00
CPC Colour Monitor
Code: ANTI-6128 Members £13.45 Non Members £14.95

Thing!
THE WORLD FAMOUS THINGI COPYHOLDER“
Hailed by the Press as the greatest advance since the paperclip-The V.D.U. Operator’s Best Friend" 
Popular computing Weekly
THINGI of Beauty says Telecom, Marconi, Champion, Midland Bank, Cadbury, Typhoo"
"One of the Best Office products of the year" Daily Express
"Handy place for your copy whilst typing in" Personal Computer World
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CPC........................... ORDER FORM..........................CPC
CPC..................... MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION..................... CPC

MEMBERSHIP: THE ESSENTIAL ADD-ON
The Amstrad User Club is the official support organisation for Amstrad computer owners. With thousands of members nationwide, the Amstrad User Club has 
become the essential add-on for Amstrad users in maximising the enjoyment and practical use they get from their Amstrad. The User Club has more software 
and equipment for your Amstrad then anyone else in the UK - all at prices generously discounted for members. We are a support organisation ’par excellence’ - 
as you can see from the level of service we offer
* low. low prices * Widest range of software and hardware * 24 hour salesline * Technical support * Quality control * Product location service
• Up-to-date information * 12 issues of Amstrad Computer User Magazine · Monthly newsletters * Welcome pack * Choice of free introductory gift 
* Members discount offers

USER CLUB MEMBERSHIP COSTS JUST £27.95!

To apply for membership simply call our salesline on (091) 5108787 for Access/Visa applications, or complete the Registration Form below in block capitals and 
return it without delay.
TO ORDER: Please complete your details below in block capitals or ring (091) 5108787 if you would like to order by telephone (24 hour salesline).

..............-............................................................................. detatch------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please tick the appropriate box

I would like to become a member of the Amstrad User Club 
@ £27.95

I do not wish to join the User Club and I have used non-members prices 
on the order form below.

I am already a member my membership number is: ί

NAME MR/MRS/MISS/OTHER.......................(delete)

INITIALS SURNAME

COMPANY(if applicable)_____________________________________________

ADDRESS__________________________________________________________

POSTCODE DAY PHONE NUMBER

Please complete the lines below to order products from the catalogue.
DATE COMPUTER MODEL

Product description CODE QUANTITY TOTAL PRICE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(including membership fee if joining)Payment details : Cheque/Postal Order/Access/Visa(delete) Total order value £
ACCESS/VISA CARD No:

Please sign here if you wish us to debit your card 
annually to enjoy uninterrupted membership.

Cheques or Postal Orders payable to AMSTRAD USER CLUB 
POST YOUR ORDER TO : AMSTRAD USER CLUB 
P.O.Box 10, Enterprise House, Pallion Industrial Estate, 

SUNDERLAND, SR4 6SN
Or phone the ORDER ACTION LINE (091) 5108787

24 HR TELEPHONE ORDERING SERVICE
FAX: (091) 5100155

E-MAIL: MAG90320 (72)
LAZAHOLD LTD. under exclusive licence from AMSTRAD PLC.
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AMSTRAD USER CLUB 
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP

1. Membership is only available to residents of the United Kingdom, (including Channel Islands and B.F.P.O. addresses).

2.. The membership is not transferable, and all despatches of magazines, products, mailings etc. will be sent to the registered name and
address. Written notification is required to amend any details.

3. There can only be one name and address per membership. When a credit card is used for payment, the name and address must be 
accepted by the credit card company as the name and address of the quoted credit card.

4. Orders should take approximately 7 days to process (maximum 28 days). For details please read the Amstrad User Club Terms of Business 
on every mail order form.

5. Your User Club number appears on the invoice as Customer Number. It will also be printed on your membership card. Please quote this 
number with all communications and orders, to obtain benefits and discounts.

6. The company retains the right to refuse, or terminate, any membership without having to disclose the reasons.

7. The membership expires at the date shown on the card, and beyond this date all benefits cease immediately. A Renewal of Subscription 
form will be supplied to ensure a constant uninterrupted membership.

8. The Amstrad User Club reserves the right to change prices and discounts without notice The discount normally available is approximately 
15% reduction from the Amstrad User Club Mail Order retail price, but the latest mail order form will contain all price information..

9. All Amstrad User Club Products sold are subject to copyright and members must undertake not to resell, change, copy or reproduce any 
literature, software or hardware.

Prices are correct at the time of going to press. 
All prices include V.A.T. and Carriage.

AMSTRAD USER CLUB 
PO Box 10, Enterprise House 

Pallion Industrial Estate
SUNDERLAND, SR4 6SN 

TEL: (091) 5108787 (23 Lines)



;

USER CLUB TECHNICAL BRAINSTORMING IN PROGRESS!

T
he Amstrad User Club's 
technical support team service 
almost 30,000 members 
nationwide. Most problems are 

solved as and when they arise with 
our telephone hot-line support 
during office hours. We also provide 
a personal reply service to those 
members who prefer putting pen to 
paper, and for those who are lucky 
enough to live closeby in 
Sunderland, you can always pop in 
for a visit!.

The rest of our members can visit us 
throughout the year at all the major 
computer exhibitions nationwide. 
User Club technical advisors are 
present on our stand to recommend 
the best hardware and software 
products around (all available 
through our Mail Order operation at 
discounted rates).

For full details of all services we offer 
ring 091-510-8787, or write to:

The Amstrad User Club
P.O. Box 10
Enterprise House
Pallion Industrial Estate
Sunderland
SR46SN
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